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Located in Dublin’s North East Inner City, the Fire Station Artists’ 

Studios was established in 1993 to address the needs of professional visual artists. 

It primarily provides subsidised combined living and working studios 

for Irish and international artists, large scale sculpture workshop facilities and  

training opportunities for artists. The Fire Station training program has expanded 

to include digital and film training and we continue to host master classes and 

technical training. A key policy of the Fire Station is to contribute to the debate on 

collaborative and socially engaged arts practice, through a commissioning process 

that incorporates critique. 

Past projects commissioned by the Fire Station include Inner Art (1997), 

The Memorial (1998-2000), Consume (1997-2000), Daedal(us) (2003), Moore Street 

Lending Library (2005) 100 Flowers to Bloom (2006) and 12 Angry Films (2006). 

Since 2002 the Fire Station has run an annual Studio Award which 

supports professional visual artists who work in a collaborative and socially engaged 

context. Previous selected artists for this award have included Natasha Fischell,  

David Jacques, Ciara O’Malley, Rhona Byrne, Christine Mackey and The Third Person. 

Currently, Polish artist, Artur Zmijewski is developing a project for  

this award. Additionally the Fire Station manages a studio award for disabled artists  

which also explores issues around arts and disability. This award is in partnership  

with Arts & Disability Ireland (ADI). Noemi Lakmaier is the award winner 2008/9.
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Foreword—
Liz Burns

As a publicly funded institution the Fire Station Artists’ Studios has 

a clear and solid remit of providing subsidised live and work spaces for professional 

visual artists as well as training through its annual masterclass programme. In addition 

to this, the Fire Station has a distinct policy of supporting collaborative arts practices 

often of a socially engaged and public art nature. In addition to running two annual 

Studio Awards, one supporting collaborative arts practice and the other exploring the 

area of arts and disability, the Fire Station also commissions public art projects often in 

partnership with other agencies and institutions.

The idea behind this reader came from a conversation between myself 

and the Director of the Fire Station Clodagh Kenny in 2007, about how best to capture 

some key facets of the Fire Station’s raison d’etre so to speak, locate aspects of this work 

within a wider critical framework and elicit some debate, as well as advocate through 

sharing this knowledge with a wider public. 

Two years on, the resulting Fireside Conversations is a collection 

of six critical essays by invited writers in response to six talks held in the Fire Station  

in 2007/2008. The themes are wide and varied. They range from Polish artist  

Artur Zmijewski’s essay The Applied Social Arts, to U.S. curator Mary Jane Jacob’s 

long-term work with communities in Charleston. They address current debates around 

studio provision for artists, as well as contested notions around arts and disability 

and ‘Disability Arts’. To capture the flavour of these talks, which comprised of public 

presentations, roundtable discussions, interviews and a conversation in an artist’s 

studio, we have also included edited transcripts in the publication. 

One common thread that runs through these conversations is the 

various and sometimes contested notions of ‘collaboration’ and ‘participation’ as is 

evidenced in Jeremy Till’s critique of what he terms the ‘pseudo participation’ models 

endemic within architectural models of consultation. Mary Jane Jacob’s collaborations 

have been long term and complex involving multidisciplinary teams of artists, 

architects, town planners and local residents in the reimagining of Charleston’s future  

in South Carolina. The idea of art and architecture residing not entirely in the object, 

but in the agency of a process or relational aesthetic is discussed in both presentations. 

Artur Zmijewski’s essay The Applied Social Arts calls for a new type of collaboration: 

one between art and the social sciences, in order for art to reconnect with society.

˙

˙



Spaces for artists is another important thread running through 

these talks. Whether one operates within the more public (European) or privatised 

(U.S.) model of studio provision, the common denominator is that artists have to be 

highly resourceful in order to sustain themselves and their practices. ACME Studio’s 

presentation demonstrates this very point through their very successful public-private 

partnership model adopted in the UK. In his essay Spaces for Artists Alan Phelan calls 

for the studio sector in Ireland to be more active in locating their needs within current 

planning processes with local authorities and developers. 

Lastly Noëmi Lakmaier and Sabine Gruhn address personal spaces, 

emphasising and exaggerating the relationship between space, the individual and 

object in their art practices. Through incorporating their own bodies into their work 

they in turn reappropriate negative connotations of disability, proposing what  

Susan Thomson calls ‘alternative corporealities’.
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1	 ‘Them’; Artur Zmijewski; 2007.˙
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2—4	 ‘Repetition’; Artur Zmijewski; 2005; video stills.˙
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5	 ‘Them’; Artur Zmijewski; 2007.

 All images courtesy of Artur Zmijewski and the Foksal Gallery Foundation.
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The Applied Social Arts—
Artur Zmijewski in conversation  
with Liz Burns

Biographies—

Artur Zmijewski is an artist of international standing who has exhibited 

widely internationally. His recent work Them (2007) was shown in Documenta 12 and 

he represented Poland in the Venice Biennale with Repetition (2005). A graduate of the 

Sculpture Faculty at the Warsaw Art Academy (1990—1995) he studied in the studio 

of Professor Grzegorz Kowalski. Zmijewski’s social documentary-type films frequently 

examine mechanisms of power and oppression within the existing social order as well as 

exposing social conflicts, trauma and human weakness. 

Born in Warsaw in 1966, he belongs to a generation of artists who  

have offered different responses to the complexities of the post-Communist condition. 

Artur Zmijewski is currently developing a project in Dublin as artist in residence with  

the Fire Station Studio Award 2008/9.

Liz Burns works for the Fire Station Artists’ Studios in Dublin and 

her role involves the commissioning of site and context specific art projects often 

of a socially engaged nature, which explore relationships to places, publics and 

communities. Part of her role involves managing the Fire Station’s annual Studio Award 

for artists whose work is collaborative and socially engaged. Previous award winners 

have included Rhona Byrne, Christine Mackey, David Jacques, Ciara O’Malley,  

The Third Person and Natascha Fischell. In 2008 Liz invited Artur Zmijewski to  

Dublin to develop a project as part of this award. Previous public art projects include  

12 Angry Films (2006) with artist Jesse Jones, 100 Flowers to Bloom (2005—2006) 

with David Jacques, and Daedal(us) (2003—2004) with Esther Shalev-Gerz. Liz is 

currently undertaking an MA in Visual Arts Practices with IADT 2008/9.

Also participating in the roundtable talks were artists’ Jesse Jones 

and Declan Clarke; Curator, Helen Carey; Director of Create, Sarah Tuck; and 

Curator of the Project Arts Centre, Tessa Giblin.

part 1—
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The following are excerpts from an interview and roundtable 

discussion that took place in the Fire Station Artists’ Studios, Dublin on  

26th November 2008. 

—

Liz I recently had the opportunity to see an exhibition of your work in 

BAK in Utrecht, Holland. This exhibition titled The Social Studio1 contained over seven 

of your video works including Them2 and Repetition3 In addition you presented a text 

you recently wrote called The Applied Social Arts4. I am interested in finding out a bit 

more about the background to this piece of text, why you wrote it? For me it reads a  

bit like a political manifesto. Was this your intention and how would you like this text  

to be presented in future? 

Artur Yes, I was invited by a Polish Journal called Krytyka Polityczna5 to write 

this text. This is a kind of specific political group because they understand art, they 

understand culture. Which is unique amongst politicians, it is unusual in political 

practice to involve artists, to invite them to take part in political activity. So this was  

my answer to the invitation they gave me and I can say that I was also somehow  

angry when I was writing this text. I was angry because I had this experience that  

1 Artur Zmijewski; The Social Studio exhibition; 28th September — 11th November, 2008; 

BAK (basis voor actuale kunst) Utrecht, Holland; www.bak-utrecht.nl

2 Them (2007); first shown at Documenta 12 in Kassell, Germany, documents a social experiment 

devised by Zmijewski in which representatives from conflicting social groups in Poland are brought 

together through a series of workshops. Each group is asked to construct a symbolic centre and then to 

comment and react to the others, forcing participants to interact: to negotiate, to fight or to withdraw.

3 Repetition (2005); shown at 51st Venice Biennial in 2005. The film is a documentary recording of the 

re-enactment of the Stanford Prison Experiment, a famous 1971 psychological experiment studying human 

behaviour in prison conditions, conducted by professor Philip Zimbardo at the U.S. Stanford University.

4 The Applied Social Arts; English translation available at www.artmargins.com/content/feature/Zmijewski.htm

5 Krytyka Polityczna (Political Critique) is a quarterly left wing journal founded in Poland in 2002. 

This journal engages with political philosophy, current political affairs, literary criticism, modern art  

and theatre. For further information go to www.krytykapolityczna.pl

“I was angry because I had this experience 
that I am ‘unused’ so to speak. I have this feeling that I 
produce a kind of important social political knowledge. 
I am able to penetrate reality and I am able to give some 
answers. I feel as an artist I am able to offer some sort of 
knowledge around social issues and problems.”

˙

˙
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I am ‘unused’ so to speak. I have this feeling that I produce a kind of important social 

political knowledge. I am able to penetrate reality and I am able to give some answers.

I feel as an artist I am able to offer some sort of knowledge around social 

issues and problems. I am interested in giving and sharing tools with other disciplines 

like science for example. But knowledge produced by art is not used by these other 

disciplines. So the first question you asked was why I wrote this text? Why are we as 

artists in this situation that what is produced by us, I mean this knowledge, is not used, 

is not a part of other disciplines? For example, scientists don’t ever reference artists. 

To give an example there is this Polish artist, Zbigniew Libera6 and 

he made these pieces like a system to produce a lego model of the Nazi camp in 

Auschwitz and he proposed this lego model as a monument of Auschwitz, you know. 

A few hundred of these pieces were produced. I think he penetrated peoples opinions 

about this, about Auschwitz and he penetrated our memory, I can say. 

In my opinion it was a kind of social research from his side. He 

researched society through this object, through this lego system presented or 

constructed as a Nazi camp. But I have never found anywhere in any book and 

sociology context the quotation and the reference to this piece. This is a kind of  

general situation when reading works by scientists, sociologists or anthropologists, 

there are no references to art. 

So if I go back to this text that I wrote, that was my first question in this 

text — why are we as artists not represented? Why is knowledge which is produced 

by artists not presented? It is not a part of general knowledge which is produced by 

science and it is not part of, for example, political strategies. So it was a very good 

opportunity for me to write a text as an answer to this invitation for critical debate and 

cooperation between art and the social sciences. We are continuing this cooperation 

and some people were influenced by this idea, this idea of cooperation between art  

and political activity. 

Liz When your text was first published in Krytyka Polityczna in Poland, 

was there much reaction from sociologists, psychologists or politicians to this essay?

Artur Yes, there was. This magazine Krytyka Polityczna operates outside of this 

art ghetto, of this specific field of art. So they come from universities, they are teachers, 

active politicians, sociologists. They have been working on this magazine since it was  

set up in 2002 and have had six, seven years to become a kind of political force.

Liz Is this particular magazine in Poland becoming popular?

6 Zbigniew Libera; LEGO Concentration Camp Set; 1996.
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Artur Yes it’s getting stronger and stronger … I think Krytyka Polityczna 

can really advertise and can really give an opportunity to be heard. I mean people  

really listen and read what is presented there. The text was also published on their 

website which allowed for a bigger readership and through this there has been  

further discussion and debate generated and it’s not finished.

Liz Can you elaborate on this?

Artur I had a very good answer from one sociologist and anthropologist, 

Joanna Tokarska, who is well known in Poland. She asked her team of students to write 

an answer to my text on this proposal because the idea of ‘the applied social arts’ is a 

very serious proposal for social scientists. She also wrote a response to my text; she 

started to think about how art can be reused as a tool for anthropology, for sociologists. 

We had a kind of collaboration in which we made a film and did some research 

together. So I offered her my service, my knowledge, my know-how and she used this 

know-how. But not only used, she has also included this knowledge and nowadays it’s  

a part of her tool box, I can say? 

Liz Her working methodology? 

Artur Exactly, a part of her methodology. 

Liz Can you tell me a little bit about the film?

Artur We made this one film together. One of her main interests is Poland’s 

Jewish past with its anti-Semitism and the expulsion of Jews from Poland. I mean the 

disaster in the Jewish community in Poland and the kind of responsibility held by the 

Polish population for this. So she went with her group to San Domierz which is a small 

city in the south east of Poland which is a kind of capital of Catholic pilgrimage. It’s 

a really small city but if you are there you can find ten, twelve Catholic churches, it’s 

absolutely too much. So she and her students did research on the citizens of this city. 

They were talking to them and they were collecting reports about the specific incidents, 

opinions, about legends like ritual murder. They were, I can say, shocked because the 

students were talking to all these people from the city who are very friendly. They 

invited us to their homes, they gave us tea, coffee, cakes etc. It was very nice to meet 

“Why is knowledge which is produced  
by artists not presented? It is not a part of general 
knowledge which is produced by science and it is not  
part of, for example, political strategies.”
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them. But at the same time they were using this language of hate. The students were 

shocked by this contrast and they didn’t know what to do with this shock, with the 

effect of this shock, of this trauma I could say.

Liz The language of hate was towards Jewish people?

Artur They hated Jews and they were talking about it very directly. So I started 

to work with them. I proposed to the students to do a workshop with an image from 

San Domierz’s Cathedral in the city. This image which was painted in the 18th century 

is a kind of caricature or cartoon showing Jews killing a Catholic baby in a very cruel 

way. This was a starting point for these students to research the city and San Domierz. 

I offered them this image, which I printed on fifteen sheets of paper and I told them, 

“Whatever you want to do with this image you can do”. The image was burnt, it was 

vandalised, it was presented on the streets of Warsaw etc., and people talked about  

their feelings towards the image. So I made a film later from these workshops on  

this subject.

Liz I’m interested, Artur, in how you work with people. I know you studied 

under Professor Kowalski’s Studio in Warsaw7 which had a very particular way of 

working. You mentioned in an interview once that the most important thing you  

learned from studying under Professor Kowalski was that ethics and morality were 

suspended, since they weren’t conducive to knowledge and learning. The idea was  

it was anthropological, so to learn was to observe and to look and to let things play  

out. Do you feel an ethical or moral responsibility, for the people you work with?  

For instance in the film Them where there is a clear breakdown in communication 

at the end between the four different social groups. Did all the participants get to see 

the final film and give feedback? 

Artur In the case of Them I gave all of the participants a copy of the film. 

I know that my assistant, Tomek, had a meeting with the Catholic group and had some 

problems with them. This mostly female group of Catholics called Catholic Action 

invited him to the basement of the church where they had an office. He showed them 

the film and was strongly criticised by them so he felt he had no voice to defend himself 

or to explain what was going on and why the film was edited in that way. This was 

probably the strongest reaction from participants, but I didn’t participate in it. 

7 The ‘Kowalnia’ or ‘Smithery’ was the term applied to a Studio at Warsaw’s Academy of Fine Arts 

headed by Professor Grzegorz Kowalski, which was attended by artists including Artur Zmijewski,  

Pawel Althamer, Katarzyna Gorna in the 1990’s. Important discussions concerning the limits of art,  

its place in society and the responsibility of the artists in Poland in the 1990’s came out of this studio. 

˙
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In the case of the film Repetition, which was a re-enactment of the 

famous Stanford Prison Experiment8 in 1971, I had a problem with one of the main 

participants in the film. He was nicknamed ‘Black Maniek’. After he saw the film, 

he contacted Philip Zimbardo, the psychologist who did the original Stanford Prison 

Experiment. He found his address on Zimbardo’s website and he contacted him 

directly. I like this story because Zimbardo answered him and said, “Okay, because  

this concerns psychological health problems and I am a psychologist, I will help you  

if you want to go to court with this”, what is the word … trial? 

Liz To take legal action? 

Artur Yes, to fight with me in court you know for his rights. So Zimbardo said: 

“I will help you. I will be a witness. I will come and I will be an expert on your side.  

I will be involved on your side.”

Liz Had Zimbardo already seen Repetition? 

Artur Yes, I had sent him the film. I had already met with him in the U.S. and 

we had a kind of public discussion about the experiment and its re-enactment in my film.

Liz As I understand he wasn’t happy with it? He had criticisms? 

Artur Yes, but I don’t believe his argument. I really don’t believe him and I think 

his scientific view is too narrow. I think his position is a kind of a self-defence position. 

Liz Zimbardo had said he never wanted that experiment repeated, isn’t that it?

8 The Stanford Prison Experiment was conducted by Professor Philip Zimbardo at Stanford University, 

California in 1971. This infamous experiment was a study of the psychological effects of becoming 

a prisoner or prison guard and participants consisted of student volunteers. The experiment was 

prematurely ended after six days, due to the increasingly sadistic behaviour of the prison guards and  

the resulting psychological effect on the prisoners. For further information go to www.prisonexp.org

“I think an experiment like the Stanford 
Experiment is not neutral in how it functions. That is why 
we as artists have to challenge the knowledge produced  
by science and produce a kind of opposite knowledge.”
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Artur Exactly. I don’t think this is an honest and good message from a 

scientist. Because it’s a typical procedure in science that experiments should be 

repeated to check the results. But he said no. I think an experiment like the Stanford 

Prison Experiment is not neutral in how it functions. So that is why we as artists 

have to challenge the kind of knowledge produced by science and produce a kind  

of opposite knowledge.

Liz I am interested in why this participant was unhappy, was he one 

of the prisoners?

Artur Yes.

Liz He was the prisoner who collaborated with the guards and shaved the 

other prisoners’ heads? 

 

Artur He felt really bad I think because of this.

Liz He felt bad, okay? I suppose when you let these situations unfold, they 

tend to show human behaviour both good and bad, and it’s how you manage that.

Artur, I am also interested in this notion of art’s perceived autonomy. 

Your text challenges this very notion. You suggest that art needs to abandon this claim 

to autonomy it has fought so hard to gain. Understandably artists have struggled over 

the years to avoid been appropriated by the state, as seen during the Nazi regimes and 

communist regimes. Yet you argue in your text that this autonomy and independence 

from other discourses has isolated art from reality. Can you talk a bit about this?

Artur So I don’t like this word ‘autonomy’ because the most interesting or the 

strongest fantasy in art is to go back to this strong connection between the state, politics 

and art. I think we as artists still fantasise about this. What the Nazi state offered artists 

was really fantastic though it was totally corrupted. This was also the case in socialism.

Liz Socialist Realism?

Artur Yes. Socialist Realism which was strong in the East Block in the 

Communist era. It was a very good offer and a huge number of artists, writers, film 

directors, poets, etc., were corrupted by this. Some of them were completely possessed 

by this. Of course nowadays we describe them all as collaborators, we hate them. 

But there is I think a really strong dream in art to go back to this time, to go back to 

this dependency. Because this relation between art and power has I think the longest 

tradition in art. So Michelangelo, Raphael etc., they were just working for rich people 

and they were just slaves. For me it’s absolutely clear that these artists were not free, 

they were also slaves. They were working for symbolic power, for money.  
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They protected the image of this power. They were producing images of the powerful 

elite. Of course today our terms are different and so our image of the world is different 

than the image of the world in the middle-ages in the time of Michelangelo, for 

example. But I think we still dream about this time and we are looking for the path, 

for the way to go back to this time. But not to go back to this time and to be slaves 

again but to go back to this time and also have this possibility to decide to be a kind of 

partner, to be a partner who is equal to the politician and scientist. 

Liz You mention film as a very useful tool for an artist in terms of how it 

is read and how it can be read in many ways. Why do you see film as such a useful tool 

compared to other artistic practices?

Artur Because, in my opinion, film is the most transparent, the most visible for 

people. So, generally when you watch movies we don’t think about how it was edited, 

we don’t think about the sound. I think for viewers, movies are just a part of reality.  

But in the case of an art piece or installation it’s different; it’s often difficult for viewers 

to read. In the case of film it’s easier for spectators.

Liz Easier to read?

Artur They don’t see this difference, they don’t see that it was transformed, 

it was redesigned, re arranged or rewritten, you know. People are very well trained  

to read movies, so when you turn on your TV set and you watch programmes it’s  

just a part of reality. 

Liz It’s quite unconscious yet sophisticated how we read films really. 

I am curious then because you work in film and you see it as a very useful tool for the 

public to read your work, are you interested in your work being shown in a broader 

context, outside of the gallery system? Like for instance, on television or within a  

cinema context?

Artur Some of my films were shown a few times on TV and also in cinemas.

Liz Was this on television in Poland? 

Artur Yes, they were shown on the Kultura TV Channel a few times.

Liz Which films were shown?

Artur It’s called Polak w Szafie or Pole in Wardrobe. This is the movie 

about the project dealing with anti Semitism I spoke about earlier. Also some of  

the films I made in Israel were shown on Polish TV.
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Liz Obviously some artists don’t necessarily want their work presented 

outside of the gallery context. They are interested in their work being framed and 

received in a particular way within a gallery space. You could even argue that some 

artists are a bit over precious with how their films might be presented. 

Whereas showing it on television is a very different experience in  

terms of how it’s framed and received. So were you happy to show these films within  

a television context?

Artur I was happy enough. However I like cinema the best because in cinema 

people are not able to escape. In the gallery they watch my films for one or two minutes 

and then escape.

Liz Yes, in cinema you certainly have a captive audience. I would like to 

open up this conversation to other people — Jesse and Declan you both work in film. I’m 

curious to find out how you view your film work and how it’s received in various contexts? 

Jesse I think one of the interesting questions is whether or not this idea of 

autonomy that you are talking about in the text is understood as how we discussed it. 

It was my understanding from the text that you were arguing against autonomy and 

the historic rupture between science and art and how art had become inconsequential 

because of this. The relationship about how an artwork circulates as autonomous is 

somehow problematic for you. 

So thinking about film, I think a lot of artists feel the showing of work in 

gallery spaces gives them an autonomy that is separate to the rest of the public sphere. 

But in terms of how you discuss film, I think it is important to think about film that can 

circulate and pierce this space of the public sphere and circulate with multiple kinds of 

forms. So, I’m thinking about a serious methodology of how you would use cinema in 

various different ways to produce an element of discursive action for the film, not just 

be something visual that is about the encounter with the spectator or the slave, that it 

becomes something else. 

So say a film like Punishment Park9 by Peter Watkins, it’s shown in the 

cinema and kind of came into recirculation recently around the time of Guantanamo 

Bay but it was never shown on television really. It is kind of interesting how a film like 

that can re-emerge at certain times and how artists can re use the film.

I’m also interested in this idea of the ‘Algorithm’ which you mention in 

your text Artur. The ‘Algorithm’ as a kind of systematic knowledge production that art 

9 Punishment Park is a mock/pseudo documentary by Peter Watkins which was shot in the U.S.A. in 1971 as the 

social and political turmoil of the era reached a peak. Here, Watkins envisaged an authoritarian clampdown 

by the Nixon administration on radicals and activists. Stripped of their rights, they’re presented with a stark 

choice by establishment tribunals: either lengthy prison sentences, or running the gauntlet of Punishment Park, 

a three-day marathon through the high desert with armed National Guardsmen on their trail.
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can generate rather than this idea of the artist as what you call ‘idiot savant’ who just 

relies on intuition. There are so many trajectories of autonomy that we just take for 

granted. The artist as an autonomous figure who doesn’t rely on systematic knowledge 

production but relies on their intuition and their perception of the world. So in a way 

other disciplines of science, sociology etc. rely on very systematic methodologies 

with regard to knowledge production and experimentation. But because artists are 

supposedly reliant on intuition, that is obliterated for artists. I think it’s a very interesting 

text in relation to these things. 

I was just wondering in what is your ambition for the text? Is it for artists 

to read or is it to bridge that gap between political action and artistic action? 

Artur I think that art produces knowledge and we use this knowledge as 

artists. For example, artists have knowledge about composition, colours, light, about 

how to edit movies, how to compose and produce images, that are persuasive. So this 

is knowledge which is written, there are books about it. So the question is why we don’t 

want to collect other knowledge which is produced by art?

There is not such a big difference between this knowledge and scientific 

knowledge. Of course scientists have different methodologies and they repeat their 

experiments, etc. But we also repeat our experiments. We also collect knowledge. 

But I think it’s forbidden for artists to collect this knowledge. However it’s possible, it’s 

absolutely possible. I think there is this strong image of the artist as this ‘idiot savant’ 

with no methodology, when in fact artists do have their own methodology. So for 

example re-enactment is a kind of artistic methodology. But I think we as artists are 

over dependent on our social image. The art piece becomes a fetish, you know.  

Artists are seen as types of priests or shamans. There should be a kind of rebellion  

in art against this image of the artist, which is what fuels the art market. 

Helen That’s really interesting what you say about the art market. I went 

to see your film Them in Documenta last year with Israeli collectors. We watched 

the film in the basement of a youth centre, and it was a bit off the beaten track, a  

really interesting journey to get there and they were very influential Israeli collectors.  

We were sitting watching it and it was a very strong piece. When we came out their 

first comment was, “we have to buy it”. Which was really interesting like, ‘we have to 

have it, it has to be with us’. I mean for very good reasons, it wasn’t that they wanted  

to stop it, they wanted people to see it. But their immediate reaction was, “how can we 

buy it?” And that is what they do, they collect. 

“I think it is important to think about film 
that can circulate and pierce this space of the public sphere 
and circulate with multiple kinds of forms.”
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Declan Isn’t that kind of always how these things work? Art has never been 

detached from money and that is just the way it is within capitalism. But what I am 

interested in asking is, I mean we are talking a bit about the public perception of art, 

and I think it is problematic to generalise what a public perception of art is. I think it 

varies from country to country. For me one of the reasons that art isn’t referenced 

a lot in other fields is because in a lot of cultures and countries there is a very poor 

understanding of art, people don’t learn about it. People aren’t taught about art in 

school, they are not taught to respect it. What they are taught about art is a deeply 

conservative, outdated pre-modern notion of what art is. So I mean when you are 

teaching students it’s really difficult when you are dealing with final year students  

and they are talking about the difficulties in understanding contemporary art.  

You are trying to have a ninety year old argument with someone who is about to 

leave college as an artist. So I think these things are deeply rooted certainly in Ireland, 

certainly in England. But if you look at a country like Germany, there is a deep social 

appreciation of art, where members of the public regularly go to contemporary art 

exhibitions. So, if a young artist is exhibiting they feel they should go and see it and 

understand it. If they don’t understand it they make an effort to find out more about it. 

There isn’t an assumption that art should immediately transmit what it’s trying to do  

to anyone who walks in off the street. 

I think these notions of how art functions in society and public, I don’t 

think we can make clear assumptions on this. And this leaves me to my question; 

there are so many things I could ask you about the text. One of the things that really is 

apparent to me that you almost immediately start to talk about shame and guilt. Then 

you go on to talk about art, when art works for regimes. You talk about Leni Riefenstahl 

etc. But there are also certain implications here, about Catholicism or history as you 

just pointed out. A lot of the artists you reference seem to be Polish which is fair 

enough. To me this text seems very Polish, you talk about how Catholicism has affected 

Poland, how history from the Nazis to subsequent Communist party have affected 

Poland, and how this has affected art and society’s relationship to art. What I got from 

reading this text was this seems to be very much about Polish history in some ways or 

modernist Polish history. Is that the case or am I just completely misreading the text  

or reading my own concerns into the text?

“I think we as artists are over dependent on 
our social image. The art piece becomes a fetish, you know. 
Artists are seen as types of priests or shamans. There 
should be a kind of rebellion in art against this image of the 
artist, which is what fuels the art market.”
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Artur So I can say this text is from a western point of view, not just a Polish 

one. If you want to say this is not so important for you, you can say this is just a  

Polish text in a Polish context. 

Declan I am not saying it’s not important to me at all, quite the contrary. 

I am just wondering how much these concerns influence your thinking and your 

interests. I am not saying that I don’t find this interesting or it doesn’t concern me.  

I am just saying how influential do you think these things have been? I can relate to 

it coming from Ireland, a Catholic country that almost immediately when there is a 

problem with something, it’s identified as guilt and shame, which is a deep rooted 

Catholic thing. As soon as something goes wrong or you don’t understand something 

you feel personally responsible and you feel ashamed of it and you have to try and 

think outside that. Now, I stopped believing in Catholicism twenty years ago but I 

still have guilt and shame, you know. So, I can’t disassociate myself from the Catholic 

environment that I grew up in. I am just wondering how much these concerns and then 

the subsequent political traumas that happened in Poland for most of the 20th Century, 

how much is this a concern for you and the other artists you reference in the text?  

Or, as I said, am I just misreading your concerns or what you are trying to address?

Artur So I can somehow agree with you because in fact the context, the 

Polish context, especially the context of Communism, is very important for me. I think 

it’s one of the best examples which I can give of the dependency of artists and the 

collaboration of artists with the Communist regime. But I think if you go to the Louvre in 

Paris or other museums that collect parts from the past, there is the same shame. Most 

of the art pieces presented were made by types of “slaves” I think. This is also a shame 

but this is less obvious for us. I think the most obvious shame was produced by artists’ 

collaboration with the Nazi and Communist regimes because they were just killing 

people directly. They were totalitarian regimes. 

 But I think or I hope this text is not just specific to the Polish context.  

I hope it speaks in a general context about the shame of artists. But this shame is, in 

fact, mixed with this dream of how to go back to this time, how to be a kind of slave 

again, but in a different way. That was what I was thinking when I was writing this text. 

When you were talking about this that people don’t understand art, I can say it should 

“For me one of the reasons that art isn't 
referenced a lot in other fields is because in a lot of cultures 
and countries there is a very poor understanding of art, 
people don’t learn about it. People aren't taught about art  
in school, they are not taught to respect it.”
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be extended to people don’t understand images. This is a kind of a bigger problem,  

I think. There is also another problem. If you say that there are people who understand 

art and people who don’t understand art, it’s a kind of, I can say, not colonial point of 

view but it’s an assumption. Are we saying that people who understand art are better 

and people who don’t understand art are worse or stupid? 

Declan I don’t know it’s so much that there is awareness and there is not 

awareness. If you are not exposed to something and you have absolutely no awareness 

of it then it’s not about better or worse, you just can’t know anything about it and you 

can’t make an informed opinion on it. I mean that is true not just of art but of loads  

of things. But for some reason I think art, because people are aware of the concept of 

art, often times people just assume. For example, take writers; I think some of the  

worst things written about art are written by very intelligent cultured people. Take,  

for example, I mean Marx, Engels and Lenin. Some of their worst writing is when  

they talk about art and literature and how ideology and politics should work with art. 

It’s appalling, it’s unreadable rubbish. They were all intelligent guys, well cultured,  

read loads of books, you know and it’s the same across the board. Literature is filled 

with these amazing gestures but, when they start to talk about art or write about art  

or describe art, it’s like they have the most remedial understanding of what art is.  

I think this is the problem, it’s not about the smart ones know about art and the stupid 

ones don’t. Often times the smartest people you will ever encounter are so ...

Artur Stupid.

Declan Stupid when it comes to an understanding of what art is or can be. 

I just think this is the problem. I agree with you that it’s more accurate to say that 

people don’t understand images, as opposed to art. I think that is a much more valid 

observation. But I think the only way this can be done is to try to essentially modernise 

and expand an understanding of images and art, which is about three hundred years 

behind. People still have difficulty accepting the impressionists, you know, intelligent 

people. So, we really are a couple of hundred years behind and I think that hampers the 

debate and I think that is kind of why a lot of people don’t reference art and don’t realise 

how valuable a tool, it is. Which I realise and can appreciate your frustration.

“I think or I hope this text is not just 
specific to the Polish context. I hope it speaks in a general 
context about the shame of artists. But this shame is, in 
fact, mixed with this dream of how to go back to this time, 
how to be a kind of slave again, but in a different way.”
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Liz Just in relation to what you have brought up Declan — some of the 

smartest people writing having a very remedial understanding of what art is. Artur, in 

your text you are quite critical of the art reviewer/art critic, who by and large you feel does 

not have sufficient knowledge. You mention that: “Critics do not often know enough and 

this lack of knowledge can lead art back to aestheticising. Art reviewers lack competence 

— they need sociological, philosophical and psychological expertise.”

Do you think a new language also needs to be invented? I am thinking 

of the art historian Grant Kester’s coining of the term ‘dialogical art’10 to describe a 

type of socially engaged art practice that is routed in dialogue. Or does it need to be 

aestheticised in the first place? 

Artur Probably a kind of new language should be invented, I think. 

Helen If you look at Steve McQueen’s recent film Hunger, for example, it brings 

what you are saying into the mainstream press for discussion in a big way. For example, 

how this film using the technical long take is a kind of new language which seems to 

absorb a lot of time and is a way of accessing the subject matter afterwards.

Jesse It was my understanding that you were arguing that aesthetics was a bit 

of a red herring in a way. How do you describe red herring? Like a cul de sac you know 

it’s going nowhere. It’s over reductive to talk about aesthetics and talk about how we 

can read an aesthetic description of practices that are based in the social and the public 

sphere in this way. That we try to aestheticise, Grant Kester talks about ‘durational 

aesthetics’ that we have to not just imagine that there is this one moment of gasping  

in the gaze of art but to imagine that that kind of aesthetic drawing of breath happens 

over duration of time. Whereas, I think, that this kind of simplification of the relationship 

between the viewer and the art work is perhaps over emphasised by art reviewers. 

The tools of anthropology or the tools of a more systematic idea of 

how an artist produces knowledge doesn’t necessarily have to just be reduced to an 

aesthetic experience and can become something completely different. Perhaps it’s not 

so much about trying to pull this cargo of art history to get people to catch up with,  

but maybe it’s about art kind of morphing into another form of knowledge production 

and that maybe people don’t need to understand the Impressionists.

Declan Sure they don’t. But what I just mean, it’s like talking about anything in 

a pre-modern way, as if modernism didn’t happen, you know. We need to understand 

that modernism happened. To talk about electricity you need to know about atoms, 

that is more like what I was trying to imply but perhaps that’s not a very clear analogy.

10 See Chapter 3; Dialogical Aesthetics in Kester, Grant Conversation Pieces: Community and communication 

in modern art; University of California Press; 2004.
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Jesse But it’s interesting to think about, I guess, like this is the relationship 

between art and the world, how it’s in a constant kind of shift and constantly changing 

and how artists can be mobilisers of different types of knowledge production. Like say 

the kind of social experiment. One of the interesting things I think is how different the 

reactions to the original Stanford Prison Experiment and your repetition of it were. I think 

that is one of the really interesting things in how an artist is acting through this kind of 

particular social role within the world. Perhaps it’s because of our historical autonomy 

as artists that what happens in your re-enactment in Repetition is that the participants 

collectively choose to stop the experiment. Whereas with the original Stanford Prison 

Experiment in 1971, Zimbardo decided to prematurely pull the experiment, because 

he felt culpable in some kind of way. So it’s kind of interesting to think about this, the 

same experiment and the repetition of the methodology that Philip Zimbardo did 

had a completely different effect because it was carried out by an artist and how the 

participants reacted to the experiment. So in terms of how artists can use the tools of 

scientific or research analysis to completely different ends in a way in terms of what is 

going to happen from that is interesting to me.

Artur I think it’s a kind of battle between the different fields, different discourses 

between art and science, for example. If I enter the scientific field there will be scientists 

who will be shocked, and say, “come on, this is our discourse, get out”. They will reduce 

all my knowledge as an artist to just a sheet, you know. This is a good example because 

Zimbardo published a book lately which is called The Lucifer Effect11 and this is about the 

prison experiment and is a kind of extension or evolution of his thoughts. He is thinking 

about the results of this experiment in the context of the Iraqi war and the kind  

of general permission for torture etc. … There is in the book a small part that’s called 

“Popular Culture” or “Pop Culture” and my film Repetition is located in this part. 

Jesse He talks about it?

Artur Yes. And also other experiments, other re enactments of prison 

experiments, because it was repeated by BBC also like a TV show but I think it was 

serious. There is also a German movie ...

Jesse Das Experiment12.

Artur Das Experiment and probably there is another one which I didn’t see. 

But it shows us the position of art. Even when my work enters this field of science it 

11 Zimbardo Philip; The Lucifer Effect; Understanding how good people turn evil; Random House; 2007.

12 Das Experiment; 2001; German film. Directed by Oliver Hirshbiegel. Based on Mario Giordano’s novel, 

Black Box, a fictionalised account of the Stanford Prison Experiment.
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is still just labelled “pop culture”, something light that is just entertainment for the 

masses. Maybe in scientists’ free time after work they can be interested in it. But they 

will not treat it as serious as their own experiments and research. 

Jesse Philip Zimbardo’s reaction to your film is interesting. The fact that he 

developed this relationship with one of the ex-participants who then tried to sue you. 

This seems like a conflict of authorship that happened between you and Zimbardo, 

where in effect Zimbardo felt he had authored this experiment and he didn’t want it 

repeated, you know. So he had the stamp of authenticity. It was the Philip Zimbardo 

experiment and when you repeated it, it became connected and related to your 

authorship as an artist and in some way he thought that was a compromise of his 

authority in terms of the experiment. 

Artur Maybe also.

Sarah I’m just wondering what difference there might be for participants 

if they take part in an experiment that is framed as science and that is lead by a 

scientist, and then take part in an experiment that is labelled as art and lead by an 

artist? What differences does that have for those people participating and what are 

your thoughts about that? 

Artur I as an artist am perceived as the freak, the crazy person. So this 

is the difference. The scientist is the person who produces first knowledge and  

then technology, yes? 

I think it’s now artists should start this fight, I am very interested in it. 

How to really be involved in the struggle which from our side, from the art field,  

will penetrate the knowledge produced by science. I mean especially sociology, that 

kind of science. It will be probably a difficult struggle but we will start it. I feel there  

is a difference and I see and observe results of this difference between me as an  

artist and scientists. 

So now I have a kind of ongoing dialogue with another sociologist, 

because they wrote a response to my text The Applied Social Arts. I then replied to 

their answer and there was another response from their side and in this response I am 

completely reduced, you know. I am not a partner, somehow, for discussion and it’s not 

so easy because they are strong, and probably a lot better educated than most artists. 

So it’s a kind of competition, but it’s very interesting I think to enter this forbidden field, 

to cross this line and to break rules. In fact, science somehow through this knowledge 

controls society and we are controlled by this knowledge. So, why not enter into a 

dialogue with these people and with their knowledge?

Jesse I think it’s interesting that you said you were angry when writing this 

text, and I’m just thinking, would that be such a scientific approach to the beginning of 
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a research paper or the beginning of a text? Because scientists don’t get to feel angry 

about things, they have to be calculative and objective in their search for knowledge. 

Whereas, as an artist you have a particular position of openly being allowed to say 

that I wrote this paper because I was angry. So, there is a difference about what fuels 

the engine to your research as an artist. It does not have to be just objective and 

calculative but rather something that is completely based on intuition to use your term 

‘idiot savant’. That is to take the best of the intuitive as the beginning point of how you 

navigate through the world rather than just consistently being the ‘idiot savant’. 

Some of the things that you are talking about, you know, it’s not about 

throwing all of this away. What will we as artists hold on to for this idea of how the 

artist can become a producer of knowledge? 

Artur Yes, other things should be done, I think. I think that the term 

‘objectivity’ should be criticised as a first. So, let’s produce our own terms. We are 

colonised by the language of others I think. So, who is stronger, in fact, in the social 

discourse? Artists are weak I think, too weak. So let’s criticise and let’s be free from  

this language of the others. I think artists are smart; it’s absolutely possible to do this. 

Helen I worked with an artist once who was a geologist who then became an 

artist. It was a project about data and collecting data and what was really interesting 

was, at the end of a two year project, the scientists, writers and critics who were 

attached to the project did not have the terminology to describe the final object.  

It didn’t belong in a tradition that was artistic; it didn’t have any use or function in a 

scientific way. They had collected data that they didn’t know where to put or what 

to use it for. It was like a complete vacuum and you had a hybrid that was almost 

impossible to accommodate in either discipline. It’s really interesting the data and 

the object the object is a sculpture that received data; I use the word “sculpture” 

that couldn’t apparently be used. It received the data and reacted and it’s in a box 

somewhere with all this intelligent data that was collected from the atmosphere. It is 

an elaborate project, I won’t give you the details it would be too long, basically nobody 

knows what to do with it and nobody knows how to articulate what it proves, if it 

proves what it is. But maybe that is where you are talking about a new language for 

breaking through those barriers of articulation. 

There is that thing of respect I think for each others language as a starting 

point and my impression is that scientists don’t respect the language of the artist.

“Critics do not often know enough and 
this lack of knowledge can lead art back to aestheticising. 
Art reviewers lack competence — they need sociological, 
philosophical and psychological expertise.”
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Liz Well science is perceived as the absolute … you can’t question science. 

Sarah I think you can. I think we are doing a disservice to science because there 

are scientists and there is a lot of intellectual currency amongst the discipline of science 

and sociology which are deeply questioning the notions of absolutism and verifiable 

truth. So, they are currently undergoing a rethinking of the procedures in which they 

have worked. There is a shift happening. It’s not that the arts have to catch up. Science, 

sociology and anthropology are now catching up with the arts, I think it’s inevitable. 

Helen I was at a lecture in the Royal Institute recently where they posited the 

notion of the multi-universe as against the universe and the way of seeing on a three or 

four dimensional level from where we are now. The idea of science actually being blown 

apart was really problematic for the scientists and flagging around with their language 

because no more can you talk about, you know, seeing things in reality you have to 

imagine another facet.

Sarah Well, Auschwitz didn’t happen without science so science is not this 

kind of mute being; it never had this neutral truth because it’s been in service as much 

as the arts have been in service to totalitarianism. 

 

Jesse They have guilt and shame.

Sarah They have guilt and shame and they are trying to manage it as well. 

“Let's produce our own terms. We are 
colonised by the language of others I think.”



Applying History—
Sarah Tuck

The Polish artist Artur Zmijewski in the article The Applied Social Arts1 

contends that art (artists and the art market) has, through the processes of amnesia and 

a false aestheticisation been rendered a useless commodity. The desire to afford art a 

functional and critical role has in turn been made problematic through arts support of 

totalitarian regimes. Tracing this history of art’s complicity with totalitarianism (national 

socialism and socialist realism) Zmijewski proposes that art is fatally wounded by shame 

and guilt. This shame and guilt is for Zmijewski legible in arts denouncement of a more 

nuanced imaginative, dissenting and critical function.

Zmijewski suggests that art bereft of a ‘noble’ history has rejected 

instrumentalism, instead proposing ‘autonomy’ as a means to untether art history 

from its complicity and competence in the production of knowledge. In doing so art 

inevitably sought to deny its potentiality for social transformation since encoded in 

political action is the possibility of being (unwittingly) co-opted. The double process of 

a historical amnesia (autonomy) and aestheticism has disempowered arts criticality, 

not least in the favoured incapacity of arts signification and articulation of meaning(s).

Zmijewski suggests that when art is positioned alongside the fields of 

sociology, anthropology and science, art appears discursively weak through its inability 

to critically consider (and justify) its place (socially, historically and politically). In the 

logics of Zmijewski’s Applied Social Arts aesthetics has become the final endgame 

through which art has become disempowered and disconnected from its own discrete 

field of knowledge production and history. This aestheticisation of art as the only 

available means of ascribing value voids not only criticality but also disconnects art 

from the social and the political. 

“An art historian wanting to take part in a discussion among sociologists  

and psychologists can only assume the role of a homespun connoisseur.”2

For Zmijewski it is imperative that art faces its history of shame and  

guilt in order to disentangle art from a false premise and promise of autonomy. 

1 Artur Zmijewski; The Applied Social Arts; English translation can be downloaded on 

www.artmargins.com/content/feature/Zmijewski.htm

2 K. Sienkiewicz; The Helplessness of the Critic; comments on the Discussion about 

Artur Zmijewski’s Repetition, quoted in The Applied Social Arts.
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Zmijewski proposes that autonomy be reconsidered and re-instrumentalised as  

a method of retrieving art’s relevance ‘as a right to choose a sphere of freedom’3. 

This re-instrumentalisation of autonomy would enable art to remember and  

confront its histories and would in turn reposition art as a ‘tool for obtaining and 

disseminating knowledge, as a producer of cognitive procedures relying on  

intuition and imagination and serving the cause of knowledge and political action’4. 

Encroaching upon power relations would, for Zmijewski, re-establish art’s relevance 

beyond the ‘decrees of reviewers’5.

Underpinning Zmijewski’s thesis in Applied Social Arts is an assumption 

that other fields of knowledge — notably science and anthropology — have been 

untainted by the trauma of Auschwitz and have not also been forced to examine their 

histories of an active complicity with totalitarianism. To suppose that art is singularly 

and vividly entrapped within a double bind of amnesia and aestheticism overlooks 

anthropology and science’s deadly flirtation with eugenics as a means to justify and 

legitimise both slavery and genocide. Zmijewski’s concern that the history of art is 

inscribed by the reversion of enlightenment to barbarism presupposes a pre-history 

in which art was seemingly immune and stood outside what Adorno and Horkheimer 

describe as the ‘sphere of administration’6.

In proposing ‘shame and guilt’ as art’s wounds, Zmijewski petrifies 

History, reducing fascism to a pathological deficiency. The key questions which open 

his paper The Applied Social Arts remain unanswered.

Does contemporary art have any visible social impact? Can the effects 

of an artist’s work be seen and verified? Does art have any political significance — 

besides serving as a whipping boy for various populists? Is it possible to engage in a 

discussion with art — and is it worth doing so? Most of all, why are questions of this 

kind viewed as a blow against the very essence of art?7 Zmijewski’s critique of art’s 

complicity with authoritarianism and its radical opposite, its contemporary loss of 

authority is resolved through a reconfiguration of autonomy that is unable to fully 

address how art’s ‘rebellion’ might be ‘delimited by shame’8.

3 Artur Zmijewski; The Applied Social Arts.

4 Ibid.

5 Ibid.

6 See Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer; Dialectic of Enlightenment, Verso Edition; 1979; page 131.

7 Artur Zmijewski; The Applied Social Arts.

8 Ibid.

“An art historian wanting to take part in  
a discussion among sociologists and psychologists can  
only assume the role of a homespun connoisseur.”
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“Does contemporary art have any visible 
social impact? Can the effects of an artist’s work be seen 
and verified? Does art have any political significance — 
besides serving as a whipping boy for various populists? 
Is it possible to engage in a discussion with art — and is it 
worth doing so? Most of all, why are questions of this kind 
viewed as a blow against the very essence of art?”

Zmijewski recognises the deadlock and the risk that dependence on 

other discourses, politics and science, might ‘lead to an ideological reduction of content 

to what is useful from the standpoint of a group’s political interests’.9 He recognises the 

risk but does not indicate adequately what tools artists might use to mitigate against 

such risks. There remains a tension between Zmijewski’s refutation of a mindless naivete 

of art and ‘lack of defensive strategies’ and schematic reason that compels everything 

to prove its significance and its effect. Reclaiming what Zmijewski calls the cognitive 

procedures of art based on intuition and imagination become the only means through 

which art in an embrace of ‘the repressed and denied fantasies, desires and needs’10 

becomes reinvigorated as political action. However, in tethering art’s dilemma through 

the naming of ‘shame and guilt’, both trademarks of Catholicism, Zmijewski’s terms of 

reference neutralise the content of experience. Despite ‘shame and guilt’ providing the 

impetus to his argument, Zmijewski takes up Roland Barthes, describing a ‘blankness of 

words’ a withdrawal from life in which ‘a word is not the thing it names’.11 Zmijewski’s 

mobilising of Barthes not only proves the ubiquity of the image but also, and perhaps 

unintentionally, provides a world historical alibi for passivity in the face of tyranny. 

It remains unclear how art, in reconnecting with the discursive fields of sociology, 

anthropology, psychology and science, can re-forge an active political strategy that 

reveals ‘our collective and individual complicity in the injustices of the system’.12

The paradox at the heart of Zmijewski’s thesis is that artists ‘should 

make viewers bewildered recipients ineffectually looking for answers’ whilst at the 

same time artists need to reassert their specific competencies and ‘take ownership  

9 Artur Zmijewski; The Applied Social Arts.

10 Ibid.

11 Ibid.

12 Ibid.
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of knowledge’13. Applied Social Arts circles the key question of what political art 

might be, fearful of being crudely reductive. Instead Zmijewski emboldens ‘the intuitive 

and the imaginative’ whilst chastising the vagueness of art critics. 

“It would be interesting if a work of art were defeated in the course of  

a genuine discussion, a clash of arguments. At the moment, a discussion with such  

an ending is not possible: art overwhelms its opponents. You could say that the ability 

to defeat opponents is embedded in a work of art. Embedded in the tangle of its 

ambiguity, stature and immunity.”14

Zmijewski’s consideration of art’s immunity to all forms of enquiry and 

by extension comprehension, rendering the viewers ‘bewildered recipients’, recasts 

individual artistic practice as a specialisation that makes a wider dissemination and 

comprehension impossible. It is a return to a romanticised notion of the artist as 

‘idiot savant’ who at the same time awaits psychic liberation from shame and guilt. 

Zmijewski’s suggestion that there has been a degeneration of collective remembering 

silenced through the apparatus of shame and guilt overlooks the means by which 

economic rationalisation made and makes actions morally permissible. In particular his 

‘repetition’ of Professor Lombardo’s 1971 Stanford Prison Experiment is an essentially 

mimetic approach of art to science reproducing the formula of totalitarianism which  

‘at first sight is irrational’ but is intended to ‘allow mimetic behaviour.’15

The contradictions within Zmijewski’s arts practice and his thesis, 

Applied Social Arts shifts between ascribing art (and artists) a solitary grandeur and 

pathos that scorns the threat to its ‘ambiguity, stature and immunity’ and a collectivism 

that seeks to locate the arts alongside social science. The tension between the two 

and the contradictions that this gives rise to don’t provide ready made answers or a 

theorisation of a political community, but instead push the reader/viewer further into 

13 Artur Zmijewski; The Applied Social Arts.

14 Ibid.

15 Adorno & Horkheimer; Dialectic of Enlightenment; page 185.

˙

˙

˙

˙

“It would be interesting if a work of art 
were defeated in the course of a genuine discussion, a clash 
of arguments. At the moment, a discussion with such an 
ending is not possible: art overwhelms its opponents. You 
could say that the ability to defeat opponents is embedded 
in a work of art. Embedded in the tangle of its ambiguity, 
stature and immunity.”

˙
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the contradiction itself. His practice places participants psychically naked, stripped 

of moral haloes and sentimental constructs. This is wilfully uneasy art, purposely 

exposing the will and energy to exploit each other and the barely audible and expressed 

awareness of mutual dependency. In reproducing the phenomenon of fascism (Itzik, 

2003; 80064, 2004), Zmijewski points to what Adorno and Horkheimer describe 

as our ‘disturbed relationship with the dead — forgotten and embalmed’.16 

Zmijewski through his various films forcibly represents History revealing 

how the ‘forgotten and embalmed’ become a means through which fear remains alive 

and regulated and the means through which rule remains undisturbed. 

For Zmijewski if art does not accommodate a critical reflection of its 

own past of complicity and co-option, it will be deprived through the regulation of 

shame and guilt of a renewed means of resistance. A degradation of art that will  

further the retreat of art into the ‘tangle of shame, fear of appropriation and the  

desire for influence’.17

—

Biography—

Sarah Tuck is the Executive Director of Create, the national 

development agency for collaborative arts. Sarah has extensive experience of working 

in the arts and media, having worked in senior positions for The Moscow Times, BBC, 

Guardian Unlimited, LIFT (London International Festival of Theatre) and as a freelance 

dramaturg, theatre director and creative producer. Sarah was appointed the Director 

of Create in May 2006. Sarah has a BA Honours in English and Drama, Loughborough 

University, England (1986) and an MA in Drama, Essex University, England, (1988) 

after which she moved to former East Germany and was mentored by playwright and 

theatre director Heiner Muller.

16 Adorno & Horkheimer; Dialectic of Enlightenment; page 215.

17 Artur Zmijewski; The Applied Social Arts.
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1	 Kate Ericson and Mel Zeigler, 

Camouflaged History, 1991, sited in 

East Side neighborhood, Charleston. 

 For their contribution to Places with 

a Past, artists Ericson and Ziegler 

arranged for a private home just 

outside the city’s designated historic 

district to receive a much-needed 

repainting using each of seventy-two 

commercial paint colours approved by 

the Charleston Board of Architectural 

Review for homes within the district. 

 Ericson and Ziegler’s camouflage 

pattern called attention to the newly 

painted house, and thereby to the 

racial and economic stratification 

and subtexts embedded, whether 

intentionally or not, in the city’s 

historic boundaries and preservation 

code. Through community meetings, 

Ericson and Ziegler discussed their 

intentions to local residents. At the 

end of the exhibition, the house 

was painted again in a colour of the 

occupant’s own choosing.

1



2	 David Hammons; House of the Future; 1991; East Side neighborhood; Charleston. This piece explores 

Charleston’s obsession with its history and how the past influences the architecture of the city. It also 

strongly comments on the quality of life for the residents living there today.

3	 Street scene of East Side neighborhood, downtown Charleston 1991.

4	 Al’s Door; 1991; sculpture by local citizen Albert Alston (and collaboration with David Hammons in 1991); 

2000. Albert Alston, a local contractor took an old door and placed it on a brick step to say, ‘see the 

house that is missing?’ This work was again a critique of loss of architectural history and lack of housing 

development within Charleston at the time. 

5	 J. Morgan Puett; Cottage Industry; 2002; sited in the Borough Houses.

6	 The Borough Houses; 2005.

7	 The Borough (neighbourhood); early 20th century.
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8	 Suzanne Lacy and Rick Lowe; Latitude 32 /̊Navigating Home. Lacey and Lowe staged conversations 

with 350 people for one evening on larger questions about redevelopment and change in Charleston.

9	 Kimsooja; Planted Names; 2001; sited at Drayton Hall.

10	 Phillips Community (right) in opposition to new gated community housing development (left).

11	 Frances Whitehead, Walter Hood, Ernesto Pujol, and Kendra Hamilton; Water Table; 2004; 

sited in Memminger Elementary School.

12	 View of Drayton Hall Plantation; 1746; outside Charleston.

 All images courtesy of Spoleto Festival USA.
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 Places with a Past, Places with a Future—
Mary Jane Jacob

Biography—

Mary Jane Jacob is a Chicago-based curator and author noted for her 

work on the national and international art scene. While at the Detroit Institute of Arts  

in the late 1970’s and as chief curator with MCA/Chicago and MoCA/Los Angeles in 

the 1980’s, she has created over 50 exhibitions and 100 artists’ projects. These include 

some of the first U.S. retrospectives and one-person shows of American and European 

artists including Magdalena Abakanowicz, Christian Boltanski, Mario Merz, Rebecca 

Horn, Gordon Matta-Clark, Ann Hamilton and Richard Deacon.

In 1990 she shifted her workplace from the museum to the street, 

curating groundbreaking programmes that have tested the boundaries of public  

space and the relationship of contemporary art to its audience. These include  

Places with a Past (1991—2001); Culture in Action (1991—93); Conversations at The Castle 

(1996); Places with a Future (2005—ongoing). Each of these projects have comprised 

of deeply situated local projects by the artists she invited and with whom she also  

often collaborated. 

 In 2004, she co-edited the book Buddha Mind in Contemporary Art for 

which Jacobs conducted insightful interviews with a dozen leading artists about their 

art making practices. A forthcoming volume, Learning Mind: Experience Into Art, deals 

with the relation between being and artist, experiencing art, and making and teaching 

art. Both are published by the University of California Press. 

Mary Jane Jacob is currently Professor and Executive Director of 

Exhibitions at The School of the Art Institute of Chicago. She is a frequent lecturer  

and contributor to museum catalogues and books as well as being a leading participant 

in international dialogue around the presentation of contemporary art.

www.maryjanejacob.org
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Background to Mary Jane Jacob’s practice—

A continuous thread through Mary Jane Jacob’s practice has been  

her ongoing work as curator with the Spoleto Festival in Charleston, South Carolina. 

This began in 1991, when she curated the critically acclaimed exhibition Places with 

a Past, commissioning 23 international artists to create installations in Charleston, 

South Carolina, that expanded upon the conventional story of the city’s history.  

A landmark show, it was hailed as, “the most moving and original exhibition in the 

United States this season,” in The New York Times and Artforum named it one of  

the top 10 shows of the 1990’s. 

Jacob now leads an ongoing public programme that has stretched 

the ways in which the Spoleto Festival relates to the local scene while at the same 

time proving to be a laboratory for public practice taking on various forms. In 2001, 

discursive community programmes, art installations, and performances contrasted 

monuments with personal histories in Listening Across Cultures and Communities. 

In 2002, international artists’ installations illuminated the contemporary cultural 

landscape of this cosmopolitan colonial capital of slavery, complemented by 

community programmes in The Memory of Water and The Memory of Land. In 2003, 

a performance-as-civic-dialogue brought various constituencies into a discourse to 

map out a larger and more inclusive local discussion about the rapid redevelopment  

in Latitude 32°/Navigating Home. 

Recognising that the perception and representation of Charleston 

promotes as well as hinders positive change in the social, built, and natural environment 

of the low country region, in 2004 Places with a Future was born.

Now interdisciplinary creative teams are at work, seeking to have a 

lasting effect on three locations in and around peninsular Charleston. The future of 

these sites lies in responding to the present, embracing change, and moving beyond  

the preservation of fixed and often fictive concepts of the past.

It was this history with the Spoleto Festival and her ongoing work in 

Charleston that Mary Jane addressed in her talk at the Fire Station Artists’ Studios.

The following are excerpts from a presentation given by  

Mary Jane Jacob at Fire Station Artists’ Studios in June 2007.

—

Reflections on 1991 ‘Places with a Past’,  

Charleston, South Carolina—

Back in 1991 we did a project called Places with a Past with artists 

Hammons, Ericson and Zeigler which explored and critiqued the architectural history  
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of Charleston. For their contribution to this project, Ericson and Zeigler did an art  

piece called Camouflaged History (image 1) This image of Camouflaged History (1991) 

accompanied an article written in The New York Times a few months ago. In this 

article the critic wrote that, “the favourite fantasy of the art vanguard is the idea of 

intervention. The artist introduces something into the cultural mainstream that may  

or may not be recognised as art, but causes those who see it to reconsider and ideally 

to change their relationship to conventional values”.1 I agree with this in many ways — 

I spoke about bringing artists and whether it was art or not and seeing how the  

edges of art can expand, certainly to change perceptions, to question values. Except 

the critics start with this line: “the favourite fantasy of the art vanguard.” So this 

is the scepticism that we are dealing with. But at a certain point I don’t care about 

participating in this discussion anymore because it is the museum’s discussion. I think 

what we’re really dealing with here, or evolving to, is how this kind of work is a space  

for participation and communication. Personally it was to bring together that 20th 

century relationship between art and life in some sort of participatory and real mode  

for people to take action.

The history of Charleston and its communities—

When we went back ten years later, in 2001, we found that time 

moves slowly in Charleston and 10 years was nothing in people’s 350 year mentality. 

There were people that I hadn’t seen since 1991 that I immediately reconnected with, 

who would talk about the work. There was one wonderful experience with a biology 

professor at the college where I was with an artist trying to research and see if we could 

get some grounding and finally he said, “I get it! I get it! I know what you’re talking about! 

There was a show here ten years ago and…” and he starts to describe, going round 

with his kids and the whole relationship. People could describe in incredible detail the 

installation. I thought, how many of us can do that with a painting that sits permanently 

in the museum, but they had that totally palpable and personal experience with it.

I have to go back to the fact that Charleston was over 80% black.  

Even in the 1960’s it was over 80% black. You had rich people who would have blacks 

living in their home as servants to family members. Blacks owned property and 

could interracially marry before the civil war, these are among the many ironies of 

this place. So, when people tell you the civil war was not about slavery in some ways 

it wasn’t about slavery, it was about power and economics and politics. It was also 

about slavery but Charleston was a place that had quite interbred and intermixed and 

the demographics are not what we would normally think. Charleston had pockets 

1 New York Times; Ken Johnson; Ericson and Zeigler’s Interventionist Art at M.I.T.; published March 30, 2006; 

available from www.nytimes.com
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of African-American Ghettos due to the cost of houses. One of the strategies to 

destabilise these ghettos and move them out was to move the kids to other schools, 

so now they’re travelling to schools rather than the school around the corner which 

eventually added to the fragmentation.

Borough Project, Charleston, South Carolina—

Across the street from an empty parking lot were these two little  

white houses (image 6). I kept thinking, “how come I never saw these before?” they’re 

so interesting and so, in 2002, I asked to find the owners. It turns out that this empty 

space (parking lot) had been not only houses but streets and hundreds of people had 

lived here. After some flooding in the mid 1990’s the Mayor decided that, because of 

toxic waste here, this social housing project was in jeopardy because it was on toxic 

land, was in bad shape and so was to be torn down. Of course they didn’t make any 

provision for what was going to happen to those people and what they did additionally 

when they tore the houses down, they took the streets away. So now you have this big 

open field. The two little houses are still there because the sisters (Catherine Braxton 

and Rebecca Chandler) who own them just resisted any kind of sale and any money 

that was offered to them.

So the artist J Morgan Puett did a performative history project called 

Cottage Industry, 2002 (image 5) around black and white women’s clothing in the 

17th to the 20th century. He brought back all the items that the sisters had in the  

barn, the family mementos and textiles. We call this section of the neighbourhood 

The Borough and now there is an annual Borough festival every August. 

In 2003, Suzanne Lacy and Rick Lowe in their art project Latitude 32°/

Navigating Home took one small strip and rebuilt the footprints of 16 houses 

that would have been there. They then staged conversations with 350 people for  

one evening on larger questions about redevelopment and change in Charleston. 

(image 8). So now recognising what happened around these two houses, gave people 

the chance to come and not just identify with the place but to talk about this place as 

“So now recognising what happened around 
these two houses, gave people the chance to come and not 
just identify with the place but to talk about this place as 
their home and the fearful sense they had of what it was 
becoming. It brought together constituencies who were  
not in any kind of relationship before.”
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their home and the fearful sense they had of what it was becoming. It brought together 

constituencies who were not in any kind of relationship before. They were all worried 

about what was becoming of their home, their neighbourhood and their taxes, now  

that the peninsula not only had become white instead of black but had become 

unpopulated rather than populated.

‘Listening Across Cultures and Communities’,  

Charleston, South Carolina, 2001—

We continued to look at the way the city is landscaping itself.  

We changed again to doing installations which may seem at first like a throwback  

but in some ways because we had a deep conversation with the community. I wanted 

to bring in some people I knew, to do really spectacular projects that would advance 

this community conversation and in some ways they’d not actually work with the 

community; but be free to do what they do because now we would have a very  

tuned community to bring forward to this. 

One of these artists was Kimsooja, a South Korean woman who grew 

up moving around a lot because her father was in the military. She was completely 

and immediately accepted into this environment as there was none of this essentialist 

argument of, “Is she really from here?” “Is she black?” “Is she white?” and because of 

the way that she works, really becoming a receptacle for people’s pain but without even 

having to articulate it. In the four rooms in Drayton Hall (image 12) she made four unique 

carpets (image 9) that had names of Africans and African-Americans who had not only 

tended the rice plantation that was here, but had actually built this magnificent home.

Research Project, 2004—

We did one research project in 2004 around the larger question of 

ecology and the regional crisis of water and building. We grew 3,000 Carolina Gold 

Rice plants in 300 pots in a garden we created on a black asphalt school yard in a 

location that we had available to us (image 11). The people who always had rice in 

their culture or in their heritage came and said, “I’ve never seen a rice plant before”.

“She was completely and immediately 
accepted into this environment as there was none of  
this essentialist argument of, ‘Is she really from here?  
Is she black? Is she white?’”
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‘Places with a Future’, 2005 to present—

We had a notion to switch to the title Places with a Future, to no longer 

think that this is a place stuck in the past and nostalgic, it’s a place that knows its past 

but it brings that past forward and that’s a really important lesson that most of us who 

live in migratory ways don’t get to have.

Following on from my work with the Spoleto Festival, I went back to 

Charleston in 2001 to have a general open discussion about African-American History. 

What I was most interested in was not thinking we’re going to make any art initially,  

or in any way prescribe what was going to happen within the festival timeframe, which 

occurs every May over 17 days. I wanted to see how I could engender myself and the 

artist I would invite, to this idea of the empty open expanse of space. Just an open 

space where people could feel that they could bring forth who they are and we could  

be generous enough and also really humble enough to say, “we don’t know”. In my 

museum experience, as a curator, it wasn’t cool to have people pay their $20 and  

then to say, “Hi, now you’re inside the gate … we don’t know.” It was our job to be the 

authority. I see the viewer not as somebody who is empty, but somebody who brings  

to a situation their own life experience. They might have a relationship to it, or they 

might not, but accessing that space in their own power of intuition could really enrich 

the actual process of making something; not just the interpretation of something that 

we have offered. 

At the same time I was really interested in what could be an open space 

for artists, so not that obligation of making a work which of course, might mean that 

they would get to do a different kind of project. It could be a genre that we didn’t quite 

yet call; an artwork that we could label art but may not even be art. There were certain 

perceptions that even artists brought to a place, a situation or to their life experience 

that could really have some synchronicity with the viewer and that could change that 

relationship. So I’m really talking not just about collaboration because maybe it’s not 

aiming towards finishing anything but it more about dialogue. My notion of curator at 

that point had moved to one which was much more about challenging artists in what 

they were thinking and what they were doing, not because I fully had an agenda of what 

“I wanted to see how I could engender 
myself and the artist I would invite, to this idea of the  
empty open expanse of space. Just an open space where 
people could feel that they could bring forth who they are 
and we could be generous enough and also really humble 
enough to say ‘we don’t know’.”
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I wanted them to make, but rather, or so I hoped, creating this kind of open space where 

artists could work without obligation. Now we’re talking about space for the audience,  

a space for their experience, experience which is outside the art world, or that 

prescribed art world and the space for thinking of artists.

The Phillips Community Project, Charleston, South Carolina—

About 25 miles outside of Charleston is the Phillips community  

(image 10) which also participates in this open dialogue; asking questions like, 

“Where are we going?” and, “How are we changing?” The people of this community 

came in the 1870’s after the civil war from neighbouring plantations. They were part  

of the Freeman’s Bureau. For $63 they bought ten acres each and 90% of the people 

who live in Phillips today are descendents of those Freemen who originally bought  

this land. We met these people because they were among the people who came to  

sit around the water table and talk to use about the rice garden. They also came to us  

the year before to sit in that bigger 350 person convening to talk about various 

neighbours questions. 

One of the ways that we started to understand what it was about was 

because they had found a map from 1878 of their land which are these long narrow 

lots. We used satellites to look at other places around Charleston and see that same 

configuration and be able to say that these were all Freeman communities. 

Charlestonians didn’t know what the Phillips community was because 

it’s not incorporated — it was outward country to them, this place that was nowhere 

because it was literally in the middle of nowhere and it’s now surrounded — it has edges.  

They became very vulnerable to development. So we brought experts in. We spent  

a lot of time in the community and finally we thought, you know, we’re outsiders  

and we believe that we bring another perspective, though we had been treated like 

insiders in many gracious ways. Maybe part of the problem with our dialogue is that 

people in Phillips are not outsiders so we need to temporarily make them outsiders. 

Last year we did a three day bus trip to make them outsiders by going to four other 

locations which contained African-American neighbourhoods that had lost their 

“At the same time I was really interested 
in what could be an open space for artists, so not that 
obligation of making a work which of course, might mean 
that they would get to do a different kind of project. It could 
be a genre that we didn’t quite yet call; an artwork that we 
could label art but may not even be art.”
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communities or were still holding onto their communities through their community 

redevelopment programmes. 

So we continued to work with the Phillips community starting off with 

addressing the need for a community centre. We have tried to open it up in ways that 

we think are right. Sometimes we aren’t right, but one of the recent things that worked 

was a traffic idea which involved redesigning the road that cuts through Phillips into a 

beautiful significant two-lane road. This successfully kept out the county’s plans to turn 

it into a five lane highway. We continue now to work to a larger plan, not a masterplan, 

but what we call a lifeways plan. This involves looking at the way that people have lived 

in the Phillips community for many generations and how they have evolved from that. 

Responses—

Ailbhe Murphy—

Your work is incredibly rich and interesting and has enormous  

resonance for a number of people who are in here today. These themes of 

displacement, of home, of regeneration, of story telling, community and the role  

played by the arts and cultural practice in changing communities. Certainly in relation 

to our experience of local projects such as Hotel Ballymun, North Inner City Projects, 

work done by the Fire Station Artists’ Studios who are all trying to evoke or explore  

the sense of place. We don’t have formal questions; rather we want to respond to  

some of the things that you brought up. 

I’m struck by the longevity of the Charleston Project, a ten year 

timeframe and indeed a ten year gap (1991—2001) but the work still resonated for 

people in the area. I think that there’s a real challenge here in terms of how we begin  

to build an analysis of this kind of work. The arts sector is very habituated and 

comfortable with bringing its gaze to bear on the public articulation of these 

relationships or the work that actually enters the public domain, but of course 

behind the artworks there are incredibly rich, complicated stories. There have been 

problematic sides in realising some of these works. In your experience, do you think 

that it’s possible, in the way that your construction of shared practice, to construct 

a shared language around this work, a shared analysis? In other words can you bring 

in the perspective of people who are involved in local community activism, planners, 

politicians, non arts expertise, inter-disciplinary arenas of learning? Can you even begin 

to tell a story of the work that’s gone on in Charleston simply through the arts lens 

alone? Do you think that is possible or do you think it needs to draw on other focuses?

Mary Jane Jacob—

I think the arts lens is only one of the lenses. Right now we’re working 

with a consistent three person team. Art is one of the things that we critique among 
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ourselves or we critique in other constellations and places like here, but when we are 

there that’s not what we’re talking about; we don’t always leave it totally behind in  

our conversations with other people because we can’t! The conversations we have 

there are with people who are more community activists and the citizens themselves. 

We sometimes bring in planners and other city officials but we don’t spend much time 

with them because they don’t really take up that discourse too much. We do talk to 

these people but we’re dealing with them on this functional level and we know the art 

discourse and we use it for our own laboratory, our own discourse, our own research 

around working with the community or art practice. The people we are dealing with  

are not people in the art world. People have said to me, “where can I find out about  

your ongoing work in Charleston?” and I say, “nowhere, because we’re not ready to  

tell this story”. I’m sharing my view but we’re not ready to digest it and I don’t want  

to make public what we’re doing. We could fail, which is ok because then we’ll tell  

the story of the failure.

Aisling Prior—

Breaking Ground was initiated in 2001/2002 after a period of research 

that I carried out with Jenny Haughton and now it has become a household name in  

the immediate area. I remember at the beginning hearing that the expectations of  

what art could deliver had to be very realistic. There was a popular view at the time  

that art could benefit everybody — however it was agreed on the onset of Breaking 

Ground that this was too much of a claim. I was very comfortable with this as it sort of 

let us off the hook! Then I became very interested in the idea of instrumentalisation 

versus autonomy — instrumentalisation meaning to be paid to do something on  

behalf of somebody else whereas autonomous is to be utterly autonomous in the 

world. I think that anyone who is paid to do anything in any profession is willing to  

be instrumentalised, though it’s not necessarily a corrupt activity. You talked about 

moving out of the museums and galleries, where artists actually believe maybe 

that they have more autonomy. I don’t believe that they do! In Ballymun we’re very 

conscious about the expectations of the artists’. In Europe, a lot of funding for art was 

being diverted towards art that was artist therapy or art as education so then the 

expectations of the artist became almost unrealistically high. But that doesn’t mean  

the converse of that, that artists can’t actually empower a particular constituency or 

small group of people and I have seen that happen in many ways. 

Mary Jane Jacob—

Compared to Ballymun, our work in Charleston is really in the margin 

where it’s safer! We don’t have to make a lot of money and we don’t have to have an 

audience. We don’t have anything to work with unless we raise it. The sense that it can 

be open and we don’t have to programmatically define what we’re doing with it and 
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next year the programme could be something different. We pretty much can stay open 

to those outcomes and at the same time be dedicated to critiquing what outcomes can 

happen. I think this is why artists have invested and we’ve been able to do something. 

However let me clarify by saying that we have really deep aims based on values of  

what we’re doing, but we do not always have a stated goal.

I got slammed in New York for saying we’re making a road and my 

colleague on the panel said that they had a real problem with artists designing roads. 

Well, we’re not designing a road — we have a traffic engineer. We do know we’re still  

in art but we’re doing something different. But what happened for me, by working in 

this other way, is that it gave me confidence back in art. What happened in the  

museum thing is I lost confidence in the art. I was going to throw the baby out with  

the bathwater because the bathwater was polluted. I started to see that art really 

worked and what was wonderful about being away for ten years from the project is 

seeing how art can seep into people’s lives.

“There’s a real challenge here in terms 
of how we begin to build an analysis of this kind of work. 
The arts sector is very habituated and comfortable with 
bringing its gaze to bear on the public articulation of  
these relationships or the work that actually enters the 
public domain, but of course behind the artworks there  
are incredibly rich stories, complicated stories. ”



Towards Longevity—
Sarah Browne

part 2—

Mary Jane spoke of ‘tending’ a discourse, much in the way a garden 

would be looked after, nurtured and cultivated over time. This kind of attention to 

practice and place invokes an attitude of dedication, patience, and love of a kind. Such 

a process lacks singular starting points (acquiring land, preparing for planting, the first 

seeds sown?) Likewise the determination of end points (the first flower bloomed, pest 

killed or fruit picked?) is rather arbitrary since as a process it’s a potentially infinite cycle.

In such a holistic approach, there is no such thing as a ‘weed’, there is 

no such thing as ‘environment’ — a ‘weed’ is only a plant out of its humanly-desired 

place, and notions of ‘the environment’ often simply don’t make sense: ‘If the concept 

includes humans, everything is ‘environmental’, and it has little other use than as a 

poor synonym for ‘everything’. If the concept excludes humans, it is scientifically 

specious (not to mention politically suicidal).’1

Everything is part of everything else and such classifications reveal 

themselves as nothing more than beguiling half-truths. In such a system, there is no 

such thing as ‘art’ really either, certainly not an art that has distinct edges to it. This 

sense of openness, and ultimately the commitment to sustaining this sense of openness, 

is an important tenet for Jacob’s work that encompasses a wide breadth of places, ideas 

and people. Her relationship with Charleston, South Carolina in particular has been 

continuing for over a decade. Charleston was revisited in 2001, ten years after the  

initial project, Places with a Past, with the intention of ‘maybe not aiming towards finishing 

anything’, where whatever outcomes there might be would ‘maybe not even be art’. 

This experiment into ‘how the edges of art can expand’, worked toward 

unprescribed outcomes, and was also to take place outside the narrow annual festival 

timeframe of seventeen days each May. Jacob’s experiment ignored this external 

timeframe and submitted its own organic structure, aiming to create ‘an empty, open, 

expansive space, where people could bring forward who they are … and we could be 

open and humble enough to say ‘we don’t know’. Mary Jane described this as a distinct 

and conscious counterpoint to museum spaces, where the ‘don’t know’ attitude could 

1 Michael Shellenberger & Ted Nordhaus; Death Warmed Over, in The American Prospect, 

vol. 16 no. 10 (September 2005), p.30; Quoted in Max Andrews, The Whole Truth; Frieze, 

issue 108 (June, July, August 2007), page 216.
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not be a legitimate answer for the questions of a public who have paid to be there and 

require authoritative expertise. ‘In art, as in Buddhism, creative potential resides  

in that nothing place, that nowhere of emptiness: an open space without attachment  

to outcome, with an aim to guide the process but the goal (the answer) kept at bay … 

for as long as usefully possible.’2

The perceived confluence of Buddhist and ecological discourse is 

an important facet of Jacob’s practice.3 It reflects an attempt to think through the 

complexity of contextual practices, and recognise the non-linear and unconscious 

operations that can drive creativity. Similar notions of multiplicity, heterogeneity  

and simultaneity have cropped up in other discourses too — ideas of the ‘rhizome’,  

the ‘network’, and the ‘system’, have had diverse and elastic applications.4 

Mary Jane’s presentation also focused on actual ecological issues as 

well as using implicit ecological metaphors. These issues, essentially based around 

questions of how the city of Charleston is landscaping and redeveloping itself, have 

been explored through activities such as roundtable discussions on regeneration  

(with diverse constituencies of people); a research project into how new building is 

impacting on the regional water crisis; discussing and working on road traffic plans; 

green belt initiatives and attempts to buy public land.

This resulted in an extremely stimulating presentation: intensely local 

in character, grounded, rooted and specific. A dense and complex network of place 

names, voices and anecdotes built into a rich narrative that was somehow generous  

in the sense of its unravelling breadth and depth. The particular intricacies of the stories 

were resistant to simple or concise explanation, and retained a degree of illegibility. 

How to even begin to tell the story of this work, so dependent on situated knowledge, 

or evaluate it purely through an art discourse?

This problem is at the heart of the difficulties of this language of 

interconnected networks and synchronous multiplicity. Such talk can come off as a  

bit flaky, a bit soft around the edges. There is maybe a particular risk of scepticism 

when those who philosophise about Buddhism are not actual Buddhist practitioners.  

These problems aside, the real difficulty lies with tackling the task of evaluating such 

complex processes.

2 Mary Jane Jacob; In the Space of Art; introduction to Buddha Mind in Contemporary Art; University of 

California Press; 2004; www.maryjanejacob.org/sub_pages/writings/writing_audiences/buddha_mind.html

3 She describes how ‘art and art’s processes are powerful manifestations of interconnectedness, 

a key Buddhist concept that we find an everyday expression of in popular knowledge of ecology.’  

Mary Jane Jacob, ibid.

4 Deleuze and Guattari’s often cited notion of the ‘rhizhome’ has been widely influential, within and outside 

art discourse; see A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia; University of Minnesota Press, 1987. 

See also Manuel Castells; The Information Age: Economy, Society and Culture, First Volume, The Rise of the 

Network Society; London; Blackwell; 1996. 
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Could there be a system of evaluation that could draw from other fields 

— for example sociology, planning or community development — and how would this 

practically work? A critical component of these fields would entail a totally different 

understanding of time and the application of this different timescale for evaluation 

procedures. As Ailbhe Murphy pointed out, the art world is an impatient and fickle 

creature, given to a diet of alternately sugary or savoury spectacle, punctuated with 

the occasional pop and fizz of champagne. The slow regularity of planting, picking and 

washing potatoes is less appealing. 

Mary Jane herself remarked that on being asked to do a second show in 

Charleston, she thought that ‘that could be professional death’, reflecting the pressure 

on itinerant art professionals to maintain a state of constant mobility.5 She also 

reflected on how the project in Charleston is essentially invisible to the international  

art world since 2001; it is not represented in art venues or publications, mainly because 

it’s too complex so ‘it takes too long to tell the story’, and partly because it’s also too 

‘vulnerable’. She referred to the need for sensitivity in representing participants in the 

project outside of ‘their realm’, in the world of art. 

Grant Kester has also drawn attention to this problem of criticism and 

evaluation, claiming that such contextual practices necessitate a dramatic shift from 

the textual paradigm of art criticism, the act of ‘decoding’ not really possible in this 

multi-dimensional practice extended in time. Kester described how this necessarily 

creates the need for a kind of criticism that is durational, and possibly collaborative 

5 ‘… the success and viability of one’s work are now measured by the accumulation of frequent flyer miles. 

The more we travel for work, the more we are called upon to provide institutions in other parts of the 

country and the world with our presence and services … whether we enjoy it or not, we are culturally  

and economically rewarded for enduring the ‘wrong’ place’; Miwon Kwon, One Place After Another, 

Site-Specific Art and Locational Identity, MIT, 2004, pp. 144.

“She also reflected on how the project in 
Charleston is essentially invisible to the international 
art world since 2001; it is not represented in art venues or 
publications, mainly because it’s too complex so ‘it takes 
too long to tell the story’, and partly because it’s also too 
‘vulnerable’. She referred to the need for sensitivity in 
representing participants in the project outside of ‘their 
realm’, in the world of art.”
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in some way; much like the work itself.6 So, what is really happening here? In such a 

locally specific project, with such a depth of engagement, how legible can (or should) 

this process be? How to evaluate the unquantifiable aspects of such work that  

might extend beyond the usual funding and exhibition timelines, that might enjoy  

a messy relationship with a place and its people where the professional bleeds into  

the personal? Is a point possible where an evaluation is something more than justifying 

a given project’s existence, and hoping to justify more in the future? 

Mary Jane described how most of the time, ‘the art discourse is not 

very useful’. This relates to conversations inside ‘the community’, where the discourse 

revolves chiefly around issues of community activism. However the art discourse 

that happens outside ‘the community’ is necessary to justify and enable this private 

conversation. Mary Jane described how the label of ‘art’ can be used playfully in order 

to obscure the group’s activist intentions … clearly it is an alibi too. 

What are the benefits of such projects — increased community spirit, 

civic participation, personal well-being, enhanced self-esteem, creative fulfilment, 

aesthetic appreciation or experience? When named and consolidated under the 

gaze of observation, such delicate and ephemeral experiences can wither. Even more 

dangerous, when written into policy they can become impossible and unreasonable 

boxes to be ticked as the target criteria for future projects.7

Mary Jane’s comments that it is ‘safer to be on the margin’ to convey 

the idea of a purposefully illegible art practice. While the activity in Charleston is 

inspiring and provocative, there are aspects of it that seem dubious too. Why should 

community development activity have to be funded from an arts organisation? And is 

it really useful to use ‘art’ as a masquerade, as a term that is not taken to have serious 

political or social effect in order to enact those kinds of changes? Is it up to the artists 

in society to do this kind of work? Does it further the cause of this kind of art to hide 

behind traditional ideas, for its own benefit? Does this communicate the potential 

benefits of this kind of practice to the wider society? Would a full and honest evaluation 

always in the best interests of future artists and communities? 

6 Kester proposes a new critical framework based on Habermas’ idea of discursive ethics. Such an approach 

would demand the ethical analysis of the relationships that constitute any of these projects, rather than 

an evaluation of the formal appearance of physical objects; Grant Kester; Conversation Pieces: Community 

and Collaboration in Modern Art; University of California Press; 2004.

7 For example, a recent artists’ brief published by Derry City Council for an Arts and Regeneration project 

demanded the following requirements of the artist/project: ‘Increase awareness of the potential for 

redevelopment and renewal in four specific geographical areas each year; work with residence and area 

users to generate ideas and aspirations for local areas; produce creative ways of expressing the ideas of 

communities, individuals and user groups; support the work currently underway in local areas and bring 

added value to them; inspire participation by users of the area and provide a system for underrepresented 

communities or individuals to voice their ideas or concerns around the reinvigoration of their area; 

promote and publicise the work of the arts in relation to regeneration in the participating areas’;  

www.derrycity.gov.uk/Art/index.htm (accessed July 2007).
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At one point, Mary Jane described how artworks can become reference 

points for talking about a place, or its history, rather than the history itself. Similar to  

the meeting of fact and fiction, an artwork, or the story of an artwork, can insinuate 

itself into the narrative of a place. It can become assimilated into its fabric, assuming 

the same texture as the sound of a friend’s voice, as real as the crooked step 

you skinned your knee on when you were a kid. These evolving oral histories of 

interpretation, inaccuracy and creativity are constantly mobile and never static,  

and such untraceable stories whisper the ability of an artwork to make a meaningful 

contribution to life. 

When a work permeates a place in such a way, it rises above and  

outside of itself. The problem with the idea of evaluation of such a process is the  

idea of a centre.

—

Biography—

Sarah Browne is an artist based in Ireland. Her practice is 

concerned with the creation and documentation of intentional economies and 

temporary ‘communities’. This involves exhibitions, public projects, publishing  

and critical writing. She also collaborates on a body of work with Gareth Kennedy  

under the name Kennedy Browne, and in 2009 she will co-represent Ireland at the  

53rd Venice Biennale.

www.sarahbrowne.info
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1	 Favela, Belo Horizonte, Brazil.

 Image courtesy of Jeremy Till.



2—5	 Participatory Exhibit; British Pavilion; 2006; 

Venice Architecture Biennale.

 Images courtesy of Jeremy Till.
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6—7	 Nomadic Kitchen; Vila Nova, Sao Miguel, Brazil.

8—9	 Vila Nova Workshops.

 Images courtesy of Mick O’Kelly.
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10—12	 The Furniture College at Letterfrack.

13—14	 O’Donnell + Tuomey’s exhibition at the 2004 Venice Architectural Biennale. 

15—17	 Sean O’Casey Community Centre in East Wall, Dublin 3.

 Images courtesy of Sheila O’Donnell.
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Models of Participation: Architecture & Art—
Panel Discussion: Professor Jeremy Till, 
Sheila O’Donnell and Mick O’Kelly

part 3—

Chaired by—

Gemma Tipton

The following essay by Gemma Tipton was written as a response  

to this talk held in the Fire Station Artists' Studios in September 2007.

—

The aim of this discussion was to investigate current ideas around 

participation in architecture and art and to propose alternative models.

Introducing Sherry Arnstein’s Ladder of Participation1 as the basis for his 

discussions of participation in architecture, Jeremy Till’s talk Let’s Participate made the 

point that as an overused word (like ‘community’ and ‘sustainability’), ‘participation’ 

has become almost meaningless, and is a term that ought to be discussed, investigated 

and contested. Till speaks from an architect’s perspective (he also has a Masters 

degree in philosophy), but points out that in terms of discussions about the negotiation 

of public space, the practices of art and architecture find much in common. Given that 

Arnstein first proposed this paradigm for exposing the manipulations at risk of being 

inherent in participative practices almost three decades ago, it is telling that many 

tokenistic projects are still paraded as examples of good participative practice.

Assessing participation in the light of Arnstein’s model demonstrates 

that in these terms, ‘placation’ is more than halfway up the ladder, and is thus an  

‘above average’ result. This, notes Till, demonstrates the dangers of participation. 

To explore participation fully is to understand that it is a political issue, 

political in the sense that it deals with how people live and occupy space within society. 

It is also to understand that genuine participation carries a great deal of risk to the 

status quo and to existing ways of understanding and negotiating roles. The tokenistic 

steps on the Ladder of Participation are, as Till points out, necessary to preserving 

1 Arnstein’s Ladder of Participation (see image 18).
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the balance of power in a democracy; you have to allow people to participate in  

decision making, so that they feel involved, but only far enough to maintain the  

status quo. “You don’t,” says Till, “want too much participation, because then the 

architect and the artist loose control, but you want some to act as a palliative, so 

people can feel that they are involved.” Referring these discussions to Carole Pateman’s 

Participation and Democratic Theory2 Till agrees with Pateman that much participation 

is “pseudoparticipation”, and that that is the most dangerous kind of all. 

Given that tokenistic levels of participation are integral to a functioning 

democracy (enabling forms of social acquiescence and control), it is hardly surprising 

that they are knitted into so many redevelopment and regeneration projects, and 

that artists and architects are called upon to enact them. It is also unsurprising 

that architects, according to Till, often see participation as a duty rather than an 

opportunity. The majority of participation in the UK, notes Till, is ‘incredibly token 

and pseudo, in the sense that most of the decisions have been made, and nothing 

really changes.’ That is not to say, however, that full participation is either possible or 

practicable. Till makes the key point, applicable to both art and architecture, that in any 

field that has a profession attached to it, full participation is not possible, because the 

professional has a power that cannot be ignored. There cannot be any ‘pure unfettered 

discourse’ while one party holds the keys in terms of language, accepted aesthetics and 

forms of representation. 

We have, therefore, to look at a different model of participation that is 

neither pseudo, partial or full; we have to accept the power structures that are there, 

unravel them and use them responsibly. To this end, Till details five key threats that 

participation presents to the architect.

Loss of control: also includes a loss of professional identity; control in 

architecture may be maintained through use of language or manner of presentation. 

One of the saving myths of control is that of the heroic architect who works alone see 

for example the hero Howard Roark in Ayn Rand’s The Fountainhead.3 The idea is that 

if you don’t use jargon, or if you make drawings that even a child could understand,  

you are no longer ‘an architect’.

That it will look ‘rubbish’: working on your own terms, you control 

the aesthetic, and as soon as you hand that over, the resulting work will look ‘rubbish’  

in terms of the accepted architectural canon. This point raises issues of taste, and of 

value (what is really ‘good’ and ‘bad’ in terms of architecture?).

2 Pateman, Carole; Participation and Democratic Theory; Cambridge University Press; 1975.

3 Rand, Ayn; The Fountainhead; MacMillan Publishing; 1943. 
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The threat of time: borrowing from Karsten Harries The Ethical Function 

of Architecture.4 Till points out that architecture has ‘a terror of time’. Time brings with 

it the uncontrollable; weather, dirt, decay, users, uncertainty … participation brings the 

people who will be using the space into the equation. Architects will often try to freeze 

time by discussing aesthetics of buildings, rather than addressing their occupation. 

The threat of politics: this is not a question of party politics, or of left 

or right wing ideologies, but instead the issue of how we occupy space, when space is 

understood as the site in which political and power structures are enacted. Participation 

brings the politics of the user into immediacy and focus. (Note here, that the ‘user’ is 

very different from ‘the client’ in architecture.)

The overall threat is architecture’s dependency: architecture depends 

on many things (and people) outside the immediate control of the architect. Thus is 

created the idea of ‘Architecture’ as an entity that holds itself up, independent, against 

all the things upon which it actually depends (this point is more fully addressed in  

Till’s forthcoming book Architecture Depends5).

In renegotiating how we might understand and enable participation,  

Till proposes turning each of these threats around, and examining the opportunity  

they present.

Loss of control: opens up the opportunity for a process that is 

transformative not just for the users, but also for the architectural profession itself.  

For this to happen, the profession has to change some of its values, and the architect 

has to act not just as an ‘expert citizen’ but as a ‘citizen expert’. By this, Till means  

that expertise is deployed not as a detached professional, but as an engaged citizen.  

“It is dangerous,” suggests Till, “to argue that the architect is just there to enact the 

wishes of the community, because often the community doesn’t know what it wants.” 

Within this is the threat, as Gillian Rose described it, whereby, “it is the architect  

4 Harries, Karsten; The Ethical Function of Architecture; MIT Press; 1997.

5 Till, Jeremy; Architecture Depends; MIT Press; 2008.

“The tokenistic steps on the Ladder of 
Participation are, as Till points out, necessary to preserving 
the balance of power in a democracy; you have to allow 
people to participate in decision making, so that they feel 
involved, but only far enough to maintain the status quo.”
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who is demoted: the people do not accede to power”.6 The ‘expert citizen’ must 

become ‘both interpreter and catalyst’, a role which accepts the difference between  

a transformative vision and downright control.

That it will look ‘rubbish’: is only a threat if you believe that architecture 

resides solely in its object. If one gets away from the fixation on the all-important 

object as the main outcome of the participative process, one can come to the idea of 

architecture residing not in the object, but in the agency of a process of social change.

To confront the fear of time: one has to understand how architecture 

is completed after its completion. It is completed through habitation and use.  

By leaving openness in the processes of architecture, it can become more inventive 

through interactions with people.

The threat of politics: becomes more about ‘the negotiation of hope’. 

Within this statement, Till presents the idea that within the designs of architecture, there 

can be hope; and this arises through the negotiations of difference and of contested areas. 

Architecture’s dependency: in summation; all of the things (and 

people) upon which architecture is dependent can become opportunities for a more 

fully realised sense of architecture, one discovered by means of a renegotiated sense  

of what participation can mean. 

Till concludes that for a new understanding of participation, and a new 

way of engaging with it, “the profession has to change its values”; architects must find 

new media, new language and a way of breaking down the codes that professionals use.

Taking up these ideas, Sheila O’Donnell agrees with Till that architecture 

is always dependent; even to the point that the ‘person building your buildings is 

not you’. The struggle O’Donnell + Tuomey undertake is ‘to recognise as many as 

possible of the things that architecture is dependent on’, noting that many of the things 

pointed out as threats are in fact starting points for their architecture. Exploring her 

firm’s projects including The Furniture College at Letterfrack, a Social Housing Project 

at Galbally, Co. Limerick, and the Sean O’Casey Community Centre in East Wall, 

O’Donnell’s talk demonstrated that much of the criticality that we tend to associate 

with visual arts practice is addressed in architecture (when we’re lucky). Looking at the 

way in which many of O’Donnell + Tuomey’s projects have evolved through a series of 

investigations and transactions, the relational aesthetics of the project become a largely 

undocumented and underappreciated outcome of the commissions. This was different 

6 Rose, Gillian; Mourning Becomes the Law: Philosophy and Representation; Cambridge University Press; 1996. 
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in the case of the Furniture College at Letterfrack; because this project became the 

focus of O’Donnell + Tuomey’s exhibition at the 2004 Venice Architectural Biennale, 

there is a body of work exploring the nature of the process. The most important stage 

of participation, maintains O’Donnell, comes in selecting the architects for a project. 

“It’s not just about the work,” she says, “it’s about whether you can actually sit in a 

room together and talk to each other.” Architecture, she notes, is also far more about 

making place than it is about the object itself. 

Alongside ‘participation’, another key and much-misused and 

misunderstood term has been ‘collaboration’. In the case of art and architecture,  

it has often resulted in further tokenism, and the misplaced idea that artists will inject 

the participative element (as well as a different set of aesthetics) into architecture.  

Mick O’Kelly introduced his presentation with the observation that he had been 

struck by the certainty of the presentations made by the architects; he spoke of the 

‘extraordinary amount of doubt’ he feels ‘about what I’m doing.’

Addressing the long history of involvement between art and architecture, 

and the ways in which they interact, he makes the point that in collaborations, ‘in a worst 

case scenario the artist is reduced to being the decorator.’ A central question for O’Kelly 

when making art is, “What is art? What is it about pigment, or lard on a chair that make 

it art?” Referring to participation in his own practice, he describes it as something not to 

be treated ‘as a sacred cow, it’s something I figure out as we go along, and I like the idea 

of testing it as we go along to find out how we do it.’

While art tends to reside in the gallery, there can be a degree of unease 

about the idea of the exhibition and the artist as someone who creates a spectacle for 

people to go along and see. In these terms, architecture is something that is tested 

in the public domain. Art is not so rigorously tested and challenged as it is often safe, 

protected in the gallery. Building on this, O’Kelly proposes a practice that is about 

looking at new models of art away from the gallery and museums, and projects that 

are about opening negotiations. Raising a series of questions: what are the challenges 

and limits of art in engaging negotiations with urban space?; what happens with an art 

practice that takes that on in the public arena?; how can art create space for dialogue 

and debate, and connect people?; what are the possibilities of art to be a negotiator of 

urban space?; and can art be a producer of space?, O’Kelly outlined his recent project 

Nomadic Kitchen, in Sao Miguel, Brazil.

Nomadic Kitchen explores many of the issues raised by O’Kelly, and 

questions the nature of space. “We have an idea of public space as open to everyone,” 

he says. “But I don’t agree, it’s a place of conflict and hostility.” Looking at the ways in 

which people create, negotiate, occupy space, and how for many it’s tactics of survival, 

O’Kelly asks, “what is public space, where is it, how do you identify it?” He draws the 

distinction between the formal public spaces that are organised by the State, and the 

illegal spaces that are appropriated for use. In investigating space in this way, O’Kelly 

asks whether we fill space or produce space, how do we consume space, and whether 

we produce spaces that are good for us? “You can,” suggests O’Kelly, “get excited 
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about what things look like, but there’s also the idea of something else, something that 

makes things happen.”

All the talks touched on issues of control and of relinquishing control, 

although the idea of authorship nonetheless remained. In terms of art and architecture 

as processes of relational aesthetics, rather than as processes in which the object is 

the most important outcome, there is the risk that in distracting attention from the 

object, we can be presented with substandard objects, dressed in powerful rhetorical 

wrappings of agency and process. While process is vital, it is still necessary to make 

places that work, and to find ways of enabling the spaces in between to be created in 

which the politics of life can take place.

The following are excerpts from the presentations given by  

Professor Jeremy Till, Mick O’Kelly and Sheila O’Donnell at Fire Station Artists’ 

Studios in September 2007.

—

Biography—

Jeremy Till is Professor of Architecture and Director of Architectural 

Studies at the University of Sheffield, overseeing the professionally accredited  

courses. Since graduating in architecture from the Polytechnic of Central London,  

he has pursued a dual life as architect and educator. He also has a Masters Degree 

in philosophy. As an architect, he is in practice with Sarah Wigglesworth Architects, 

best known for their house and office in North London which has received extensive 

international attention and received numerous awards, including the prestigious  

RIBA Sustainability Prize. 

Jeremy Till is widely seen as a leading figure in the international  

debate about architecture, as is reflected in his selection to represent Britain at  

the 2006 Venice Architecture Biennale. Jeremy Till's work, both written and drawn,  

has continually explored the interface between practice and theory, taking design  

as an innovative research activity in its own right. His approach is one that  

attempts to broaden the scope of architectural discourse by bringing cultural, 

philosophical and political issues to inform the design process. He completed a  

major book on architectural theory and design, entitled Architecture Depends 

(MIT Press, 2007). His most recent book, written with Tatjana Schneider, is  

Flexible Housing (Architectural Press 2007), with an accompanying website. 

See www.flexiblehousing.org
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Jeremy Till, Favela, Belo Horizonte, Brazil—

Image 1—

I was taken around this area by these fantastic researchers who were 

talking about the negotiation of space that occurs within the favela and how there’s 

already a process. The favelas are interesting as a spatial condition as there is already  

a degree of negotiation and a kind of spatial adjustment which is happening organically. 

These guys are arguing that the architect can come in and provide 

the infrastructure for that to happen. In fact, what’s happening in some cases is the 

architects have come along, and they completely ignore the people and build them 

these new homes that are just temporary solutions to problems. There’s an enormous 

tension between what the architects feel is the right way to do it and the natural system 

that already exists. So in the end what one gets is an overall threat of architectural 

dependency. However my theory is that architectural dependency can be also be seen 

as an opportunity.

Jeremy Till, Participatory Exhibit, British Pavilion,  

2006 Venice Architecture Biennale—

Images 2, 3, 4, 5—

I took a group of community artists to the Venice Biennale where 

they just laid out their participative community art. The idea was a central table with 

pictures laid out and visitors to the exhibition could cut them out and make their own 

collage of cities. It was quite extraordinary and one of the busiest rooms in the whole 

Biennale in terms of people staying around. Over the course of the show the wall 

gradually filled and by the end the whole room was covered. 

Often you go into an art exhibition and it has a sign saying, ‘Please do 

not touch’. That seems to summarise a lot of the problems, as the viewer stands as a 

passive participant of the architectural object. This is potentially transferred into the way 

that the user is seen within — the passive object of an architectural process … clearly it’s 

not what actually happens but that may be how an exhibition establishes certain values. 

Therefore this exhibition is called Please do not touch with the ‘do not’ crossed out.

“Anyone who has sat through community 
consultation meetings will find they’re excruciating because 
they’re just architects pinning up work on a wall which has 
already been decided and people putting sticky notes saying, 
‘oh can we have the bins around the corner please’.” 
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This exhibit worked on a very simple idea of a model with a camera  

on it and a room with a camera on it and the two projected so that the space of the 

model and the space of the room overlapped. As you move bits around on the model 

you occupy the space which you are making on the table. 

People just got this exhibit; these two participants just walked in and 

started manipulating the space immediately and sort of inhabiting it (image 5).

I think if one is going to find new ways of participating then one has  

to find new media to do it within. By making participation something playful that 

anyone can use, it breaks down some of the codes which professionals use.

—

Biography—

Mick O’Kelly is Dublin-based visual artist. He is currently doing a PhD 

with Interface at the University of Ulster Northern Ireland. He has studied for his BFA 

at the National College of Art and Design Dublin, (1982—1985) and did his MFA at the 

California Institute of the Arts U.S.A., (1995—1997). He has exhibited nationally and 

internationally and engages in contextual art initiatives beyond the gallery and museum 

structure. Ongoing concerns in his work and research acknowledge the changing nature 

of contemporary art, and issues of situated practice, location and context. 

O’Kelly’s current research and art initiatives look at, ‘The Production 

of Space as an Ethical Exchange’. This idea emphasises space not as a natural 

“So, can art be a producer of space rather 
than creators of the aesthetic?”

“There’s a long history around architecture 
and art and the inter exchangeability between the two. 
The history, by and large is one of that architects build the 
architecture and the artists come in and decorate it. I find 
that relationship as a participatory possibility, somewhat 
frustrating because it means you’re coming in after the 
process and at a worse case scenario your work is reduced 
to being a decorator.”
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phenomenon but as socially produced and negotiated through ethical relations. These 

relationships are experienced in urban practices and built environment. The site of 

this discourse is placed between the formal city as a predetermined object/artefact 

that renders public and private space as prescriptive and fixed. Recent work by O’Kelly 

has included Nomadic Kitchen which is an interstitial art initiative that engages in the 

process of regeneration with the residents of Vila Nova, Sao Miguel Brazil.

Mick O’Kelly, Nomadic Kitchen, Vila Nova, Sao Miguel, Brazil —

Images 6, 7—

Nomadic Kitchen is an interstitial art initiative that engages in the process 

of regeneration with the residents of Vila Nova, Sao Miguel, Brazil. Nomadic Kitchen is 

one urban practice among many in a collaborative and participatory action in the 

production of public and private space in Vila Nova. The structure will function as a 

community locus where residents self govern and develop flexible and creative ways of 

building a context for living. The structure of Nomadic Kitchen is flexible, fluid, nomadic 

and adaptable to different occasions and contexts. Urban decisions around producing 

public and social space are made while cooking eating and meeting in the Nomadic 

Kitchen. This interstitial structure becomes a place of dialogue while defining the 

conditions that determine the public sphere.

Urban Negotiations looks at new strategies for making art; this involves 

engaging with questions such as; what are the limits of an artwork? Can one inhabit  

an artwork rather than it being something one goes to observe? Nomadic Kitchen looks 

to another kind of relationship with art and how art and artists function in society.  

This form of art making changes the role of audience from spectator to user/occupier. 

This strategy valorises participatory action and urban creativity in producing new  

urban imaginings.

“What I find very exciting about the idea of 
architecture is that your work is tested in the public domain 
... it is where art is not really challenged or tested in the 
same way as it has the confines of the gallery as a kind of 
protected space.”
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Vila Nova Workshops, Vila Nova, Sao Miguel, Brazil—

Images 8, 9—

The Nomadic Kitchen project doesn’t settle on the structure, the 

physical elements or the quality of the material — it’s not the end anticipation of the 

project. The art project becomes a tool to make other things happen. So, in order to 

bring some sense of visibility to what this might look like, I ran a series of workshops 

with residents — teenagers, kids and adults as a way of bringing some kind of public 

image to the Nomadic Kitchen. 

My vision of the project is not to get locked into the visual qualities  

of materials but it’s to do with the collective desire of working with a group of people  

and the agency. The actions that are created out of that process can make other  

things happen.

—

Biography—

Sheila O’Donnell is a partner in the Dublin-based architecture practice 

O’Donnell-Tuomey, which was established in 1988. The practice has developed an 

international reputation for cultural and educational buildings including the Irish 

Film Centre, Ranelagh Multi-Denominational School and The Furniture College in 

Letterfrack. They are currently engaged in the design of university buildings, schools, 

housing and mixed-use buildings in Ireland and the Netherlands. They have been 

involved in urban design projects including the Temple Bar regeneration in Dublin and 

the Zuid Poort masterplan in Delft. Most recently they designed the new Sean O’Casey 

Community Centre in East Wall. The practice has been selected for more than  

40 national and international awards and commendations over the past 15 years and 

has been shortlisted as finalists for major European awards including The Stirling Prize 

(1999 and 2005), The Mies van der Rohe Award (1997, 1999 and 2003) and  

The Palladio prize (1993). See www.odonnell-tuomey.ie

“The time spent on consultation is really 
important but particularly at the very beginning of the 
project. At the starting point you somehow need to get a 
sense of trust between designers and the users and all of  
the client body.”
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The Furniture College, Letterfrack, Co. Galway—

Image 10, 11, 1 2—

The project was to make this furniture college in Letterfrack, the most 

amazingly beautiful physical environment but also incredibly remote on the western 

seaboard. A former industrial school, it is a place well know for its tragic history of child 

abuse. Our brief was to make a furniture college that was deeply integrated into the 

place and into a series of other uses. We worked very closely with our clients making 

the master plan and finding a way of taking the existing industrial school and both 

integrating it with the new uses but also transforming it in some way. 

Time spent on consultation is really important but particularly at the 

beginning of the project. At the starting point you somehow need to get a sense of trust 

between designers, the users and all the client body.

O’Donnell + Tuomey’s exhibition at the 2004  

Venice Architectural Biennale—

Image 4, 5—

The theme of the Biennale was Metamorph. This exhibition is about  

the metamorphis of the industrial school into the furniture college but also the furniture 

college into the Venice Project. We wanted to make the Irish Pavilion a piece of 

architecture but we also wanted to really try and tell the story of this place.

Sean O’Casey Community Centre in East Wall, Dublin 3—

Image 15, 16, 17—

For this project there was an interview-based selection process to  

select the architects. There were three people from the community group on the 

interview panel. I would say that is the most important stage of the participation —  

if you want people to participate they should be involved in selecting the person they’re 

“If you want people to participate they 
should be involved in selecting the person they’re going to 
work with because its not just about your work — its about 
whether you can actually talk to each other. You need to be 
able to look somebody in the eye and think, ‘Could I really 
sit in a room and talk to this person for days on end … yes!’”
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going to work with because its not just about your work, its about whether you can 

actually talk to each other. So from the start, because of the interview, we had a way  

of communicating and talking to each other.

—

Biography—

Gemma Tipton is an independent writer and critic of contemporary art 

and architecture based in Dublin. She writes regularly for the Irish Times and CIRCA, 

among other publications, and has written and edited several books on aspects of art, 

architecture and culture.
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Biographies—

Mary Jane Jacob is a curator who aims to advance the parameters 

of artists’ public practices and examine assumptions about the audience for 

contemporary art. Creating over 50 exhibitions and commissioning over 100 artists’ 

projects, in 1990 she shifted her workplace from the museum to the street. 

In the 1980s she was chief curator at MCA/Chicago and MoCA/

Los Angeles) Critically engaging the discourse around public space, she began to 

organise site and community-based programs — Places with a Past, Culture in Action, 

Conversations at The Castle, Evoking History, Places with a Future — each comprised of 

deeply situated local projects by the artists she invited and with whom she also often 

collaborated. With the book Buddha Mind in Contemporary Art (University of California 

Press, 2004), marking the culmination of a multi-year national consortium research 

effort which she co-organised, she furthered her research into the ways of artmaking 

and the nature of the art experience. Mary Jane Jacob is Professor and Executive 

Director of Exhibitions/Exhibition Studies at The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, 

where she also served as Chair of the Department of Sculpture. 

Jesse Jones is a Dublin-based artist; with a BA in Fine Art (Sculpture) 

from NCAD (2002) and an MA graduate in Visual Arts Practices from IADT (2005) 

Jones’s practice focuses on the embedded political and social history within everyday 

life. She is interested in moments when this hidden history comes to surfaces such as 

the demonstration or strike and moments of convergence. Seeing popular culture as 

an expression of this collective narrative of history, her work often adopts elements 

such as the B movie or pop music as a site of shared memory. Jones also uses the 

process of restaging a sense of history within contemporary contexts. By reinterpreting 

these artefacts Jones scrambles their initial cultural reference and meaning. Recent 

exhibitions in 2008 include The Spectre and the Sphere (solo show), Project Arts Centre, 

Dublin and Blackwood Gallery University of Toronto, Canada and ICA Nought to Sixty 

programme; 2: Move Belfast Exposed, Art in the Life World; Ballymun, Dublin. 

Previous projects include 12 Angry Films (2006) a public art project commissioned 

by Fire Station Artists’ Studios and Dublin Docklands Development Authority.
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The following are excerpts from a conversation hosted by Jesse Jones 

in her studio at the Fire Station Artists’ Studios with Mary Jane Jacob in June 2007. 

They explored ideas around the role of the artist’s studio and how it affects and 

translates into Arts in Context practice.

—

Jesse I invited people into my studio today, because I felt it was important to 

locate this conversation in the studio; to talk about how the studio functions in relation 

to contextual practice and primarily to ask, what is a studio? What is its function in 

relation to collaboration? What is the role of the studio for the artist who works in place 

or context? Is the studio a research role which happens within a collaborative context? 

Or is the studio still maintained for artists as an autonomous space where we bring 

ideas to the context? Does it in some way precede representational spaces such as 

galleries, museums and perhaps even public spaces? 

So, in this investigation I’ve found two pieces of text that I think are 

interesting as a way of putting meat around the bones of this idea of the studio. The first 

one is from the well known The Function of the Studio by Daniel Buren.1 He describes the 

function of the studio as ‘the place where the work originates; it’s generally a private 

place, an ivory tower, perhaps. It is a stationary place where portable objects are 

produced. The importance of the studio should by now be apparent; it is the first frame, 

the first limit, upon which all subsequent frames/limits will depend. What does it look 

like, physically, architecturally? The studio is not just hideaway, any room. Two specific 

types may be distinguished: The European type modelled upon the Parisian studio of  

the turn of the Century. This type is usually rather large and is characterised primarily  

by its high ceilings (a minimum of 4 metres). Sometimes there is a balcony, to increase 

the distance between the viewer and the work. The door allows large works to enter and 

to exit. Sculptors’ studios are on the ground floor, painters’ on the top floor. In the latter, 

the lighting is natural, usually diffused by windows or oriented toward the north so as  

to receive the most even and subdued illuminations’.

I just think it’s interesting to look around this space and kind of relate 

it to this studio. So you can still see that studio characteristic exists for artists who 

perhaps don’t work with painting or sculpture but we still occupy these same spaces. 

Perhaps it’s kind of unpacking the residues of turn of the Century Parisian space that 

maybe implicate on our practices today. The second text is by Mary Jane Jacob herself, 

from In the Space of Art2, and reads, “There is a space that artists depend upon to make 

their art. This space is located in between. It is a middle ground, a transition space, a 

1 Daniel Buren; The Function of the Studio; October; Fall 1979. (Originally in French, 1971; 

translated by Thomas Repensk).

2 Mary Jane Jacob, contributor to Presence; Louisville, Kentucky; Speed Museum of Art; 2006.
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place of pause, a place to wait, to test, and then move beyond. It’s open. In the space 

of art dwells the ‘mind of don’t know’. The ‘empty’ mind is the creative mind. In the 

process of art-making the artist does not know the outcome, what the work of art will 

look like, or even be. It is a process with shifts and changes, of simultaneously seeing 

and finding a new way, staying open to what you don’t know and haven’t seen. This 

space of art is a mental space in which we see things as if for the first time. To ready 

the mind requires not just practice but assuming a practice. For the artist, the word 

‘practice’ in contemporary usage has professional implications. Also since the 1960s 

when the discipline identity of artworks became expanded and eroded, ‘practice’ 

became a more useful term than other more limited labels. But I would add practice 

as a daily routine and, even more, a life’s path, describing the artist’s way of working 

— a way of being — that is integral and ongoing. Practice is about trying, developing, 

cultivating, improving. Practice connotes repetition: to practice, to perfect. Practice 

becomes the rituals of life, continual acts of doing. And making art is, for artists, a way 

of life. So from those two texts I think we can possibly get an idea of what a studio is 

to an artist; perhaps a cerebral space, a metaphorical space, a physical space for the 

production of work, and some kind of other spiritual place as well.”

Mary Jane One thing that struck me about the two quotes you have chosen was 

that the studio is the point of origin. Maybe if you think of that origin as a sense of 

consolidation, of clarity on an idea perhaps? However, I think that there are lots of 

points of origin or inspiration. It can hit people anywhere, it happens outside, it happens 

with each other, it happens in the midst of some situation … what do you think?

Audience I’m thinking about the idea of studio as nomadic because I find that, 

maybe it’s because of the mediums that I work in, but I like to have a studio for maybe 

two months, a place I go for just a fix, and then I like to have a place somewhere else.  

I find movement a very stimulating part of the practice. 

Mary Jane I find increasingly that people’s studios are their laptops. Just before 

we walked in this room, Liz Burns (Fire Station Artists’ Studios) and I were talking 

about the Studio Award for an Artist in the Community here at the Fire Station. The 

Artist gets to be part of the community for a time as well as doing something that’s 

in a community context. But how might that change over time? Some artists have 

been coming and going and not based full-time at the Fire Station for the duration of 

“There is a space that artists depend upon 
to make their art. This space is located in between. It is a 
middle ground, a transition space, a place of pause, a place 
to wait, to test, and then move beyond. It’s open."
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this award. It’s not necessarily insincere engagement of the opportunity, if people are 

coming and going but it’s a kind of way of life. It’s also not a conflict of interest because 

they’re doing other things that are going to feed into their process and that studio can 

be great as a consistent place to come back to, but at the same time, other people can 

come there in the meantime. So you have this overlapping exchange going on. Some 

artists do really deep research and think about a project over time where other things 

start to intersect, so that mobile studio is really important. Being in one place may 

mean their work wouldn’t be as complex and rich in its development even if it’s really 

simple in form in the end. 

Liz Burns Yeah I think we’re moving away from this static idea of the studio where 

the artist has to be in the studio every day for a year to work with the ‘community’. 

Some artists can’t physically be in Dublin all the time, especially if they’re coming from 

abroad and have other projects on the go. Sometimes they want to dovetail in and out. 

At the Fire Station we need to be flexible in that area, allowing artists to come in and 

think, go away, reflect and come back. 

Mary Jane That’s part of the studio ethos that you can be in Venice today and 

here tomorrow! You know, it makes a difference to have a place to lie down, a place to 

return to. I go to artists’ studios all the time but I don’t necessarily see work there … 

So is the studio a meeting place, or a place where that research can  

sit more, or be worked on? In the U.S.A. we use a term; that we’re in a ‘post studio’ —  

do you use that language; post studio period?

Audience It could be a place where you could be idle again, a place where you can 

just sit down to make tea, make coffee, read books.

Audience Percolate together.

Mary Jane Jesse how do you use your studio?

Jesse I suppose I use it for me and for people to come and have tea! One of 

the crises for me when I was awarded this studio was what people expected to see in 

a studio space that’s awarded to you. I had just begun this collaborative project and 

there were no physical manifestations of my work happening on the walls. So at the 

beginning I started making drawings and hanging them to justify the studio!

The idea of the studio is quite archetypal and I think that artists 

personalise a methodology for themselves about how they use the studio. But 

thinking of the studio as a philosophical position to approach contextual practice is 

an interesting one because it precedes display and that’s one of the difficulties of 

contextual practices — how do we produce something in collaboration in a social 

setting that isn’t only or deliberately funnelled towards this end display manifestation? 
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I think of the studio as a kind of metaphor. So I’m describing studio as a metaphorical 

approach to production because it’s kind of polemical to gallery. One of the difficulties 

with this idea of studio is how can you mediate such a private space to a public one? 

I suppose when I got interested in your practice, Mary, was actually 

through David Hammons’3 work. I was really interested in David Hammons’ piece where 

he made snowballs and sold them from a rug on the side of the street. Was he mediating 

the street through the work or is he mediating the work through the street? This idea 

that an artist can locate a production process on the street and can locate a studio on 

the street. Maybe there’s a soft space between all these physical spaces and they’re best 

described as methodologies of how we take the archetypical and we transform it into 

something that creates a new strategy for us. But I think perhaps in terms of institutional 

criticism and institutional opposition we tend to be quite polemical? Like for example 

— all galleries are bad, now, you know? The gallery doesn’t work anymore, let’s throw it 

away. Sometimes I think about how can we steal from the ivory tower before we leave 

it? What can we steal from those spaces to invent new ones?

Mary Jane I’ve had my anti-gallery phase but, I don’t find anymore that young 

artists are against showing in galleries, work is made for inside and outside galleries,  

it’s more holistic and there are more open options now. I think it demonstrates  

a consciousness of what it means to be in one place or context versus another:  

‘What is a space?’ ‘How do they use that space?’ But I think people also find a way  

of negotiating, what is for sale and what’s not for sale. Their work that is for sale may  

be to make money or maybe considered a form of production that is subsidising 

another kind of work. Jesse, you were talking earlier about working collaboratively  

and being in the studio and that being sort of proto positioned to presentation, but  

are you talking about work that has a public presentation?

Jesse Yes, I was.

Mary Jane Is that in a viewing kind of way or rather a public realisation?

Jesse Possibly realisation — that is quite interesting in terms of what is display 

and what is realisation? Perhaps it’s the culmination to a process that maybe the work 

is shown in the context that it’s produced in that place. 

Mary Jane Perhaps it’s actualised in the context of that place. It’s happening in 

its particular real time and doesn’t get re-represented, certainly in a location but it may 

end up as a book.

3 David Hammons; Bliz-aard Ball Sale; 1983.
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Jesse Sometimes when you approach this kind of practice, and you’ve spent so 

long embedded within a studio collaboration context, that when you bring the work to 

its culmination with what is the audience, the participants can’t be the audience because 

to be a participant is the opposite to being a spectator. So I think that relationship is 

quite difficult to negotiate. If you make work in collaboration with participants they’re 

the producers as well so if you relegate the work to a display function, how does that 

function in terms of the opposition between the spectator and the participant? There’s a 

Rousseau4 quote where he talks about the theatre is to the festival what totalitarianism 

is to a democracy. I think this implies a relationship between a viewer of work and 

someone who has been involved in the studio production of that work. It’s difficult to 

navigate that relationship between how a work manifests itself, physically. 

Mary Jane Look at the meaning of these words: participant, audience and 

spectator. Spectator and audience I think of differently because there are different 

layers of audience. Spectator, unfortunately, is tied to the notion of spectacle, a bit 

removed perhaps and there is this sense of quickness. Participant, in my experience, 

is all sorts of things. I could be working with a participant collaborator who’s a sound 

expert and he never hears the whole thing come together until it happens. I mean there 

are a million examples; community collaborators who give their story but then you’re 

back in the studio and the community person who was giving that story is not involved 

at all in the making, visualisation or articulation of that process. They have a whole 

other level of engagement or dialogue with you, others or themselves when they have 

that fabulous opportunity to become audience. When two artists are working together 

in a collaborative way, they’re both the makers in somewhat equal ways, certainly 

equally informed ways, but, then, they really need some audience to sound their work 

against. I think we still pretty much subscribe to the fact that, if the tree falls in the 

forest and nobody heard it right, so if you made the work and nobody saw, listened or 

consumed it, was it a work of art? Getting out of the metaphorical studio into some 

other public space even though the actual physical studio can be a wonderful public 

space too, so maybe it’s a question of making practices and where the studio fits into 

that is as a space of reflection as well as consolidation.

Audience Is it the very naming of a studio that essentially places it within history, 

making it a space which is not necessarily a private space and creating the threshold 

which is saying something is happening? Therefore, people want to enter the space or 

they want to know about it and come on visits. Your studio could be your bedroom and 

you don’t feel forced to show that to anybody but as soon as you say ‘this is my studio’ 

then it becomes a public space.

4 Jean Jacques Rousseau; Letter to M. D'Alembert on Spectacles; 1758. 

(Lettre à d'Alembert sur les spectacles).
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Mary Jane So you think studio turns it into a public space as opposed to 

a private space?

Audience Yes because in a sense it’s calling attention to it. It’s saying this is 

the most important space, this is the space!

Audience Before I began my residency at the Fire Station, I worked in the spare 

room in a flat and when people asked if they could visit the studio and I used to say, 

‘I don’t have a studio’. It was a really good excuse to have that barrier so maybe it did 

change moving in here but actually it was no different — the way I work is no different.

Mary Jane So the studio could be your private place but by naming it, it has 

that possibility that people will invade your privacy.

Audience When it professionalises it, that’s when it becomes that 

public private space.

Audience For non artists, the studio is the one of the signifiers for an artist. It is 

part of the bigger tradition that’s out there — none of us made it but we’re all part of 

it and we do engage with it, because it’s there. So whatever the nature of the studio is, 

even if the studio is somebody’s laptop, that’s the studio and that’s what the outside 

world expects an artist to have and they know you’re an artist because you have it.

Audience So if the public are used to the artist having a studio and now the artist 

says, ‘I just have a laptop’, will the public be disappointed?

Audience They might get excited by that too in time I think! 

Audience But it’s that expectation isn’t it? That great works are being produced. 

I had a room in a house for years that was also a bedroom and I felt like I still had my 

L plate on. There was also the sense that if I was calling it a studio I had to “show” and 

that wasn’t something I was ready for … 

Mary Jane Look at it etymologically — in Italy dentists have studios, that’s their office. 

Audience Well certainly the artist’s studio of the past was a place where you 

brought buyers and somewhere you sold your work from. You had assistants and it was 

always a public private, so I think that this cultivation of this notion of it being interior 

and private is not often the case for most people working professionally. 

Audience As somebody who has a studio, I think it’s actually useful to know that 

somebody’s going to come into your studio, in the same way that it forces you into  
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that display part. So you suddenly have to look at all the notes on the wall and the 

drawing on the wall or whatever you have and ask yourself, are they representing the 

process? or it might be misread or it might be misjudged and that is actually part of 

your decision making process. So it’s perhaps useful to have that barrier crossed. 

Audience Well there’s just one other thing I was thinking — this moving back away 

from the studio practice for a second. In the Renaissance, artists’ studios weren’t called 

studios at all, they were called workshops. They became studios only when Leonardo 

De Vinci and people professionalised the whole thing so we are talking about people 

striving to make themselves a little bit different initially …

Mary Jane We started pretending that we could work all by ourselves! 

Audience If we go back then to this idea that all the people in opposition to the 

narrative practice, I think that’s where the really interesting question is, because it’s 

when the artist became the lonely isolated genius in their studios.

Mary Jane Your comment about pretending that studio practice is something 

totally distinct from collaborative practice, and then maybe we could add another layer 

or hinge to this … which is the studio as a workspace versus a living space? So there is 

the studio that you go to but you don’t sleep there every night. Then there is the studio 

where living and working is combined so now you’re involving your personal habits and 

the possibilities that come from that.

Audience There was almost the rescinding of the studio, wasn’t there? That if you 

were going to work outside in the real world you didn’t have a studio practice you had a 

collaborative or site specific practice.

Mary Jane You didn’t need a space.

Audience As an artist, I’ve always had a space but would also go off and do site 

specific work. I didn’t call it studio, because I wasn’t aware that I had a studio practice 

because I was practicing outside the studio. I think those are confusing but interesting 

things to talk about.

Mary Jane But is it the word practice that is the difference there? Having a studio 

versus having a studio practice? 

Audience I think the term studio practice implies that you make work for a gallery 

in a studio. It implies that you work on your own, you don’t have anyone inputting into 

it or carrying out the job for you at your direction and therefore you put the work into 

a gallery. So if you’re not doing that you’re not practicing as a studio artist, I think that 
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was how I saw it and felt about it. When you worked outside the gallery system and 

tried other ways of working more publicly I guess, then that wasn’t studio practice …

Jesse Maybe outside the studio the artist feels that they cannot control 

the space and to approach a collaboration you have to have a certain openness, an 

unknowing that whatever can manifest from this you have to have fluidity. You know 

your practice has to be permeable. You can bring things in and you can also edit as it’s 

happening. You can be open to other voices, to other people’s input and other people’s 

production. Perhaps in the studio we don’t have that as maybe in the studio the walls 

are not permeable at all or they’re permeable once a month when somebody comes to 

visit. What’s the relationship between how we produce in each of these different types 

of spaces?

Mary Jane I don’t know; the example about the Renaissance workshop and other 

people working with you has relevance because the studio becomes a place where 

others temporarily come and work, because we have people working on our projects, 

while we’re doing something else. Artists often collaborate with technology people as 

they might not have technology in their grasp. There’s a certain authorship or creativity 

necessary to work through every minute of that process yourself, for example, if 

somebody else is stepping in and doing the weaving for you once you’ve set up the 

loom, is it your weaving? 

I see my studio as my office; I can work simultaneously in a few 

countries, use email regardless of changes of time zone, and as long as I stay awake, 

it lets me be present in different places at the same time! It also helps that I have 

somebody who’s following up on the things that I’m dropping along the way, that  

are doing my weaving or my computer programming. I think that we’ve come head  

on to the myth that we just don’t work alone. There are ways in which we really  

don’t want to work alone because it wouldn’t allow you to get into the subject or  

the community. 

Audience Mary Jane, I’m interested in the structures that support studios. In 

the context that you’re coming from presumably the Institute of Chicago, who are the 

greatest providers of studios? Is it the city, is it the institutions or is it the independent 

artists’ groups?

“I see my studio as my office; I can work 
simultaneously in a few countries, use email regardless of 
changes of time zone, and as long as I stay awake, it lets me 
be present in different places at the same time!”
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Mary Jane As you know, in the U.S.A. we live in a capitalist society where you have 

to do everything yourself: you do not get money, even healthcare, and everything is 

dependent on a job.

Audience Is it very difficult for artists to find good value studio spaces in Chicago 

and does that make art production difficult?

Mary Jane Well what we would say is ‘get a job’. 

Audience When you say ‘we’, who are you referring to?

Mary Jane Society is the ‘we’. You know, we see it as welfare — by which I mean 

the general American society, the voters, the taxpayers who would have to authorise 

such a use of public funds; thus, where subsidy exists, it is usually via a private 

foundation in the form of fellowships and grants. These are normally open in use and 

not defined as for the purpose of studio space. There are various cities (I wouldn’t 

even call them initiatives) where there’s a person or two within the city government 

who think that it would be nice to have live/work spaces for artists. As a result, some 

city governments have given one or two buildings that have been set up for artists. 

I’ve visited some of them and they’re usually in a neighbourhood that’s not radically 

expensive, so artists go there. They encourage artists to move to the locality because 

they know that it’s going to allow something else to happen right? So they’re doing it  

for a limited time because they’re trying to build up a mystique. 

Audience So provision is really ad hoc? 

Mary Jane No, provision is usually personal provision; people get a mortgage. 

If you compare your rent to your mortgage then, the attitude is, and the reality is,  

you might as well pay the mortgage instead of the rent, because you could pay more 

on the rent than the mortgage. I don’t know your culture but in my culture we have 

absolutely no problem in taking out loans! We are a debt society and this is one of  

the mechanisms and problems with the failing U.S. economy. For good or for bad, 

people are much happier to owe the bank than to pay the monthly rent and they 

continue to work and improve their property. It’s mostly about ownership, ownership  

of an apartment, a studio or a building. That is the so-called ‘American Dream’.

Audience The artist takes complete responsibility for acquiring that space?

Mary Jane Yes. In school, artists get studios, so it’s only when they graduate that 

the living and the working search comes together, although some people have two 

places but it’s about people finding cheap, or it’s about finding economic routes that 

you can make personally sustainable. You have to have some income.
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Audience So the artist then has to be very resourceful in providing themselves 

with the means to support their practice … 

Mary Jane Yes, right. The artist ends up having to be like everybody else in society 

which is, you pay rent or you own, and you have to have some income that goes into 

paying the landlord or the bank. Typically in the last few decades, artists have taken that 

hands-on route which might totally waylay your work and you might never get there 

but this is where we come back to the principle of individual strength, determination 

and survival of the fittest and Darwinism right?

You have the skills so you can buy the property and you’re willing to live 

in the bad neighbourhood or the neighbourhood in transition. You do the carpentry and 

you bring your friends in, you make it liveable, and then you own it and then you have a 

place to continue to work, even if you’re working collaboratively. I can name artists who 

are quite successful but they’re still actually doing that kind of cobbling together.

Audience So you don’t think there’s any negative impact on artistic provision in 

Chicago as a result of no public support for artists’ studios?

Mary Jane Take a well-known U.S. artist as an example who bought a three storey 

townhouse in what was a very problematic neighbourhood on the west side of Chicago. 

She fixed up this house into a fantastic studio on the whole first floor; she lived on the 

top floor and then rented the middle floor and the space over the garage. There was 

also a garden where she started to experiment with botanical ways of working because 

she has an inclination to science. She finally decided to move on, in large part driven 

by a mission—her interest in sustainable living on a domestic level and as a studio 

practice. She bought a little industrial building with that money and because she is 

highly ethically and artistically committed to sustainability and personal domestic 

responsibility, she makes the first fully sustainable residence in Chicago. This space is 

completely a manifestation of the person/artist she’s grown into and she was enabled 

to do it because she made that earlier investment. She’s still in debt because she did 

more but she could have been worse in debt. It’s manageable debt — that’s what our 

life is, you know. All of us who say we’re home owners, we don’t own anything. 

What’s great at our school in Chicago is that we have students who 

come from all over the world and then a good chunk of them don’t leave. They stay for 

a year or two and then they stay forever. They build institutions and they find ways of 

having a home. But everybody has a job too.

Audience Which can’t be easy, having to split one’s time between artistic practice 

and economic necessity.

Mary Jane Well, economic necessity is often teaching. 
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Audience In Dublin we have some public support for artists, like this facility here 

at the Fire Station that provides a safe place for maybe two or three years but I think it’s 

hard on artists when they then have to leave.

Audience It is a hard thing, particularly for younger artists to find the space and 

especially if they’re not supported by public institutions.

Jesse I think there is a crisis in the American public sphere; that is the 

justification for an artist to have a value as being part of the production of culture.  

I mean you don’t even have public health care in the States. It’s part of an entire crisis 

in the public sphere and I don’t think that we should resign ourselves to an American 

model of capitalism, because I don’t think it works for artists entirely. 

Home ownership might work for some artists but not all artists want to 

own a property. Some artists believe in the commons, or the public sphere in a way that 

would be oppositional to ever owning property, so where is the space for those artists 

to exist within that kind of Darwinian American model of maintaining a space? 

Audience Subsidised studios in Ireland certainly change the whole dynamic of 

the studio. If it is subsidised, is it really your private space? Even if it feels private like  

the Fire Station, there are immediately bureaucratic pressures and terms and 

conditions the State has to consider such as; it can’t be a studio for life because there’s 

other people coming up. You can’t choose when you leave or when you stay. These 

difficulties can compromise in a way that can be damaging for artists because the 

dilemma is, is this studio a private personal space or since it’s subsidised does that  

give the State entitlements? 

Audience At the moment there is a drip feed of assistance to artist-led studio 

groups but yet there’s no real engagement with those really hard issues of providing 

space. City and County Councils have these empty buildings while we lack studio 

facilities. There doesn’t seem to be any policy development to address these issues. 

Audience Housing associations don’t work here in Ireland because of our property 

law which I find quite archaic. Whereas in the UK people were able to set up housing 

associations and were able to have collective housing. I’ve considered that option a  

few times but it is not available to us as artists due to legal and tax reasons. 

Audience If you want to be independent and secure you have to buy a property 

so I ended up buying a house and struggled to survive while being compromised as 

an artist to get a living to pay the mortgage. You’re essentially paying into a private 

developer’s pocket. It’s very hard to collectively buy anything in Ireland because of the 

mortgage and the tax on commercial mortgages, so it’s not like we’re all sitting here 

waiting for the State to look after us.
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 I’d also like to make a point that, even though the studios are subsidised, 

they’re still rather expensive, so it’s not like we’re sitting here basking in the glow of the 

Neverland State who really wants to nurture our creativity.

Audience I think that wording ‘drip feed’ was actually meant in that way, I do 

wonder if it has any serious impact in relation to getting us anywhere in relation to 

those really big issues. I’m sure you’re familiar with ACME in London and how artists 

are gaining access to buildings, using one half for commercial space and the other half 

for subsidising studios. Unfortunately the environment here is not conducive to allowing 

that to happen. Have you seen activity like this in Chicago?

Mary Jane There’s certainly more fluidity of how you can buy, either by collectively 

buying or by creating an association.

Audience In England they have a lobbying advocacy voice — A National 

Studio Network5, which is a hugely important voice that cannot be underestimated, 

particularly in helping people understand the concept of public and private spaces 

and artists’ studios. I get so frustrated with people who forget that artists have to 

have space to think, to make the work. They just seem to see a lovely show in a gallery 

and they don’t for a second think where it was made, or think about how this artist 

lives. I think visual artists have to start making their working space and their space for 

producing work visible to people who are the decision makers, bring the powers that be 

into your private space and make them understand it. 

Mary Jane Are there events in Ireland like what we call studio walks?

Liz Burns Yes, VISIT is an initiative started by a number of artists’ studio 

organisations in Dublin where visual artists living and working in the city open the 

doors of their professional practice studios for 1 day. The event planned for 2008  

has grown to involve even more studios and artists and will take place over 2 days.

Audience The spin off from that project is the general agreement that there 

should be a national network and a lobbying group. That was a really positive outcome 

which is now about to develop further.

Audience There is a kind of harshness that strikes me about the American model 

where artists just go in there and basically muck in …

5 National Federation of Artists’ Studio Providers (NFASP), the professional body for organisations 

providing affordable studios for artists in the UK. See www.nfsap.org.uk
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Mary Jane It’s not that it’s a model.

Audience There is a gentleness that goes with a certain amount of support, that I 

think creates something that is important in a society, feeling a bit special at times when 

it’s hard to survive and these very simple things actually influence how society’s become. 

Mary Jane I do appreciate what you’re saying about the ethos of society and 

compassionate society and the society that would value art. Isn’t it better today though, 

that we can see some of the things that art achieves. Artists are more visibly in society 

and in greater quantity doing many different things. The fact that we’ve moved away 

from art defined by painting that then becomes this consumer item sought after by 

collectors. Today there is so much more visual art that’s part of popular consciousness 

and that’s great. But we still have a huge dynamic that rolls into or compromises that 

and confuses us; which is the consumer’s dream of, what are we selling? In art college, 

the students may or may not be thinking about how they’re going to survive so mostly 

it’s parents who come back and say ‘well what can we do with this degree?’ Usually 

because they’re paying for it! 

Jesse To be a grown adult and have no income is virtually impossible 

Mary Jane Well it’s there from the beginning, even if you’re going to a State school 

you’re paying tuition of $10,000—$20,000 a year. If you’re going to a private school 

you’re paying $30,000—$45,000 a year. So, you know we are in a debt culture.

So some parents’ first question is ‘what am I getting for my money?’ 

You know, what’s the student going to be able to do? The students who are coming in 

and taking up the debt aren’t asking that question, because they just decide to bite the 

bullet. I do try to expand that answer, because I don’t like to say, ‘well if all else fails  

they can be an art teacher’ because that creates a spiralling situation that doesn’t work. 

This comes back to our conversation yesterday of finding more ways in which artists 

can be planted into viable ways of working in society. 

Jesse There’s one thing that people forget about artists and their relationship 

to the studio space and that is that artists are people who might want to have a family, 

or have a partner to live with them. They may have children already yet we’re expected 

to live completely alone in this studio space that is seen in this particular way? 

Audience I’m researching this at the moment and perhaps the solution is, if the 

neighbourhood being created is designed for families then it doesn’t make sense to put 

in six individual artists studios. It should be artists with families housed there and this 

thinking should be part of how they’re planning the area. 

Mary Jane A lot of this is related to effective communication. One thing that was 
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spearheaded by our Department of Cultural Affairs is a website called CAR,  

www.chicagoartistsresource.org; which is the Chicago Artists’ Resource which has 

information on materials, health standards, health insurance and artist housing. 

Audience The Visual Artists’ Ireland website provides a similar service here.

Mary Jane While we don’t have state funding we do have private foundation 

funding. Philanthropy that comes back around in a manner and a way in which artists 

have been spurring on other artists to get involved and some have been started by 

artists to ‘give back’, as we say: Andy Warhol, Joan Mitchell, Jackson Pollack and Lee 

Krasner (Pollack Krasner Foundation), Dedalus (Robert Motherwell). 

The Bush Foundation in Minneapolis (the 3M corporation that makes 

‘scotch tape’, not the president’s foundation!) is an enormous funder of artists in their 

geographical region. Every year they give out a number of $50,000 fellowships which, 

for us, is phenomenal.

Jesse I think that from this testing ground of speaking about the studio we 

seem to have gone from this small atomised production space where the work begins 

to the entire economic and political manifestations of how we relate to the idea of  

what public is! 

Mary Jane Yes and maybe it’s going to make some headway with the crisis that 

everybody feels about affordable housing, and everyone can relate to the crisis of house 

prices and basic necessity. Artists contribute greatly to the vitality of a place and this 

new aspect of public consciousness of what a city needs to make it attractive to visit 

and to live in. But there will always be some who say, ‘well, I don’t care if artists don’t 

make any more art,’ or, ‘we have enough art,’ but it is heartening to find that people in  

all walks of life also see the great value of art as part of their community.

Audience I just wanted to challenge the idea that I think is coming across from 

Mary Jane that somehow artists should have another job, in other words that we 

should be like everybody else. It’s not enough to be an artist; we need another job?  

I actually disagree with this; I worked as a teacher for a number of years and I  

definitely don’t want to go back there. I really want to work as an artist and I want  

to survive and I also think I have something to offer the community in terms of  

value and cultural value. 

Mary Jane But did that enable you to be an artist now?

Audience No; actually I eventually had to just stop teaching and say, ‘I’m diving in’. 

I have doubts, I am desperately below the poverty line and I’ve worked. I do contract 

work sometimes with the local council but it’s difficult trying to balance working there, 
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working on my own practice and working cooperatively with other artists that either 

you suffer a nervous breakdown or you suffer economic difficulties and you make a 

choice. My choice is to suffer economic difficulties, do what I love doing, and engage as 

much as possible with others. It’s about valuing myself and what I do and feeling that 

then I can ask for these supports such as affordable housing or social housing. 

Mary Jane It’s not just about one-size-fits-all. There’s a simultaneity which means 

you can be more than one thing at any one time and the key thing within that, which 

you’ve demonstrated, is the function of change. So how do you go from your waitress 

job to your studio or from having one identity to another identity simultaneously or 

sequentially? It all involves change. What you (audience member) just told me, about 

you being a teacher for a long time and now you’re a full time practicing artist who has 

made successful work; what that says to me is that you made change. You could work 

as a waitress or whatever and understandably it might not be something you want to 

do for a long time but how do you stay conscious in doing that job right? You’re going to 

get physically tired but how do you reflect on that job? I ask students to reflect on the 

jobs they have that are not art jobs, and what they learned from it. If we can’t learn from 

the things we did that aren’t art, then, there’s a problem. Maybe if you’re lucky enough 

not to have to do that for thirty years, you could communicate to the person who does 

do it. So that brings us back, essentially to the audience thing. If we come back to 

yesterday’s conversation about goals and aims, for me an aim is that art can transgress 

barriers in society. We can do this through all kinds of strategies but one of them is to 

actually model it on ourselves. What does it take for us to get here? So how do you find 

the things you do to feed you and yet relate to people — because everybody has to do 

something. I do have a problem with this notion that conventional work is something 

that the artist will be totally removed from for decades, not that I don’t think that making 

art isn’t work. Even if you, as artists, are ‘lucky’ enough to be removed from all of that 

then we would be further impoverished by artists not being out in these other situations. 

Jesse For me as an artist the studio matters because it’s the territory that we 

all share as artists whether you’re a painter, or working in video or film or whether you 

work in collaboration or contextual practice. For me that’s fundamental because beyond 

the particularities of our own material practice, what do we share as artists? I think the 

studio is how we begin to look at that territory of what we share as artists. For a really 

long time there’s been a chasm between certain types of contemporary art and certain 

types of public art and I think we should unpack that and re-examine the studio as the 

instigation moment with all of its problems but also with all of its interesting territories.
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The multiple identities of the studio, as a place for wheeling and  

dealing, resting and refuge, socialising and drinking tea all made their presence felt in 

the day’s discussion. Like many of the talks that take place in artist studios, it drifted 

from the practical to the conceptual, rigorous to anecdotal, without settling very  

solidly anywhere.

‘The studio’ at various times must fulfil a variety of requirements, as 

showroom, workroom and storage place. It must also cater to a variety of audiences, as 

it shifts from being a private space of refuge, to a venue of pre-display. It’s also often an 

aspirational zone the artist seeks to somehow occupy more, even if only metaphorically 

— the endless desire for ‘more time in the studio’. The elastic boundaries of ‘the studio’ 

also sometimes extend across time zones, enabling multiple presences across the 

world, invoking a kind of heterotopic space where the artist is always on the winning 

end of jet lag and the ‘right’ side of the International Date Line.

These ideas of heterogeneity, multiplicity, and sustainability connected 

with the previous day’s themes, and the search to develop and articulate complex and 

adaptable systems of practice. The notion of the studio as the singular point of origin1 

in this context is outdated, as origin points are now understood to be more dispersed, 

inter-related, their focus difficult to consolidate or view in isolation. 

While the adaptability of studio spaces, and their conceptual location, 

marks them as remarkably flexible and clearly uniquely creative places, such discussions 

often revert (as this one did) to the well-worn questions of how such spaces should  

be provided for artists, or how artists should provide them for themselves. How can  

an artist afford to maintain a practice which is usually supplementary to (rather than  

the chief means of) earning a living? This led to one of the more salient aspects of  

the discussion, namely the clash between the Irish model of public provision and  

Mary Jane’s experience of the U.S. in counterpoint to such a system.

Mary Jane described how in the States, studio availability is based 

mainly on private personal provision, a situation peppered with a small number of 

1 This is with reference to Daniel Buren’s well-known essay The Function of the Studio, where he names the 

studio as ‘the work’s place of origin’, a quote used to begin the discussion. Daniel Buren in Claire Doherty, 

ed., Contemporary Art: From Studio to Situation; Black Dog; London; 2004.
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attempted alternatives, such as rotating use of subsidised studios, those provided 

by institutions (such as one’s university), studios or live-work spaces undertaken 

with developers, and limited private foundation support. What subsidised studios 

are available are typically temporary, or certainly not long-term, so artists are often 

impelled to buy their own property which they can have more control over once they 

have the means to do so. The paucity of public funding available thus leads to what 

could be thought of as a kind of Capitalist Darwinism2 (compelling to consider what 

version of Darwinism might be perpetuated by the Irish/European/state-subsidised 

model). The apparent friction between these different ways of operating immediately 

set the tone for a discussion of the studio both as a politically and economically 

contested space.

Echoing the previous day’s ecological metaphors, she also speaks of 

the need for artists ‘to find economic roots that can be made personally sustainable’, 

neatly revealing the fluidity of this model as it tended towards a discussion of capitalist 

rather than Buddhist discourse. These aspirations that are ‘beyond green’, that are 

in fact ‘sustainable’, are part of a fashion for these models of thinking that draw on 

ecology, systems and chaos theory, as the language seeps into fields that range 

from art to political theory to business management.3 Economics in particular has 

been conceptualised as a ‘life science’,4 with differing political agendas, varying from 

attempts to critique or perpetuate the myth of limitless growth: ‘The economy, like 

nature, is a dynamic system. New companies form and help to propel it forward, with 

some dying out while others carry on to grow quite large themselves, like Microsoft 

and Intel. An economy composed only of small, short-lived entities would be no more 

sustainable than an ecosystem composed only of insects.’5

2 Darwinism was actually a huge influence on the development of ruthless individualism and the capitalism 

that flourished in the late 1800’s and early 1900’s. The biological theory of ‘survival of the fittest’ was 

interpreted by capitalists as ‘an ethical precept that sanctioned cutthroat economic competition’,  

James Rachels quoted in Jerry Bergman, Darwin’s Influence on Ruthless Laissez-Faire Capitalism, Impact, 

March 2001. See www.icr.org/article/454/ (accessed August 2007). A contemporary corollary 

is Corporate Darwinism by Robert Blake, Warren Avis and Jane Mouton, Golf Pub, Houston, 1996. 

In this understanding of ‘survival of the fittest’, ‘the fittest’ artists are those most able to support 

themselves economically through their work, which seems a problematic qualitative measure.

3 In an art context this tends to emphasise methods of practice that address ‘environmental’ issues as 

inclusive of social and political tensions as well as ecological concerns. See for example the exhibition 

Beyond Green: Towards a Sustainable Art, curated by Stephanie Smith of the Smart Museum at the 

University of Chicago. Artists included Dan Peterman, Allora & Calzadilla, and Michael Rakowitz. 

Catalogue includes texts by Stephanie Smith and Victor Margoling, and is available for download  

at www.smartmuseum.uchicago.edu/publications. Timeout: Art and Sustainability, is an exhibition at 

Kunstmuseum Liechtenstein, curated by Friedemann Malsch, with a similar theme (25 May— 

2 September 2007).

4 Ecological economics is a relatively new discipline that distinguishes itself from neoclassical economics 

primarily by its assertion that economics is a subfield of ecology, in that the human economy is by 

definition contained within the Earth’s entire ecology. In contrast, NCE has historically assumed implicitly 

(or explicitly) that the ‘environment’ is a subset of the human economy.

5 Richard, Florida; The Rise of the Creative Class … and how it’s transforming work, leisure, community, 

and everyday life; Basic Books; New York; 2002; p27.
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Mary Jane described Frances Whitehead’s studio in Chicago as a kind 

 of ‘ultra-example’ of a sustainable or self-supporting studio practice. This studio 

home is a huge experiment in the ethic to which the artist is deeply committed, that 

is ‘questions of sustainability and personal domestic responsibility’, and which are 

enmeshed with her art practice that is involved with questions of botany, science and 

toxic remediation. The studio becomes a life commitment that involves making the first 

fully green residence6 in Chicago, complete with geothermal heating and a greenhouse 

on the roof; the space is a complete manifestation of an art-life bleed, where the two 

support and feed each other rather than compete. There is an element of good fortune 

in her story too as she located the elusive ‘right time’ to buy and sell, an investment in 

the property market that no doubt necessitated many sacrifices. 

In this broader economic milieu, the artist can be seen as the ultimate 

creative, not least in the entrepreneurial sense, and as such places the artist neatly 

within what American economist Richard Florida has dubbed as the emerging  

‘Creative Class’. Florida describes this emergent class at length in his book The Rise 

of the Creative Class, published in 2002 in the wake of the dot-com boom in the 

U.S. He analyses at length changes in workplace behaviour, settlement patterns and 

city regeneration, the ‘no-collar workplace’ and changing boundaries of work and 

leisure time. Among the creatives he names artists, designers, musicians, professors 

and scientists — people who could ‘never be forced to work, yet were never truly  

not at work’. There are two particularly significant ideas of Florida’s as applicable to 

artists and their studios. One is the definition of creative people as those who are not 

necessarily motivated by money, but by the search to find more opportunities to be 

creative. The second is in relation to the studio’s historical roots as a workplace.  

In relation to contemporary work schedules, he describes how ‘flexibility does not 

mean the end of long hours. One of the defining elements of the no-collar workplace 

is that creative class members work the longest hours … The lights never go off; the 

computer never shuts down; the phone is never off. Everyone, everything, is always 

on — even on those occasions when no one is there … the long trajectory of modern 

capitalism has involved the relentless extension of the working day across time and 

space — first through electricity and the electric light, and now via the personal 

computer, the mobile phone and the internet.’7

Though he is not speaking specifically about the artist’s studio, he 

could be, and this conceptualisation of the studio as a space connected to the broader 

economy is really useful. Rather than being conceived of as a heterotopia with a 

uniquely flexible — and to a certain extent, disconnected — functioning structure, 

Florida’s broader conception of the changing economy actually places the workings  

6 The use of ‘green’ here is at Jacobs’ request, and describes the residence as ‘the first private residence 

fully built according to green materials and methods available’.

7 Florida; ibid; p121—2.
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of the studio closer to the economic mainstream rather than the margins. His 

descriptions of the changing workplace, where apparently no one is at work, but yet 

is always working, resonate with how a studio operates. Perhaps inevitably in this 

discussion, the territory of the studio became a focus for examining in microcosm 

European versus American socio-economic policy models. Inseparable from larger 

issues of public housing, healthcare and education provision, it related to broader 

questions of what we deserve publicly, as artists or non artists, and the reciprocity of 

giving and receiving. Even given the uncertain obligations of the public studio, artists 

perhaps don’t want to adopt the kind of behaviours necessary to survive in the kind of 

Darwinist system that Mary Jane describes in the States. It sounds kind of brutal, and 

the survival options, of rent or mortgage, are kind of grim (the etymology of mortgage 

is dead pledge).8 The unfortunate impression this metaphor of natural selection 

propagates is that capitalism represents a natural order of a sort, an order that 

privileges a somewhat ruthless individualism. 

Ultimately, temporary residencies and publicly subsidised studios are 

unlikely to be ‘life solutions’, and as Mary Jane pointed out, the artist has to be very 

resourceful, wherever they may be operating from. However, this may be at odds with 

the choices offered, to ‘pay rent or own’. Surely a truly resourceful artist/person would 

look for door number three in this scenario, or build a door to fit. There are artists and 

others who would choose not to seek out property ownership as a first principle, those 

for whom the idea of ‘the commons’ still has some relevance. As artists, the studio is 

the territory we all share, and we need to be creative not only within our studios, but 

how we choose to occupy them. Looking to the tenets of sustainable development,  

this might be based on principles of cooperation rather than competition.

—

Biography—

Sarah Browne is an artist based in Ireland. Her practice is 

concerned with the creation and documentation of intentional economies and 

temporary ‘communities’. This involves exhibitions, public projects, publishing and 

critical writing. She also collaborates on a body of work with Gareth Kennedy under  

the name Kennedy Browne, and in 2009 she will co-represent Ireland at the  

53rd Venice Biennale.

www.sarahbrowne.info

8 1390, from O. Fr. mortgage (13c.), mort gaige, lit. ‘dead pledge’, from mort (dead) + gage (pledge); 

so called because the deal dies either when the debt is paid or when payment fails; OED.
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1	 Former Pallas Heights, Seán Treacy Flats, 

Buckingham Street, Dublin 1.

2	 Pallas Studios, Foley Street, Dublin 1.
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3	 Pallas Studios, Foley Street, Dublin 1.

4—6	 Pallas Contemporary Projects, Grangegorman Road Lower, Dublin 7.
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7	 ACME Studios, Hackney, London N1; former Players Cigarette Factory.

8	 ACME Studios, The Fire Station, Poplar, London E14.

9	 ACME Studios, Hackney, London N1; former Players Cigarette Factory.
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Spaces for Artists:  
Living and Working in the City—
Panel Discussion: David Panton,  
Michael Counahan and Brian Duggan

part 5—

The value of the artist’s presence is often cited as integral to the 

development of the cultural infrastructure of our cities. Yet market forces and inflated 

property prices experienced during the last decade have forced many artists out of  

the very cities where they have lived and worked. This talk identified some of the  

key issues affecting artists living and working within the city, looked at strategies 

devised by artists within a national and international context and in a post-boom 

Ireland, posed the question — where to from here?

Panel of speakers—

David Panton, Co-Director of ACME Studios, London; Brian Duggan, 

Artist and Co-Director of Pallas Studios, Dublin and Michael Counahan, Director of 

CHL Consulting. The talk was chaired by Sarah Searson cultural consultant and curator.

Biographies—

Brian Duggan is an artist and Co-Director of Pallas Studios in Dublin. 

Pallas Studios is an artist-run space, which provides affordable studio spaces for Dublin 

based artists. Founded in 1996 by Brian Duggan and Mark Cullen, Pallas has provided 

studios spaces for close to 200 Irish and International artists and is currently housed 

in three locations in Dublin’s north inner city. In tandem with this, Pallas also delivers a 

separate curated programme of experimental contemporary art. In 2007, Pallas opened 

a new gallery project space, Pallas Contemporary Projects. See www.pallasstudios.org

Michael Counahan has been a Director of CHL Consulting Group since 

1986. He specialises in strategic planning for public and private sector organisations, 

in the key areas of Arts, Culture and Heritage, Education and Tourism and has carried 

out numerous assignments throughout Ireland and in more than 30 countries around 

the world in this area. He is currently finalising a Review of Visual Artists’ Workspaces in 

Ireland for the Arts Council and has completed a study of Cultural infrastructure provision 
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for Dublin Docklands (2007—08) and a study of Making Space for the Arts in Dublin 

and Cork for the Arts Council in 2002. Other projects included Fatima Mansion Arts 

and Culture Policy (2007), Cultural Elements of Ceannt Station Redevelopment, Galway 

(2007—08) and a feasibility study for a proposed Gallery of Modern and 

Contemporary Art, Titanic Quarter, Belfast (2007).

David Panton is Co-Director of ACME studios based in London, which 

he formed with Jonathan Harvey in 1972. ACME supports the development of fine 

art practice by providing artists with affordable studio and living space. It currently 

manages 370 individual non residential studios across 10 sites, nine in London and 

one in Cornwall. In addition ACME provides long term live/work residencies at two of 

their sites, The Fire Station and The Sugar House. ACME’s long term goal is to create 

a permanent and sustainable network of affordable, accessible and high quality studio 

provision for artists in London. In 2006, ACME was involved in the design and building 

of 50 new artists’ studios at The Galleria in Peckham, London, which they purchased 

on a 155 year lease from property developers Barratt Homes. These studios are part 

of a larger mixed use development which includes private and affordable residential 

apartments and is an example of a ‘planning gain’ partnership between an affordable 

studio provider, a property developer and a local authority. ACME also embraces an 

advocacy role for affordable studio provision and was involved in the establishment 

of the National Federation of Artist Studio Providers in the UK and the Capital Studios 

Advocacy Programme in London. See www.acme.org.uk

The following are excerpts from the presentations given by  

David Panton, Michael Counahan and Brian Duggan at the Fire Station Artists’ 

Studios in September 2008.

—

Sarah I would like to welcome you all here today. Brian Duggan from Pallas 

Studios will speak from a local perspective. Michael Counahan, from CHL Consulting 

will share with us some of his findings from a recent review of visual artists’ workspaces 

that is due to be launched in 2009 by The Arts Council. Lastly David Panton will speak 

to us about the successful strategies that ACME Studios in London have adopted over 

the years to secure spaces for artists’. 

Brian We came out of college as artists needing somewhere to work. Over the 

years, this acquiring of space has developed into something more creative and exciting. 

Foley Street, an old knitwear factory, was our first building (see images 2, 3). We were 

offered a 35-year lease and we were like, “Oh my God we are just out of college,  

that is way too much, five years is even too far advanced to think”. So we took a five 
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year lease and then, of course, everything changed with the property boom that  

Ireland experienced. In hindsight we would be rolling in it now if we had kept the  

35-year lease! But we got kicked out of that space after five years because in Ireland 

you tend to get a four year nine month lease. If you are over five years you can argue to 

get a 25 or a 20 year lease. So that's quite a big problem for artist’s studios around the 

city, especially for people who set up studios and who are inexperienced in dealing with  

the legalities of leases etc. We had been talking to the council about trying to utilise the 

empty spaces around the city. After several years of false starts or, you know, not having 

a budget and so on, we convinced them to give us the Seán Treacy Flats on Buckingham 

Street in the North Inner City (see image 1) which were due to be demolished. This 

became Pallas Heights Project. The council were in the middle of depopulating the 

flats and there were about four or five families left. We started to use the space for 

exhibitions with the first show being a group show called Fresh Fruit1. Once it started we 

realised it would be a lot more interesting if artists took on the space themselves, giving 

an artist a space to maybe make mistakes and to get a feel for the area, to use it as a 

working studio. Basically we gave an artist the flat, gave them the keys and then free 

reign. So there was a nice sort of freedom there. The Seán Treacy Flats were eventually 

knocked down in 2006 so Pallas Heights was no more. In 2006 we managed to get a 

lease on an old milking parlour in Smithfield — now Pallas Contemporary Projects (see 

images 4, 5, 6) — and it’s totally different from anything we have done before. In tandem 

to running studios we do exhibitions separately to kind of keep our creativity. If you 

are in the studios you don’t automatically get in the shows, it is curated as a separate 

programme but there is a crossover when we see artists work we like. The law has 

changed now recently in Ireland so you can negotiate longer leases. Our landlords are 

happy with these terms also because it takes a lot of energy, time and spirit looking for 

tenants. It’s good to have a little bit of forward planning or forward thinking so that you 

can plan and put your energies into something that is going to get results. 

Michael We have been conducting a review of visual artists’ work spaces, 

a sizeable piece of research, on behalf of the Arts Council to be launched in 2009.  

This involved a detailed survey of 62 work spaces and visits to twenty sites specifically 

to photograph them. We talked to individual artists who are not in shared work  

spaces. We also conducted about 58 individual interviews, which included artists, 

representatives of local authorities, the Dublin Docklands Development Authority, 

colleges of art and property developers, and we looked at the comparative situation 

abroad. We examined whatever documentation we could get. There wasn't a huge 

1 Fresh Fruit; 14—23 February 2003; inaugural exhibition in Pallas Heights; Artists: Gemma Browne, 

Mark Cullen, Rajah Dagstani, Brian Duggan, Brendan Early, Neva Elliot, Michael McLoughlin,  

Cristophe Neumann, Des Kenny, Clive Murphy, Cormac Healy, Margaret O'Brien; Numbers 25 and 30, 

Seán Tracey House, Buckingham Street, D1.
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amount of research material available — lots of bits and pieces, but nobody that we 

could find had really done this kind of research in the same way before. So we were,  

I suppose, breaking some ground there.

The scope of the review—

The scope of the review was to look at a specific type of work space; this 

really comes from the remit of the Arts Council and the kind of work spaces that it is in 

a position to provide funding to. So we weren't looking at every student artist or spaces 

owned by individual artists in their homes, but rather we looked at group studio spaces 

which accommodated a minimum of three artists; local authority venues, a lot of these 

being in art centres or converted buildings, and we looked at purpose built studios, 

residencies and retreats. 

The current situation with studio provision for artists—

Overall we found that the 62 workspaces surveyed have a capacity 

for about 1,542 artists and they are all full. This total includes group studios and 

shared membership facilities. Of course, the question then is, is that a lot? Is that 

satisfying demand? We tried to compare this provision with that in other countries, 

which was difficult because there aren't the statistics which tell you exactly how many 

professional artists there are, and how many are looking for studios and/or production 

facilities at any one time. In comparison with England, relative to the population, Ireland 

is not too bad on a pro rata basis. On the other hand, if you compare us to Scotland, the 

provision in Ireland is quite small. The indicators of demand that we examined, such as 

waiting lists for studio spaces, the level of response to adverts offering studio spaces, 

and responses from individuals not currently in a space who expressed a desire to move 

to a group studio, all highlighted that demand is not being met by current provision. 

From our research, we found that a great number of the studio spaces are in the cities — 

Dublin, Cork, Galway, Limerick. 87% of capacity is in those four cities and 51% in Dublin 

alone. There seems to be a much greater demand for spaces in urban environments but, 

interestingly enough, we also found a great potential to deliver a lot of spaces in rural 

areas because of the availability of vacant farm buildings and outhouses.

Pre- and post-property boom—

People talk about the consequences of the property boom being 

cataclysmic for artists. Of course that is all over now. But while it was at its peak during 

the early part of this decade, it turned out there was a lot of activity in creating new 

workspaces. 50% of the spaces surveyed were established in the period since 2000. 

I thought this was surprising as I would have expected quite the opposite. However, 

during that same period you also find that quite a number of work spaces closed, so 
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the net gain may not be very large. I think it’s a testament to the ingenuity of artists 

who found spaces, as we see in Brian's story about Pallas, and continued to find spaces 

successfully. It also reflects the fact that there has been a little bit more investment by 

local authorities in providing spaces. 

Types of buildings—

Typically artists are taking over buildings which are in bad condition,  

old buildings which are available or waiting to be redeveloped. 70% of the sites 

we looked at were in buildings that were more than 50 years old. So what were 

the previous uses of these buildings? They range from some very urban sites, 

industrial sites such as factories and warehouses, to buildings in very attractive rural 

environments. In recent times there has been greater use of farm buildings; however, 

the downside of working in rural areas is a certain level of isolation. 

Key issues—

Money is, not surprisingly, the number one issue. How are work 

spaces being funded? How have they been set up? By and large the primary sources 

of funding are grants and artists’ own funds with small amounts of loans, donations 

and sponsorship, and a very small number of spaces that have been ‘privately gifted’. 

So funding primarily comes down to artists sourcing funds out of their own or their 

families’ pockets or drawing on what grants they have been able to raise from a variety 

of sources: these include the Arts Council and Local Authorities, County Enterprise 

Boards, and departmental grants under the Access Programme. 

More than half of the workspaces that we surveyed are supported by 

the Arts Council and this support is quite critical to their ongoing financial well-being. 

The Arts Council has a hugely important role in sustaining this sector. The amount of 

money that the workspaces generate themselves from rentals and commercial activity 

is really quite small as a proportion of their total income: this amounts to about 25% of 

their total income, mainly from rent and membership fees. A small amount of money is 

raised from the sale of art at exhibitions. Half of the workspaces that we surveyed are 

earning less than ¤30,000 a year. In fact you can say about 25% are earning less than 

¤20,000. So the levels of income are really very small and, in many cases, not enough 

to sustain the work space into the future, particularly when it comes to maintenance. 

Simply maintaining the physical fabric of the workspaces is going to require more 

money than the artists are capable of generating. This is a worrying prospect and 

possibly the reason why many work spaces have relatively short life spans. 

Inadequate staffing was the number two issue identified by 

respondents to our survey: not being able to get staff on site, not being able to pay 

people for doing work and for relieving perhaps artists who are trying to run their own 

practice on site. Many of the artist-led spaces are highly dependent on volunteers. 
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The majority of those volunteers are artists working on site who are managing and 

maintaining the spaces. It’s a different story with shared production facilities and 

residencies which tend to be run by professional teams. 

Security of tenure is the third issue, especially the vulnerability 

experienced by operating in old buildings slated for redevelopment. Tenure on spaces 

is a little bit more robust than we anticipated but there are still big issues there. About 

one-third of the spaces are owned by the operators and, in many cases, these are 

the local authorities. Many of the residencies and retreats are also operator-owned. 

However, when you take those two categories away, you find that the remaining two 

thirds of spaces are rented, and these include almost all of the artist-led workspaces. 

70% have leases and another 10% have licenses on their spaces, but 20% have no  

legal tenure whatsoever on their workspaces. I think that experience suggests that 

leases can be short and difficult to sustain, notwithstanding the rights they may confer 

in the short term, because landlords may decide to exert pressure to move people on  

to allow for development. In terms of the artists themselves, only half of the work 

spaces surveyed actually give leases or licences to the artists who are their members 

or tenants. So the artists themselves have little say in how long they can stay in the 

premises. Excluding short-term residencies, 68% of the artists in the workspaces 

surveyed had been in their workspaces for less than three years, which illustrates the 

constant movement in the sector. This is one of the big differences when looking at  

the Irish situation relative to trends abroad where ownership is now replacing rental. 

This model gives not only the operators but also the artists who are using the spaces  

a much greater level of security. 

There are a number of other issues that were highlighted to us 

also during our research: inadequate space, poor equipment, unhealthy working 

conditions, the need for building improvements and support for professional 

development which includes exchanges, residencies and training programmes. 

Most of these issues are related to inadequate funds but they also reflect the  

difficulties associated with taking on an old building. How do you turn such buildings 

into reasonable and safe working spaces? People reported many unsafe working 

spaces, and a large number of them hadn't been assessed for fire safety and didn’t  

have basic fire safety equipment. Some studio spaces are difficult, small and cramped. 

Low ceilings were a big issue, with a lot of spaces having ceilings less than three metres 

high; the average height is only just over three metres. The average size is 22 squared 

metres, which is quite small. A lot of spaces are affected negatively by having small 

doorways, narrow corridors and awkward passage ways, which create difficulties in 

making larger works. This is something that was expressed repeatedly: artists and  

their practices are hampered by the size of their workspace and the difficult access to it.
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Studio rents in Ireland—

We compared average studio rents in Ireland with ACME Studios  

in London. Thank you to David Panton and his colleague Jonathan Harvey who were  

very helpful. The remarkable thing is that studio rent is the same here as in London.  

I thought the equalisation that appears to happen between cities is interesting. 

The rationale behind studio provision—

The question was asked: why would you support workspaces in the first 

place? Why should local authorities support it? Why should the government support 

it? Why should bodies such as the Arts Council support provisional spaces? Simply put, 

the production of art and the benefits that art delivers to wider society. There is also 

the creation of public art. There is something about how integral art is to our own sense 

of identity and to our sense of culture. We also learnt that artists engage extensively 

with their local communities: almost 90% of the premises that were involved in the 

survey engage actively with their local communities, which is an extraordinarily high 

level of engagement. In some cases this engagement was one-off or on a very limited 

basis, but in some cases it was consistent over a period of time. Mostly there was no 

requirement for the artists to get involved with the local community, particularly in the 

case of residencies, but they just did it and, since many of the workspaces are located in 

deprived or run down areas, artists input is terrific. Developers and local authorities are 

seeing the value of investing in cultural infrastructure which includes the provision of 

studios as drivers in regeneration and improvement of areas. 

Our research shows that this is a very dynamic and diverse sector. 

There is no one model of provision that delivers the perfect solution but rather there is 

a diversity of models required to meet the different needs. Much existing space needs 

improvement, and security of tenure is a constant worry for many in the sector.

Where to from here—

There is a concentration of capacity in the main cities, especially Dublin, 

and there are no large scale studio providers, such as ACME in London, operating in 

Ireland. Here, everything is quite fragmented. We are dependent on individuals making 

individual moves. There is potential to achieve better results, there are a lot of operators, 

however there needs to be more networking. The studios here have initiated a studio 

network2 but it’s just beginning to get up and running. Active partnerships between the 

key stakeholders — artists and the providers and supporters of workspaces —  

2 The Artists’ Studio Network Ireland (ASNI) was formed in late 2006 but does not as yet have published 

information or a website. For further information see Alan Phelan, Network is Born Visual Artists Ireland 

News Sheet, April, 2007. 
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are required to devise new solutions to deliver sustainable workspaces. Our review for 

the Arts Council includes a series of suggestions on how to move forward on this issue. 

David I want to try and offer you a London perspective and show you how 

we have tackled the issues that you have been investigating around studio provision 

in Ireland. It’s a story that is unfolding in pretty much the same way as you have been 

describing with Pallas Studios. So how do you get beyond what you have been currently 

doing and further partnerships between other developers? How does one create a 

stronger relationship with the city council? How do you make everybody feel as though 

you are part of a system rather than often just having a few crumbs off the table? I am 

going to try and actually gallop through quite a lot of this history because the important 

part of what we are doing is actually debating some of the issues. The large scale drive 

for studios, certainly as far as the London prospective is concerned, kicked off in the 

late sixties. Really there are two threads to studio provision in London. Firstly there were 

artists who had a budget but were driven by the way in which art had been changing 

through the sixties and were looking for big industrial space. The London docks were 

emptying around this time, allowing artists to find these big industrial spaces. We started 

in Hackney because we couldn't afford studios, we are talking about a self help group out 

of art college; you have your qualifications but what on earth do you do next? When we 

started out it was almost legalised squatting! It is the way that studio groups evolve; a 

sort of Darwinist thing of adapting to new circumstances. Each threat has an opportunity 

associated with it. If there are things that challenge, things that threaten, you have to face 

them and look at different ways of dealing with them and that changes as the years go by. 

Setting the Context—

So we started as a kind of ex-sixties group and for the next three 

decades you can see how artist studios and certainly the urban context have developed 

in London, Manchester, Bristol, Cardiff, Dublin, wherever; it’s this initiative artists 

employ through re-cycling redundant space or semi-redundant space. Obviously if 

something was truly redundant you could get it for nothing. If something was marginal 

then one sort of negotiating at very much the lower end of finance. If things just stayed 

the same as they are, if all cities have 30% of their industrial space over supplied, 

there would always be something to grab at this cheap end. If health and safety didn’t 

change and electric installation laws didn’t change and absolutely everything stayed the 

same, there would be no reason to do anything other than recycle this kind of building. 

But we all know that other people are after space that otherwise we would be using. 

Artists have this kind of unhappy knack it seems of going to places that then become 

seized upon by other development processes. It’s not just the developers, it’s the way in 

which the politicians, local government, pretty much everybody, seem to feed off that 

new initiative and artists as a rule are the ones who get the short straw. Artists become 

unwitting pioneers of ‘regeneration’. We will take a snapshot view of the situation in 
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the UK at the moment: the Arts Council funded a survey of studios in England.3 We 

found that the kind of threats that artists have right at this minute, have had for the last 

five or ten years are the same ones that you have here. It’s that insecurity. It’s the poor 

quality of buildings. Accessibility is an important issue as well. A lot of old buildings are 

actually intractable when it comes to group physical access. We have worked with local 

government to start trying to change a mindset, it’s about mindset. If you have got the 

mindset you are going to be pushed out, then you will be pushed out. 

The ‘Tate Effect’—

So that is our experience but equally, recently, we have noticed that the 

understanding, the appreciation, the kind of worth of visual artists has changed. We call 

it the ‘Tate Effect’ — what do I mean by the ‘Tate Effect?’ If you asked the average Joe in 

the street 25 years ago what does ‘culture’ mean? He would say something about theatre 

or about literature mainly because we are very literary country thanks to Shakespeare. 

He wouldn't mention visual art and especially wouldn't mention modern visual art. If you 

asked the average Joe in the street today what does ‘culture’ mean chances are they will 

mention the Tate Gallery. That is a big shift, which works to our advantage. 

This shift has been noticed politically. There is a lot of fine words talked 

about regeneration and art involvement and so on. Our job is trying to make that 

stick. The Arts Council actually have policies and objectives that state their aim to 

support visual culture through studio provision. Crucially we are looking at the ways in 

which the political framework, the political mindset to deal with artists can gradually 

change. There are differences in levels of appreciation but change is coming. So the old 

way of doing things was find a cheap building, hopefully nobody knew that you were 

there apart from other artists and people in the know and you could quietly operate 

in the intricacies of the city. But the moment you become visible away you go. Here 

that visibility is now slowly working to artist’s advantage. It’s an appreciation; it’s an 

understanding of what artists do in the widest possible sense, culturally, socially and 

economically. A feeling that artists are in the happy compartment rather than the sad 

compartment. They are in the good compartment rather than in the bad compartment. 

Artists as Cultural Key Workers—

If you had to sort of try and work out a silly phrase for it — ‘culture key 

workers’ — in other words, we need artists, they are part of the social glue of our society. 

You wouldn't dream of having a community without key people like street sweepers, 

nurses in hospitals etc. Very gradually people are realising that artists and artists’ studio 

3 Register of Artists’ Studio Groups and Organisations in England; ACME Studios; June 2006; 

available from www.acme.org.uk
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groups who provide cultural infrastructure are essential part of communities. This is  

the platform that the debate and negotiations for property is sitting on. 

About ACME—

ACME has a number of roles but really what we do is a very simple thing, 

it is what it says on the can, it’s cheap studios for artists. We have been involved in 

and support and appreciate all the other kind of programmes; exhibitions, professional 

development, community engagement programmes, but these are not our focus. We 

have been there and we have decided to concentrate on property and the finance and 

politics that go with it to make it work. In a way we strip out thinking about, ‘is that art?’ 

or ‘is this art?’, we just decided we are going to concentrate on the bricks and mortar.

Where ACME operates—

We also work outside of London, currently I am doing a sector report 

and we are all part of the artists’ sector. It’s important that we all understand that 

we are all in the same boat and we all need to support each other. It’s about raising 

awareness of artists’ work space in urban renewal programmes. I am afraid I can’t talk 

about the rural situation but we are involved in working with artists in rural situations  

as well. This presentation is devoted to urban and it’s about advocacy, you need to 

be able to sit round the table, not just turn up when somebody asks you, but actually 

demand the kind of conference at the level appropriate to where it’s really important. 

That comes through numbers, it comes through being able to show the strength of  

the sector, the numbers of artists, the number of studios involved. 

ACME Studio capacity—

Right at this minute we have got about four hundred studios. Studio 

rents are about £8 a square foot and that is across the board, from the very scruffiest 

building to the smartest building, the rents are all the same. There is no differential in 

rent because of location, quality of building or so. Artists have an inelastic ability as far 

as rent affordability is concerned. It doesn't matter where it is, how lovely it is or if it  

has a river view, all those things are meaningless if the price is too great to be able to 

afford that space and develop enough time with that space to develop your work.  

So it’s absolutely a waste of time doing anything else other than our primary function 

which is delivery of studio space at affordable rent. 

Work/Live spaces—

So we started ACME actually as Work and Live spaces. We couldn't 

afford studios so we worked out ways of using old houses and old shops and to have 
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a Work Live situation. We recycled hundreds and hundreds of houses in east London 

through the 70's on that kind of mechanism until the politics changed. But we do now 

have two buildings that we operate — curiously another Fire Station! (see image 8). 

We all know that Fire Stations are extremely well built, that is one of the nice features  

of them, the quality of construction, good high ceilings and so on. So we are running 

two buildings and two work/live residencies and we are hoping to do more. 

Moving on from just renting a cheap building, throwing a little bit of 

money at it, renting it back out as studios, what other techniques have we learnt or 

can we talk about that can go beyond just the traditional leasing of cheap space for 

a particular short period of time? Something that was absolutely crucial with us was 

the ability to achieve some lottery funding at the time. We have the opportunity to 

get some money that was Arts Council focused and in 1997 we bought two buildings. 

That then became the equity base to be able to talk more seriously to other people 

about other space and other buildings. We acquired a third building which used to be 

a Players cigarette factory in Hackney (see image 9) and in order to be able to secure 

the whole building we actually had to develop a single story building and we put a tin 

box on the top (see image 7) and we sold 8 work units to other artists. That surplus 

helped subsidise the purchase of the site overall. Again all the studios in this building 

have exactly the same rent. Another technique that we have been using is where, for 

example, a group of artists have been unsuccessful in acquiring studio space for a 

number of reasons; either the local authority doesn't want to invest with them in a long 

lease or they can’t raise bank finance. We come in and work in the background. The 

local group is the visible face of the studio activity and develop the programmes but 

we underwrite the property side of it. Greenwich Studios is an example of this model. 

Greenwich Council owns the building but we have the lease. We raised the finance 

and organised acquiring this building but we rent to the artist's group. We have a 

management contract with them so they run it and choose the tenants. 

Working with Planners and Developers—

So let’s look at this issue of planning and developers. What are the 

obstacles facing a developer? If I am the local authority and you are the developer and 

you want to make a lot of money knocking down an old factory and building houses 

on the site, I would certainly be saying to you, ‘Fine but we also want affordable 

housing in that scheme, so can you build 60% to sell and 40% as affordable housing 

for community purposes’. We may also ask you, ‘we want some money to help build 

hospitals in the district’. More recently local authorities have become determined to 

preserve economic space. In other words, ‘Don’t pull that factory down because if  

you do there will never ever be jobs on that site again’. But the developer responds 

‘Well, we are going to have to pull the factory down because it’s a bloody waste of time 

leaving it there.’ ‘Okay, we want you to provide in your new scheme, space equivalent 

to what you have knocked down.’ This was something that Barrett Homes found 
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they had to deal with when talking to Suffolk Council in south east London. Barrett 

Homes were not permitted to just build houses. They had to provide space for jobs. 

Typically, in London, where developers have built some space for economic use; this 

economic space then tends to sit unoccupied. The developers have then been able 

to demonstrate that there was no real demand for that economic space, ‘please can 

we have planning change so we can get it back and use it for residential purposes’. All 

because the space has not been understood in terms of what the demand may be for 

that particular kind of space. If you market it with inflated rents through estate agents 

and the space just sits there boarded up for five years, the inference is nobody wants it. 

Loads of people want that space if it was at the right price and everybody else prefers 

it occupied; people in the housing scheme, neighbours and the local authority. So why 

not engineer a known outcome and actually have someone in that space paying rent or 

in this case buying the space. Developers can’t get their planning permission in the first 

place, unless they re-provide space. That is almost universal in London unless schemes 

have had planning history that has gone back more than six or seven years. Developers 

have started to use this to their advantage. They have seen the regeneration of areas 

such as South Bank, Butler's Wharf and Covent Garden. Barrett Homes started to 

see artists as unique selling points, ‘why can’t we embrace the fact we are going to 

be building houses next door to artists and wouldn't that be fun?' So they completely 

changed all their marketing strategy to fit with this. The developer suddenly found 

instead of losing money on the sales of houses, they sold them faster. Local authorities 

are realising that artists are a kind of a link, a bridge between communities. 

UK Local Government Policy, Section 1064—

We have moved on from there, we work very much now with other 

housing associations which are non profit, government funded housing developers. 

These housing associations work under Section 106 condition; the re-provision of  

work space, which is specific to English planning law. Section 106 would indicate a 

percentage of re-provision of economic space. Just as you need houses, you need 

space to work. It’s not totally geared towards artists but the notion of economic  

space is a universal one. So the platform on which you are fighting developers is now 

working together with the planners, the council, the Arts Council and all the people  

you can put together saying you need re-provision on a particular site. 

4 Section 106 (S106) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 allows a Local Planning Authority (LPA) 

to enter into a legally-binding agreement or planning obligation with a land developer over a related 

issue. The obligation is termed a Section 106 Agreement; available from www.idea.gov.uk; Section 106: 

Agreement, Definition.
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The way forward—

So the only message I am really trying to get across is that you as artists 

and artist’s studio groups are the power; if you know how to use that power, through 

the planning and through the political process. It’s hopeless trying to compete with the 

developers with cheap buildings and cheap spaces. Yes, you can get bits and pieces 

occasionally but the big issue is how to actually embed who you are, embed what you do 

and embed your worth into the integration of proper neighbourhoods and communities.

Sarah Thank you to all our speakers, I am going to do a quick summation of the 

key ideas that have emerged today just to re-energise us. I was going to start maybe 

with Brian who highlighted some of the issues around artists’ knowledge of leases, 

legalities, how they intercepted that. You highlighted also the practicality of being a 

practicing artist and trying to somehow balance your own practice with managing all 

these processes. I would like to consider this trajectory that we are going through at  

the moment, of the pre-boom, boom and now post-boom situation and how that  

could influence us. David has shown us the potentials there. Brian, you talked about  

this idea of maybe how the practice of artists within certain locations can be used  

to reanimate areas. 

Michael, from your presentation we can see the benefit of your work 

and this level of research in Ireland. It is fantastic to have that level of analytic survey 

and analysis of statistics and what that can do in terms of highlighting needs. I think 

there has been a real lack of that in art’s policy and the last ten years have been 

developed quite fast but without any of that information behind us. This valuable 

research can give us a little bit more power. 

David, you brought up the idea of the artists being a site of energy  

and how we can capture and utilise that. How artists can maintain their power and 

engage within the planning processes with developers and local authorities.

Audience David, who in your opinion is the most proactive and most fluid at 

developing partnerships with developers?

David I have found that the boroughs in London where maybe things were 

worst. These areas want to maximise not only communities but maximise theatres, 

sports and so on. 

Audience Do they specifically state a cultural strategy?

David Yes, yes it’s also in the mayor’s cultural strategy. Certainly since 2004 

when it was rewritten and restated as policy that the use of Section 106 as a process 

to help supply visual art infrastructure. That is not legislation but it is policy. Councils 

that lost all their industry almost overnight who want to regenerate their borough 

and they want to have this regeneration very much culturally driven. They don’t just 
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think plonking a theatre down is going to regenerate an area but by using artists, by 

using the practitioners and all the kind of other cultural activities that sort of relate 

and work around it is the way in which they believe and I believe will be most effective 

way of either bringing people into the borough to work or creating the work climate 

for those people who are jobless at the moment. So, it stems from the aspirations of 

local government, it is not artists banging on the door but rather it’s actually boroughs 

who need artists. It’s not artists needing studios, which they do of course but that is 

the change in mind set that has taken me all my life to get the feeling that they want 

something from you for a change. 

Audience The management of the networking between the developers 

and ACME, who encourages that level of networking if a developer has a site?  

How does the first contact happen with ACME for example? 

David The most proactive of all is where the local authority, restricts 

developments in certain sectors without there being affordable work spaces as 

a component. We are living through, ‘the credit crunch’, or ‘property collapse’. 

Developers are running all over London like chickens with their heads cut off, sitting 

 on millions of square feet of empty commercial property. Now, isn't that what East 

London used to be like back in the early 70’s? There is space to be had for peanuts.  

But the trick is not to just say, “Oh I will have it until you want it back”, the trick now  

is to say, “I will have it all and save you a lot of money but when you do develop it  

I want 10% of the finished product”. That is the kind of conversation we are having  

with developers at the moment. Some poor developer who has got a 100,000 sq. ft. 

factory, he has either got to take the roof off or pay 100% business rates on it, never 

mind the finance costs because he bought it at the peak, but we can say, “I can call 

on a 1,000 artists in London right now and if the price is right, I will fill that building 

overnight. Now, wouldn’t you rather have that than the situation you have at the 

moment? Therefore, when it comes to your long term plans, don’t you think it’s as 

equally valid, important and you will benefit from it to have artists as a permanent 

component within that development?”

Michael In Ireland, some local authorities have the provision of living and working 

spaces for artists as part of the development plan rather than just the arts plan. However, 

it’s just part of the arts plan in lots of local authority areas and arts plans as you know 

don’t have a lot of muscle and influence. But the development plans are statutory. The 

use of planning gain which has become more of a tool since the planning act in 2000 has 

tended to focus, largely driven by developers, on the obvious things, on the theatres, on 

galleries and as it were, the means of distribution not the means of production simply 

because they don’t know that that was an opportunity. Local authorities in the past 

haven't given them the steer towards it. There is a disconnect in the information flow and 

I think this is what we need to address here. David and his colleagues have managed to 
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address this in London, in providing that simple piece of information so that developers 

recognise it actually makes more sense to provide studios rather than just providing a 

theatre which nobody wants, nobody can run or a museum which is equally loss making. 

The first thing the developers will say is, ‘are we going to get any money for this?’ The 

reality is if you look at museums and galleries, the answer is probably no. But, in fact, 

artists’ studios provide a much more exciting opportunity, I believe, for developers.  

For many reasons they are more attractive than other cultural structures. So, if we can 

make that connection and with the fact it’s now part of the development plan as well,  

I think there is a real possibility to drive more provision into the future.

Audience David, can you maybe just speak for a minute about the Studio 

Federation in the UK and the impact and the significance politically that has?

David First of all, it’s crucial that you’ve got correct information, something 

that we asked The Arts Council in the UK to fund. We spent one year gathering 

information, we went around the country and interviewed more than 200 artists’ studio 

just to look at numbers, places, rent levels, threats etc.

Audience I think this is where we are now in Ireland.

David That then becomes the information upon which you can begin to base 

policy. The other aspect that we wanted to work on was this whole discussion about 

what else do artists do besides being artists? We commissioned and the Arts Council 

helped fund a piece of research about the public benefit5. In other words, how do artists 

deliver on community projects and education? What else can they do? Why would 

you want artists in your neighbourhood? Why would you want artists in that building 

and so on? We try to quantify the ways in which artists studio residencies benefit an 

area because you have to give strength to the politics and policies of local government 

process. You also have to examine; what is the demand? Who are we talking about? 

Where are they? This is how the advocacy process developed. We felt that we should 

have a National Federation of Artist’s Studio Providers6. This body is now a regularly 

funded body by the Arts Council in England. This group is small and fledgling with vastly 

less personal experience than what is embedded in all the groups that actually belong to 

it, but it is a focus and you can feel the strength from it. You know, five, ten years from 

now it will be a no brainer that developers will go and consult the national federation. 

Jacinta The Studio Network in Ireland is very much in its infancy. We have 

5 Commercial Workspace Provision for Visual Artists — a comparison with the affordable sector. 

Available to download from www.acme.org.uk/publications

6 See www.nfasp.org.uk 
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been struggling to try and pull on that basic premise that there are studios all over 

the country dealing with all the same problems and it’s all very fragmented. One of 

the issues that we have in Ireland, which is quite different from even London, is scale. 

David, I noticed from your experience from 1972 up to now, that you have come to the 

conclusion that capital investment is the one that works or the equity that it raises and 

building partnerships with planning. The logic of the National Federation (in the UK) 

is being one cohesive loud voice. Here in Ireland, we are in the difficult stage of how 

to lift it off the ground, how to coordinate and centralise it. Our first task was to figure 

out who all the studios were because there was so little data. Michael’s research has 

changed that. But we are still in a similar position; we need to consolidate all of those 

disparate efforts that are going on all over the country with different studios to have a 

stronger voice. If there were suggestions as to how to bring that forward I would really 

welcome that. How you think in a smaller context like Ireland, how do you think that 

would be achievable? 

David For the last five years or more, I’ve been convening developers’ seminars; 

actually renting a room in a hotel, and inviting fifty developers, land managers and 

getting them all in the same room. I remember the first time we did that there was  

a row of disbelieving faces at the start and a row of disbelieving faces at the finish.  

It took three dates of doing seminars to developers before one cracked and we have 

been working with this developer on a number of schemes. The penny dropped,  

“Hey, that is much better than having empty space — if I can get £5 a square foot for 

that building full, surely if I was renting it out at £10 a square foot but it’s only half empty 

all the time it comes to the same thing”. I mean simple arithmetic tells you its a pretty 

good idea to have a tenant as opposed to an empty building even if a good tenant pays 

less than a theoretical rent on an empty building. If you have artists in there it is a  

damn sight more interesting than having chip shops or whatever. It was the developer 

picking up on the idea that artists actually might be useful was the gem of it really.

Audience I think it is interesting in the UK that developers are becoming aware that 

culture provision isn’t just about plonking down a museum in an area, but can involve 

artist studio provision etc., but I don’t think that mindset has quite arrived in Ireland yet.

Audience I think the salient point really at the moment is that there is a 

comprehension deficit around what it is to make art, regardless of art form and 

because it is seen as some kind of slightly obscure thing that happens. The public’s 

comprehension of a work space is a solicitor’s office or a dentist’s clinic. It’s really 

that simple, it’s not rocket science and it’s not about advocating from a philosophical 

prospective or winning an argument from a creative philosophical prospective. It’s a 

really simple thing of what the spatial requirements are for us as artists. There is a need 

for greater advocacy and discussion and joined up thinking. Artists make for very good 

tenants because they usually stick around and they are good community contributors; 
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they are usually liberal and environmentally conscious. I have certainly found when 

having conversations with developers and architects here in Ireland, that there is a 

definite enlightenment process happening around what cultural infrastructure can be, 

and the difference it can make long term to a development scheme. 

David One development we’re involved in has three quarters housing, one 

quarter artists’ work space. The developer actually profited from the enhanced value 

of the private apartments. By designing special marketing campaigns developers found 

a way of actually clawing back some of the loss that they suffered by selling space to 

us at a discount through the enhanced sale price of the private apartments. As people 

were buying apartments, you know, “Who is next door?” “There are artists in there”.  

It added a certain cultural flavour to the development. We had an open studio as part  

of the Open House London7 event where a lot of buildings get opened to the public. 

Our building was the chosen for open house in 2007. It was flooded with people but 

one of the most exciting things was this huge hive of activity and conversations like, 

“Hi, I am in flat 38”, “Well, actually I am in studio 49”, “I’d love to come see some of  

your work”. This building had a sudden buzz — it’s sort of fast tracked what would 

normally take a lifetime to achieve. 

Audience I was just wondering in the context, who is best placed to do that 

kind of lobbying with developers etc? Is it like the local authority arts offices or  

the Arts Council?

Michael I think there are huge opportunities in talking to the local authorities. 

They need more encouragement and more information and hopefully the information 

that we have will help them. From the developer’s point of view, there are quite a 

number of developer clients; they do what they are told to. If it’s going to enable them 

to pull off a deal with a particular piece of land and build constructive development, 

they will respond to what a local authority will say to them. They will certainly respond 

if they are given some sense of direction by a local authority.

—

Thanks to Claire Doyle, Head of Visual Arts & Architecture,  

the Arts Council for allowing the preliminary findings of this 

research to be published. This report will be completed and 

launched by The Arts Council in 2009. 

7 Open House London, event organised by Open House, an annual event where buildings open their doors 

to the public for one weekend free of charge. See www.openhouse.org.uk
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The story of artist work spaces or studios is sometimes tied to the  

search for affordability as many artists don’t need a huge amount of space and are happy 

to work in the wrong part of town if it means that the outlay on rent is not too much.  

The studio sector is mostly artist-led, providing a variety of different facilities and spaces 

in a sector that is largely unregulated and without any major public policy in place. 

These and other aspects were discussed during the Spaces for Artists 

seminar that brought together three speakers with experience working in the sector,  

as artist studio provider, consultant, and artist studio developer.

The session began with a presentation by Brian Duggan from 

Pallas Studios who described how in 1996, with fellow artist Mark Cullen, they took 

on a five year lease on a former knitwear factory on Foley Street, Dublin 1. As is typical 

with many similar studios around the city, the vacated small industrial unit was perfect 

to subdivide into studio spaces for rental to other artists. The landlord had offered a 

longer 35-year lease but Pallas decided not to take this up which Duggan put down 

to inexperience as now they have to move on after more than doubling their expected 

stay. Foley Street has been almost completely redeveloped, or rather demolished and 

rebuilt over the past ten years with Pallas now surrounded by new buildings and a  

final exit date slated for February 2009. He described a number of exhibitions and 

projects that Pallas developed as a way to promote the studio artists’ work. In terms of 

work spaces, Pallas Heights was a project that utilised vacated Dublin City Council flats 

as both studios and temporary exhibition spaces. The arrangement with the Council 

was initially only to last six months while the last few families moved out as the site 

awaited demolition. Instead this process took longer than expected and Pallas Heights 

was active from 2003—2006/71. The community context, in terms of involvement 

or engagement, for Pallas Heights was never a condition of the arrangement with the 

Council. This served the artists using the spaces well who were able to develop site 

specific works as well as use some of the flats temporarily as studios.

As Pallas knew their time was limited at Foley Street and Pallas Heights 

had closed, new premises were found in Grangegorman. These utilise a former milking 

1 See www.pallasheights.org/chronology.htm for more information.
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parlour as a gallery space called Pallas Contemporary Projects and a nearby former 

woollen mill provides additional studio spaces. The PCP space has a 20-year lease 

which provides more security than the previous location. The emphasis, however in 

the presentation at least, seemed to be more on developing gallery and exhibition 

opportunities over studio provision, although they have worked with over 200 artists 

since they were established.

Pallas Studios serve as one typical examaple of how some group  

studios function. Generally there is a small administration who manage the spaces, 

applying for funding, if available, from public sources but also availing of any small 

business ventures that can provide additional income. Several studios have developed 

exhibition spaces over the past few years and the majority of these are for hire2. 

Gallery rental does not generate huge income however and costs are generally just 

covered. These spaces have responded to the demand from artists for places to show 

work even if it involves paying for the space, as well as the development of a public 

dimension to the studios which offer a more visible identity outside of the closed and 

private artists’ workspaces. 

This issue of public funding was central to the second speaker,  

Michael Counahan, from CHL Consulting Group. The company had almost completed 

a study commissioned by the Arts Council into the provision of visual artists’ 

workspaces throughout Ireland which will be completed later in 2009. There has never 

been a thorough analysis of the sector in Ireland and it is good to see the Arts Council 

take this on board as the major public funder, this will assist in the development of 

policy with regard to workspace provision. 

A number of provisional findings were presented from the review  

which will be elaborated on in the final report. The study covered group studios, 

residencies and retreats and local authority venues. CHL conducted detailed surveys 

of workspaces and visual artists during the first half of 20083. The results provided a 

somewhat dizzy array of statistics, many of which had not been tabulated let alone 

counted effectively before4. The pie charts and tables reflected the complex nature of 

2 Some examples in Dublin would be Broadstone XL, Monster Truck, La Cathedral and PCP. These spaces all 

offer gallery rental for exhibitions but also curate their own shows, and collaborate with other institutions 

and organisations. For example, the RHA have provided technical, invigilation and curatorial assistance 

to Monster Truck while its own building was being renovated. The duration of exhibitions and events 

vary from single night hire to shows that run for a week or two and rarely the 4—6 weeks typical of  

public funded galleries.

3 84 interviews, 20 site visits and 276 artist surveys were conducted. There was no detailed information 

in the presentation on who participated in the survey and what kind of representation of the sector was 

contained in the provisional results of the survey presented.

4 There is no published statistical information available on the Irish artists studio sector. The Artists’ Studio 

Network Ireland was formed in late 2006 but does not as yet have published information or a website. 

Open studios are organised for 15 Dublin studios on an annual basis, and the www.visitstudios.com 

provides a one stop overview of the 15 participating studios. Both the ASNI and Visit are voluntary  

and unfunded organisations. See Alan Phelan’s Network is Born, Visual Artists Ireland News Sheet, 

April, 2007. VAI publish information regularly in the New Sheet about studios as case studies and  

by county review. See also www.visualartists.ie/alr_cr_studios.html 
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studio provision with many different models of practice in existence but again were 

only a taster of what will be contained in the more detailed final published report. 

Some introductory stats revealed that just over half the studio capacity 

for the country is in Dublin; with half of those of workspaces set up between 2000  

and 2007; and that three quarters of studios are in buildings more than 50 years old. 

This reflects the primarily urban and transitory nature of the artist workspace which  

has historically utilised old buildings. He outlined the leading issues arising as tenure, 

money, management and staffing, quality workspaces and exchanges and networks. 

With three quarters of artists in particular locations for less than three years, long-term 

tenure is certainly a key issue. Just over one third of artists own their workspace (mainly 

in rural locations) with the remainder on lease or licence arrangements of varying 

durations. With the majority in renting, there is a knock-on effect into others concerns 

such as location, health and safety, access, heating, small spaces and poor quality of 

building maintenance. The average size of a studio, gleaned from the survey was 

22 square metres or 240 square feet. It was disappointing to discover that the average 

rent in Dublin is more or less the same as in London at ¤10/sq foot versus £8.50/sq 

foot.5 Our over-heated property market has a lot to answer for despite these both being 

‘affordable’ prices. Other leading issues such as money and financial sustainability were 

not detailed enough with the brief tabulated data presented. While the Arts Council 

appeared to be the main income provider this does not reflect accurately across the 

whole studio sector6. Major institutions such as Fire Station Artists’ Studios, Temple 

Bar Gallery & Studios receive annual funding for a variety of additional programming 

activities and facility access outside of the rental studios they provide.7 While there is a 

welcome subsidy from the Arts Council towards rental costs this varies widely with the 

studios funded8 and in fact the majority of studios do not receive any funding at all. 

This was made clearer when it was revealed that half do not have enough income to 

sustain their workspaces and that half of spaces earn less that ¤30,000 per year. 

There was also no correlation made in the presentation with other 

kinds of workspaces in the commercial and industrial sector9. This could have greatly 

5 1 EUR = 0.855340 GBP (24 November 2008).

6 Claire Doyle, Head of Visual Arts. The Arts Council has said in response to a telephone query that 

this should be resolved with a more detailed analysis in the final report (8 December 2008). 

7 The services that the various studios provide vary widely also from the provision of live/work units in 

the Fire Station Artists’ Studios, to the studio work spaces in TBG&S as well as their gallery programme, 

through to the membership/facility-based studios like Black Church Print Studio.

8 Compare for example the 2008 Arts Council funding for various studios: Fire Station Artists’ Studios, 

¤352,000, 10 artists; Temple Bar Gallery & Studios, ¤350,000, 17 artists; Black Church Print Studio, 

¤94,000, 67 artist members; Broadstone Studios, ¤50,000, 22 artists; New Art Studios, Dublin, ¤22,000, 

12 artists; and Archway Studios, Dublin, ¤14,500, 16 artists. These basic numbers cannot reflect the 

different services or studio provision provided. Funding source www.artscouncil.ie, artist numbers 

source www.visitstudios.com, www.newartstudio.org (accessed 4 December 2008).

9 For a report on the UK situation see the Capital Studios/ACME, “Commercial workspace provision 

for visual artists — a comparison with the affordable sector”, Michael Cubey, February 2006.  

Available as a PDF from www.acme.org.uk/news/commercial-report-2006.pdf
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developed the concept of affordable workspaces which are not specific to the visual 

arts studio sector. Compared to small industrial spaces or small units in enterprise 

centres, average studio rental costs are about half that of commercial work spaces.10 

While there was a brief discussion of the rationale for supporting artist 

workspaces it only touched on the benefits for the production of art in culture, local 

community engagement, regeneration, community development, employment, etc.  

It is not easy to articulate notions of cultural value in economic terms and this is 

something that still needs much public discussion and debate in Ireland. 

Many of these issues were addressed and developed by the final 

speaker, David Panton from ACME Studios in London. ACME was formed by artists in 

1972 responding to the need for workspace as a self-help, collective, ad hoc and diverse 

group. The company has grown greatly since then and now, registered as a charity, 

ACME provides over 370 studio units, runs work/live and studio residency schemes 

and manages an international agency programme for visiting artists. What has been 

significant to the organisation is its involvement with developers in the provision of new 

build studio spaces. ACME have worked successfully on the recognition, or determined 

use of, the artist in urban regeneration development projects. This has expanded 

what is known as ‘planning gain’ to include artist studios within the infrastructural 

commitments that a developer must meet (the gain being mainly for the planning and 

local authority). It is a quid pro quo whereby developers pay back to the public some  

of the profit made from expanding into the city's airspace. This usually means installing 

public lighting, roadways and landscaping but expands into affordable and social 

housing. ACME have been active and indeed strategic in raising the awareness of  

artist work spaces creating development, management and commercial models,  

in order to work in a number of ways to partner, mentor and cross-subsidise. Through 

these models ACME seek to create a permanent and sustainable network of affordable, 

accessible and high-quality studios for artists in London.11

One such relationship in 2006 was with Barratt Homes whose  

new development The Galleria in Peckham includes 50 new artist studios as part  

of a larger mixed-use complex of 75 private and 35 affordable residential apartments. 

There are several other schemes under construction with developers which will  

include artist studios. ACME have also worked in the redevelopment of brownfield 

sites or older buildings where the local council were determined to keep an old factory 

site, for example as part of the industrial heritage of the area, and re-provide the space 

equivalent of the site. Such projects work well for all parties involved and the artist 

10 A search on www.daft.ie (4 December 2008), for workspaces in Dublin city centre listed a 200 square feet 

(19 square metres) office unit suitable for a design or artist studio as ¤500 monthly. Regular office space 

is generally three times this price and small industrial spaces were lock-ups or garage spaces only suitable 

for storage. Monthly rental of all studio spaces in Broadstone Studios (with varying sizes but averaging out 

around the same as above) are ¤250 with additional utilities expenses applied during the year.

11 See www.acme.org.uk for information and reports on their research and current projects. 
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studios are often then used as a marketing tool in creating an image of a desirable 

‘creative’ environment for potential residents/buyers. 

What is most interesting in ACME is their harnessing of not just major 

public funds, from the Arts Council of England12 and UK National Lottery, but the ways 

they have been able to negotiate or rather find a route towards private investment and 

allotment. A wider understanding of planning law and regulations has enabled them 

to capitalise and expand on Section 106 in the UK planning regulations which relate to 

affordable housing, and to incorporate affordable work spaces in the mix. 

What is different with ACME is that they own their buildings which they 

rent out to artists. With their recent new developments they are able to purchase for 

half the developer cost, similar to the way affordable housing works with Dublin City 

Council here, and are therefore able to provide low cost affordable rent to artists.  

ACME is still also a not-for-profit organisation, one that is greatly respected within  

the London studio sector where several other similar models and set-ups operate.13 

In Ireland, as mentioned above, the majority of studios are in rental 

arrangements. Hard earned grants are handed over to commercial landlords instead of 

being re-invested back into the sector. Even larger institutions like Temple Bar Gallery 

& Studios do not own their own building despite the public funding that was invested 

in its redevelopment during the early 1990’s. Temple Bar cultural district is a different 

kind of urban regeneration project from the kind that ACME have been involved with. 

Theirs compare better with smaller urban renewal schemes like the Fatima Mansions 

regeneration project in Rialto, Dublin.

The type of studio provision that has emerged out of Temple Bar 

however has not been duplicated elsewhere in Dublin as yet and it was itself more of 

a battle than a gravy train in securing and re-developing the studio buildings, as was 

12 ACME were awarded £2 million from Arts Council England's Grants for the arts — capital programme 

towards our long-term plan to develop more affordable, permanent, high-quality and accessible studios 

for artists. Major funding from the Arts Council also allowed them to purchase their first two properties. 

Source www.acme.org.uk/developments.php 

13 See for example Container City, London. Devised by Urban Space Management, Container City is an 

innovative modular system using stacks of truck containers to create a variety of spaces for mixed use. 

See www.containercity.com for information.

“What is most interesting in ACME is their 
harnessing of not just major public funds, from the Arts 
Council of England and UK National Lottery, but the ways 
they have been able to negotiate or rather find a route 
towards private investment and allotment.”
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Independent Artists’ Studios on Eustace Street who really fought hard to keep their 

space. Discussions about cultural inclusion in regeneration projects in Ireland have 

not as yet developed into including long term sustainable affordable studios within 

plans. There are still many discussions and suspicions ongoing around notions of 

social capital, place entrepreneurship, and post-welfare socialism.14 Commitments 

from regeneration agencies like Dublin Docklands Development Authority or 

Laganside Corporation in Belfast's Cathedral Quarter have yet to be realised beyond 

token gestures as they seem more interested in creating signature architecture and 

monumental public sculptures. With ACME it was encouraging to see a functioning, 

non-cynical approach to public-private partnership which all too often has negative 

connotations in Ireland.15 The recent downturn in the Irish economy and property 

market has implications for artist work spaces. With the price of property in decline, 

Arts Council funding cutbacks and a crashing art market, it will become more difficult 

to find appropriate funding or goodwill to support the affordable rents that artists seek. 

But within the planning regulations there is room to expand affordable 

housing to include workspaces. With the added kudos of cultural provision 

accompanying an affordable workspace this is something that could and should be 

explored by studio managers and artists in Ireland. Rather than wait to be included by 

the developer whether semi-State or private, it would be good to see the studio sector 

more active in locating their needs within the planning process and the regulatory 

responsibilities that developers have to comply with.16 

The survey and final report by CHL of the studio sector for the Arts 

Council should illustrate and show for the first time with actual figures, the complexity 

14 See Art vs. Urban Renewal, Brian O’Connell at www.arttrail.ie/docklands3.html, originally published in 

The Irish Times and Art Trail’s Cork Docklands Seminar, 2007. See www.arttrail.ie/docklands2.html 

15 The collapse of the public-private partnership for the regeneration St Michaels’s Estate in Inchicore, 

Dublin was one of the first causalities of the property market downturn in 2008 despite 10 years of 

planning and negotiations.

16 The glut of new and unused buildings, however, as well existing older buildings avoiding dereliction orders 

and/or awaiting a development and investment upswing, may find unlikely but favourable tenants with 

artists. With so much unused property, landlords and owners may just need space occupied. Whether 

these turn into long-term secure arrangements is unlikely. Artists were offered the use of office buildings 

in the Sandyford Industrial Estate two years ago but the arrangement was temporary, with many artists 

only settling in when ‘real’ high rent tenants were found to replace them.

“Rather than wait to be included by the 
developer whether semi-State or private, it would be 
good to see the studio sector more active in locating their 
needs within the planning process and the regulatory 
responsibilities that developers have to comply with.”
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of the sector. In developing future policies the Arts Council have to be careful not to 

over-regulate as the financial resources are minimal for the most part in many studios. 

It is a positive advance towards policy however in a very complex sector. It is important 

to note again that the seed money for ACME to purchase their first buildings came from 

the public funding and that the research they have conducted into the British studio 

sector was also undertaken with public funds. This has had the effect of helping to 

professionalise the sector, thus providing better opportunities, support, and advocacy for 

artists.17 In any evaluation of how and why studios function, it must be understood that 

studios are spaces that that artists have created and sourced for themselves to work in 

and it is just as much their responsibility to professionalise and represent each other as 

the organisations that seek to support them. Equally there has to be a recognition with 

public policy of the true value of studios, with an understanding of what they contribute 

to different communities, both local, national, and professional. Despite the boom years 

many studios have been caught in a poor economy, isolated from resources, information 

and alternatives. With these emerging professional networks, sector surveys and 

policy developments it is a positive step in providing spaces for artists that are not only 

equitable but also share a collective and confident future.

—

Biography—
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projects, curating and writing. He studied at DCU, Dublin and RIT, New York. Recent 
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Portadown. Recent group exhibitions include Concourse Offsite, Blackrock, Dublin, 

Solstice Arts Centre, Navan; Feinkost, Berlin; SKUC, Ljubljana; SKC, Belgrade, LCGA, 

Limerick. Recent writing includes texts for Ground Up, Printed Project, AICA, Circa  

and PILOT.

—

Thank you to Jacinta Lynch from Broadstone Studios  

for her critical response to this text and valuable comments  

and clarifications.

17 ACME helped establish the National Federation of Artists’ Studios Providers in the UK. ACME works 

closely with the Federation to promote the strategic development of the studios sector and to provide 

advice to studio groups and organisations throughout the UK. Supporting artists — non-residential 

studios and work/live space. See www.nfasp.org.uk for more information.
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The following are excerpts from a conversation that took place in  

the Fire Station Artists’ Studios, Dublin in December 2008.

—

Amanda Hi everybody and thanks a million for coming today and a very big 

welcome to Noëmi and Sabine. It’s really great for us as practitioners and people 

involved in visual arts here in Ireland to see fresh work that is coming from somewhere 

else and to see what is happening abroad. I know that you have recently collaborated 

on a project that you are still developing, could you tell us a bit about this.

Noëmi After I finished my residency in the Camden Arts Centre in May 2008, 

I had the idea of doing something in an office space to create a sort of absurd image 

and I started to talk to Sabine about it. We got very interested in the idea of us being 

two disabled female artists working in main stream arts rather than Disability Arts1 and 

the more we talked about the project the more it became a collaborative process. 

We decided to set up the shots in the offices of major arts organisations 

in London. So far we have done it at the Camden Arts Centre and next year we are 

hoping to do it at the Tate, the Photographers Gallery and National Portrait Gallery. 

The collaborative photographic project that I am doing with Sabine 

is called, Working Moments2 (see image 6). In this particular image, I am wet; water 

is dripping from my hair and face and I am not wearing any trousers and some very 

childish underpants. But other than that I am just taking the role of an office worker. 

I think we were really interested in the idea of the office organisation 

being where everything is run but it is often a hidden and uncared for place. The more 

we have looked at offices the clearer it became that the more powerful and flashy 

the art organisation the worse the offices are. I think there are interesting analogies 

between the office and the art organisation and the human brain and human psyche. 

But it’s interesting to talk about it now because the collaboration is at quite an early 

stage. We are planning to exhibit in the autumn next year. 

Amanda What is your prospective on the collaboration and the 

collaborative process?

Sabine It’s really nice having a partner because we get to discuss how we 

organise our presentation and how our practices come together. It shows similarities  

1 The term ‘Disability Arts’ refers to art that is informed by the personal and/or collective experience |

of the ‘disabled self’. That is creative work that has at its core the influence upon the artist of, and 

responses to, a disabling world; Dáil Magazine; November; 2004.

2 Lakmaier & Gruhn; Working Moments; Camden Arts Centre; 2008.
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as there is a playfulness and what I would call a surreal element in both our work.  

There are some differences; but the outcome is visual art which compares in some 

aspects. We both tend to stage events which are performance related and are playful. 

Amanda I wonder could you talk to me about the term materiality and how 

it relates to both your practices. 

Sabine Well, I related to the material as such and the philosophy from a 

previous body of work Life of Objects in which I removed my prosthesis from its 

designated function to playfully explore its nature as an object (see images 3, 5).

The prosthesis is a tool, something to wear, something to complete  

the body and therefore conceal mutilation. In isolation, although individually fitted, 

it is in fact ready-made. It is a product without origin. Its detachment from the body 

suggests the possibility of becoming other. 

The experience of something being at once strange and familiar as 

Freud’s uncanny is characterised is pertinent to my work. The uncanny … ‘moreover’ …

involves the experience of uncertainty, in particular regarding the reality of who one is 

and what is being experienced.”3

I am really interested in the French philosopher, Julia Kristeva, whose 

theory of the ‘Abject’ signifies an alarming thought to us: “… the abject refers to the 

human reaction to a threatened breakdown in meaning caused by the loss of distinction 

between subject and object or between self and other.”4 Kristeva associates the ‘Abject’ 

with the eruption of the ‘Real’ into our lives, which happens in particular through 

death’s insistent materiality. The consciousness about this materiality is what we have 

to confront when losing a body part. The mutilated body as such works as a reminder 

of one’s own vulnerability and mortality. The completion of a body with an artificial 

surrogate on the other hand appears to extend ones bodily boundaries and therefore 

confuses their distinction. The Prosthesis imitates life, as does photography. 

3 Royle, Nicholas; The Uncanny; Manchester University Press; 2003.

4 Kristeva, Julia; Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection; trans. Leon S. Roudiez; New York; 

Columbia UP; 1982.

“Kristeva associates The Abject with 
the eruption of the Real into our lives, which happens 
in particular through death’s insistent materiality. The 
consciousness about this materiality is what we have to 
confront when losing a body part.”
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Amanda The place of the body seems to be a really exciting thing that is also 

at the crux of your coming together as collaborators. The body, I don’t know how you 

feel about Kristeva or any kind of examination of the ideas of the abject, ideas of the 

materiality. I mean I found it really exciting, especially when we see this big yellow 

sphere of the four hundred pairs of shoes, meticulously painted with this very specific 

paint (see image 1). I want to ask you Noëmi, why you used yellow road marking? 

I mean the yellow is gorgeous; there are no aesthetic problems there for me or is it  

just the functionality of this particular paint that is used on roads?

Noëmi I was interested in using a paint that has a very strong colour but has no 

aesthetic purpose whatsoever, where it has not been produced for aesthetic use. It is 

being produced as an institution to re enforce a lot, to re enforce an institution itself. 

Exercise in Losing Control (see image 4) is the first piece where I began 

to use this particular type of paint and also to incorporate my own body. It is based on 

a weeble which is a child's toy, very American from the 70's, I think, it came with the 

slogan, “Weebles wobble but they don’t fall down”. I think in this, the role of the viewer 

in my work really shifted. Before then the viewers were very important to the work,  

as a person I was controlling through the installation and the environment; it was very 

interesting controlling every aspect of their experience. From this piece onwards the 

role is shifting and the viewer had to take some responsibility in the work, in the sense 

that they were invited to kick the ball and make it wobble and not fall down. The viewer 

had to make the decision to what extent they would engage with the piece and to what 

extent it can go to harm me or harm the piece — or at least attempt to. 

Amanda What I picked up and do correct me if I am wrong, is that there was a 

real heavy conceptual consideration to your choices in your practice since 2000. 

I suppose in a sensual way, the intervention, the introduction recently of the body in 

your practice, the actual performing body or the I would possibly call the activator, 

is evident, specifically with Exercise in Losing Control and your most recent piece 

Experiment in Happiness. 

Noëmi Yes I agree, Experiment in Happiness (see image 1) a site-responsive piece 

I did during a nine week residency at the Camden Art Centre. The object is a 2-metre 

sphere covered in about 400 pairs of yellow shoes. The shoes are painted with the 

yellow road paint. The artist is attached to the ball by wearing one of the pairs of shoes, 

making the artist’s body part of the object. The absurd relationship between the body 

and the giant ball of shoes makes the piece sit on the verge between the comical and 

the menacing, keeping the viewer wondering what is about to happen. Viewers were 

invited to interact with the piece in whatever way they wanted, they could push it or  

put their feet in themselves if they so wished. I was very interested in the idea that  

if somebody really wanted to push it they could literally run me over, the viewer had  

the power to hurt me but how far would they go?
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Amanda Sabine, I think your work seems to be quite conceptually considered 

throughout. Your whole project is about the examination of the body, your particular 

body and limbs. There is beauty in what you were doing with these prosthetic limbs. 

What is your reading on bringing the body into the work, be that in a live performance 

way, as seen in your work Noëmi, or in a performative photographic way which I think 

is running through Sabine's practice? Which is happening here in your collaborative 

practice? Can you comment?

Noëmi I think the body is very important in my work. In the earlier pieces it 

was the absence of the body and the presence of the object that was signifying the 

absence of human, the absence of individual — the absent body. 

I think the shift in my work took place at the time when I wanted to  

shift the role of the viewer. I think before I was very interested in the presence of the 

viewer which contrasted with the absent body that was signified by the object. I was 

interested in my body as material as such, just another material amongst others, that 

the viewers were invited to interact with and to take responsibility in how to interact 

with that material. 

Amanda Is there any relationship with the abject then? If you're abjectly lying 

on the ground in a vulnerable position allowing people to potentially toss you, toss the 

shoes on top of you or wedge yourself into an extremely uncomfortable position in the 

little weeble, I mean it’s tiny, we saw it you are placing yourself very vulnerably in the 

hands of your audience?

Noëmi I think what I was really interested in was to create this kind of tension 

between something that is almost slapstick comical but also kind of menacing and 

also a tendency towards dangerous behaviour. Something like an accident waiting to 

happen! It makes you laugh as it is funny but at the same time is really uncomfortable 

to be with and to know how to interact with. 

Amanda So is this back to the absurdist kind of surreal? 

Noëmi The absurd runs through all the work more or less.

Amanda I suppose in this collaborative between Sabine and yourself, what strikes 

“What I was really interested in was to 
create this kind of tension between something that is almost 
slapstick comical but also kind of menacing and also a 
tendency towards dangerous behaviour.”
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me about these photographic images is they look so normal. Then there is this little 

almost envelope of vision which seems so precise in the three images, almost like a 

letter box you get a little look inside, do you know what I mean? In a normal way it 

really does seem like a little secret at the bottom of the image that ‘whoops, we can  

see your knickers’. Tell me about the decision to make that? You know, it would have 

been very easy to move the camera down to see more of what is going on beneath  

the table, but instead you give us that sliver which seems to be quite important. 

Sabine The composition was very important to me; it was quite important 

to me that the viewer could take a glimpse and just see a boring image of a woman 

working in an office. Then if you look closer and engage with the image it becomes 

more absurd and more bizarre. 

Noëmi I think a lot of my performance has a kind of tension in the story.

Audience I think there is a certain vulnerability in the work, it is almost like 

someone having a nervous breakdown or about to have a nervous breakdown.  

There is something ominous, it takes a while to realise you are soaking wet.  

I think that is a whole other element to it. 

Sabine I think we both choose to put ourselves, in quite vulnerable and 

compromising positions. 

Audience Noëmi, did you find the audience or the public had difficulties with 

that when engaging with your previous work such as Experiment with Happiness 

and Exercise in Losing Control? 

Noëmi Actually surprisingly they didn’t, there was a lot of interaction, more 

so with Experiment with Happiness than there was with Exercise in Losing Control, which 

was such a starkly freakish image when people walk into the gallery. I had quite a lot  

of people just doing a double take, either not engaging at all or very bizarrely engaging 

in this very strange way of trying to have normal conversations. I guess I am playing  

an almost passive aggressive role because the viewer knows that I am passing the 

control to them so in a sense I am exerting control over the viewer by putting them  

into that position. 

Amanda I’d like to go back to the discussion about the audience, because in the 

live performance, such as your last two pieces Noëmi, there was a direct relationship 

with the audience where you can have direct feedback. 

Sabine, your live performance video piece on the beach Nonsense on 

Stilts (see image 2) has a different relationship with the audience. Did you feel like you 

were performing when you were standing on the beach? 
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Sabine I think yes in a way because I had to pretend I was very still but I was 

getting very cold. I found this performative element rather challenging because I was 

standing on an empty beach where you will get people passing by and you don’t know 

how they are going to react. There is also a performative element in my collaboration 

Working Moments with Noëmi. When you photograph and stage a shot, you are 

performing in a way.

Amanda I suppose we in contemporary practice have different strands of what 

we call performative video and photography really and then the live performance;  

the live performance as being live in the space at the time as a kind of a living 

installation sculptural object. Noëmi, I found it quite interesting that you would  

engage with the audience in a conversation within that realm. 

Noëmi With Exercise in Losing Control that wasn't the original intention. 

But I think it was a response to people’s reactions to the piece. I wanted to see what 

would happen if they were allowed to engage and how they would engage in that 

position. I think it made me in a way almost more out of control; I thought it might be 

the opposite but it was a kind of one way conversation because I found it interesting to 

be in a position where I didn’t have the choice of who I was speaking to. I was speaking 

to the people who choose to speak to me. They were choosing to speak to me in the 

way they wanted too; I didn’t have much control over that.

Audience You talk about being passive aggressive in your work and how does that 

fit with a conversational engagement with someone while you are performing? Was it a 

passive aggressive act? 

Noëmi I am not sure if the conversation was but I think in a way it made the 

situation more confrontational. What I meant by passive aggressive was the kind of 

turning around the responsibility and the power, saying that I am giving up the power 

and the viewer can do as they wish but, in fact, imposing on them how they have to 

experience the piece. I think there is something passive aggressive in that. 

Audience Is there aggression in the controlling yourself in terms of squashing 

yourself into such a small space? 

“I guess I am playing an almost passive 
aggressive role because the viewer knows that I am passing 
the control to them so in a sense I am exerting control over 
the viewer by putting them into that position.”
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Noëmi I think so, yes. 

Audience The word ‘control’ keeps being mentioned and the last image, 

Working Moments just seemed to invoke a body out of control whether it is 

menopausal, caused by some disease or stress at work. It invoked the idea of  

the body not responding as it should in a normal situation. 

Noëmi To an extent Exercise in Losing Control started growing out of me 

being a complete control freak. I find it very difficult not to have everything very calm 

and to know exactly what is happening which is the description of a control freak.  

So I wanted to create for me a position in which I had to give up all control and kind  

of put myself in a position that I might be very uncomfortable with. 

Amanda And yet you are controlling yourself so enormously it’s depressing.

Noëmi Absolutely. And I think Exercising in Losing Control almost went to the 

degree element of self harm it was so, so constricting and I had to be able to get out  

of it before I started losing all sensation, my pulse had dropped to hardly anything.  

I was quite determined to hang in there and wait till the end of the opening. 

Audience There is a similarity in the subtlety between your individual pieces 

and your collaborative project. 

Noëmi I think that is very interesting about the collaboration because I think 

each of us is bringing our differing perspectives, which start mingling and overlapping. 

Yet I think our collaboration is kind of lacking that very obvious slapstickiness. 

Amanda I couldn’t really agree because you are somebody in their knickers 

who is dripping wet in an office! 

“The reason why I define my work 
specifically not as disability art is because I very much 
believe that for most artists, certainly for me, the work is 
very influenced by my experiences as a person and I think 
there is a lot more to what forms me as a person than just 
disability. I think disability is just one part that has formed 
me as a person and as an artist.”
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Noëmi It’s not immediately obvious.

Audience I know that you introduced yourselves as artists who aren’t practicing 

within disability arts but are artists with disabilities working within the main stream.  

I was just wondering what you see to be the difference when, I suppose, in your  

work in both overt and covert ways you are addressing disability as part and parcel  

of that work? 

Noëmi I see disability art as addressing the experience of disability in the work. 

The reason why I define my work specifically not as disability art is because I very 

much believe that for most artists, certainly for me, the work is very influenced by my 

experiences as a person and I think there is a lot more to what forms me as a person 

than just disability. I think disability is just one part that has formed me as a person  

and as an artist. 

Sabine Similarly disability is obviously part of me because I choose to produce 

work using that. But on the other hand doing it as part of a disability art exhibition or 

anything like that, I sometimes see it as limiting my work because that seems to be 

the only way of interpreting it. People tend to miss the other issues which I am most 

interested in. 

Amanda I think, as artists, I am speaking certainly for myself; we constantly try 

to wriggle out of being categorised or being labelled. I think the same can be said about 

labelling yourself a feminist artist or not. But I do think the work is directly confronting 

the body. I think that with both of your practices, the confrontation of the body and 

the presentation of the body as it is, is actually a fact. The whole negotiation then 

around the word ‘disability’ or the politics of disability is something other than simply 

artists dealing with the body, which I do with my practice in performative art not only 

in the live but also mediated through body, through the photography and video so 

omnipresent in contemporary practice. But as you are saying, we do as artists mime 

our own experiences. The politics of disability, of the word ‘disability’ is certainly, from 

my perspective, about society disabling the individual rather than the individual being 

labelled ‘disabled’ or abnormal in some way. I think that confrontation which is so 

succinctly talked about, the connections being made with your interest in Kristeva’s 

philosophy of the abjective, certainly ‘the other’ is omnipresent in both of your work.  

I think both your re-examinations of the body as a material object and this 

confrontation with the world in the work is very open and very honest. But I think,  

as artists, we all try and wriggle out of categorisation. 

Sabine It’s a very relevant comment, like as we said earlier, just being who I am, 

whatever that is, being female or disabled or being German has informed my practice. 
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Noëmi None of my work tells you that I am disabled; your knowledge of my 

disability is because I am sitting here in front of you today being obviously disabled. 

In my work, I am in a way less disabled than in every day to day life.

Audience For me, your work is more how you are as a person and wasn’t about 

the disability, I think this is why to a certain extent it stays longer. I think sometimes if it 

is too much in your face, especially if you go to a specific art and disability exhibition, it 

can be a little bit overpowering to such an extent and you can just brush over the work. 

Audience It’s great to see two disabled female artists who don’t put their work 

neatly into this box of disability arts but yet your work is influenced in some way by 

people’s perception of you. I think it is operating on a few layers. It’s far more subtle,  

far more interesting for me.

Noëmi In a sense that is almost unavoidable that our practice gets influenced 

by people’s perceptions of us as disabled female artists because people do read the 

work in context. I think as soon as the context of disabled artists working is there,  

the interpretations of the work changes.

Audience Sabine, in your video piece, Nonsense of Stilts (2007) it doesn't read 

about the body being disabled. It’s just a very poetic image of a body looking out  

to sea, waves flowing in; it’s very much a secondary thing, the sleeve of your arms 

floating in the wind. 

“The politics of disability, of the word 
“disability” is certainly from my perspective, about 
society disabling the individual rather than the individual 
being labelled ‘disabled’ or abnormal in some way. I think 
that confrontation which is so succinctly talked about, the 
connections being made with your interest in Kristeva’s 
philosophy of the abjective, certainly ‘the other’ is 
omnipresent in both of your work.”
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And so I am left the task of continuing the conversation alone, in writing.

—

S Is this a trap?

T What kind of trap?

S A story we’ll be trapped in and unable to get out of?

T Hmmm ... you mean a mousetrap or a metaphorical trap, 

a character flaw, a psychological trap?

S Not sure. All I can see is a trap and no way out of it, a trap 

of my or her own making.

T What are these traps. Who set them?

S That answer isn’t clear. I don’t know. The trapsetter is perhaps 

long gone, or else still here.

T Hmmm. Clear as mud. What kind of traps are these? Physical traps?

S Yes, but traps of words, clues, keys, trick questions, manholes, 

characters caught in traps of their own making.

T Or others’ making.

S Yes, or others’ making. Sometimes the traps appear externally, 

written into the plot by some unnameable narrator.
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T Other times the characters themselves spend most of the play 

constructing elaborate labyrinths, cages, from which they find it terribly hard  

to escape.

S Why do they do that?

T Is this a trick question?

S No, just a question.

T I think they construct traps in order to feel safe, no, maybe in order to 

replay something old, to live in the past perhaps.

S To feel safe then.

T What does this have to do with disability?

S Does it have to have anything to do with it? Perhaps this is an evocation 

of a state of mind, the darker feelings one might feel, which could equally well apply to 

disabled and non-disabled people, all people struggling with psychological issues. 

T Great. What kind of character are you?

S I’ll be Vladimir to your Estragon, or maybe the beetle to your 

Gregor Samsa, or whatever you want me to be. 

T Most snares are devised by humans for animals.

S Indeed. I was interested that the artist — Noëmi Lakmaier — stayed 

in that outfit, the Weeble until she lost all feeling, saved herself at the eleventh hour  

if you like. 

T I think there’s a sacrifice going on.

S What do you mean?

T I mean there’s a sacrifice going on in each of these art stories. 

The artist as sacrifice, or maybe someone else.

S Right. Can you say more?

T Yes. The artist talks about literature a lot, and plays, particularly the 
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Theatre of the Absurd. And Dürrenmatt’s The Visit1 was the inspiration for Experiment in 

Happiness. The main character in The Visit, Claire, has an artificial arm and leg following 

a plane crash, and she is a dark and vengeful force in the play, promising a million to the 

town if they sacrifice Ill, her former lover who betrayed her after fathering her child.  

The disabled person as monster is a well worn trope or stereotype in literature and 

cinema, but the play is used knowingly here, in a reaapropriation of a principal female 

and disabled character. Disability itself is already treated in a tragicomic fashion in  

the play — Claire getting ready says to her butler, ’Pass me my left leg’. This makes me 

think of Sabine Gruhn’s photographic images with artificial limbs and her consideration 

of the abject. It is significantly though not because of her disability but because of her 

lost love and the betrayal that this character wishes to exact vengeance. It is when the 

villagers start to buy expensive items on credit that Ill realises he is in trouble, and most 

notably some of the villagers begin to wear new yellow shoes.

S Ah, so the yellow shoe ball in Experiment in Happiness is like an 

overdetermined dream symbol version of the original play.

T Yes, if you like. Or perhaps a deconstruction. Yet the artist seems to play 

all the parts, perpetrator and potential victim/sacrifice. By wearing a pair of the yellow 

shoes she is identifying herself with the greedy townspeople and yet by positioning 

herself as potentially crushable by the ball of shoes she becomes in the same position 

as Ill. Perhaps the townspeople too will ultimately be crushed by their guilt as they do 

sacrifice Ill in the end. There is a level of trust in the play and in the art work, which 

assumes that the spectator will not try to kill or harm the artist, just as Ill assumes that 

they will not harm him even though they have the opportunity. And in Exercise in Losing 

Control, the Weeble piece, we nearly get a sacrifice, nearly, well the artist does sacrifice 

feeling, feeling in her body, temporarily, for us, so a kind of death does take place.

S The temporary death of sensation.

T Yes, that’s right. But doesn’t go the whole way.

S Thankfully.

T Indeed. 

S There’s a lot of yellow.

1 Dürrenmatt, Friedrich; The Visit: A Tragicomedy; (trans. Bowles, Patrick) Jonathan Cape Limited; 1990.
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T I know. it’s cheery isn’t it.

S Or creepy maybe. It’s that double yellow line paint — rules, societal 

control. Makes me think of a story I once read by Charlotte Perkins Gilman called  

The Yellow Wallpaper2 and the woman is locked in a room.

T Aha, more traps.

S She’s locked in a room by her husband who decides she’s insane and 

gradually she does start to doubt her own sanity and the wallpaper starts to move  

in narratives and become yellower and yellower and she seems to enter it.

T Do you remember the Weeble? You are a child of the seventies.

S Hmm, maybe, vaguely. I think it’s an example of ‘fort-da’ that 

Freud talks about — the reassuring Weeble which like the good mother goes away  

and comes back and never falls over.

T You’re so clever.

S The constant evocation of literature create an interdisciplinary effect, 

as if we are constantly being drawn back to the texts in order to elucidate the art  

works, or as if the art works have somehow absorbed or become a part of the texts,  

an addition or a subtraction in the same way that bodies themselves in both artists’ 

work have things added to or subtracted from them, sculpturally. 

T OK. I think the woman in the future collaborative project between 

the two artists — the wet woman, the drenched woman, in the arts office space of  

Working Moments — is another trapped character.

S Yes, I think so too, go on.

T Trapped by an ultranormative environment with her body rebelling, 

screaming with fluid.

S Interesting.

2 Perkins Gilman, Charlotte; The Yellow Wallpaper in American Short Stories; ed. Oates, Joyce; 

Carol Oxford University Press; 1992.
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T No escape, as claustrophobic as Kafka’s The Trial3. And like that book 

we never know what the characters have done to deserve these punishments, though 

perhaps there is no justice, no deserving or not deserving, maybe punishment does 

not require a corollary of a crime. The woman drenched, sitting quietly at her desk, 

suggests some kind of trap of normality, trapped in societal rules from which she 

cannot escape, despite the fact that her body is screaming. 

We imagine sweat perhaps, an illness or menopause or work related 

stress, but it is a body out of control in a very controlled environment. A person who  

is trying to break free, trying to utter a silent scream. Trying to observe rules even  

up to the point when such a situation is untenable, absurd even. There is a frustration  

at the trap, a rage perhaps which may have to do with disability or may be not,  

but this psychological rage and frustration is easy to identify with, whatever one’s  

physical status.

S What sound do Weebles make?

T I think they laugh a lot. No, perhaps they are silent.

S Have I gained an extra self here or merely been split in two?

T The trap snapped shut.

S Maybe the world is more of a trap for a disabled person. 

Particularly a wheelchair user. Or it can certainly be a constrained, closed down  

system in terms of accessibility.

T A world full of glass ceilings, glass doors, glass stairs?

S Quite.

T I think both artists’ work relate more if anything to crip theory4 

than traditional identity based disability politics.

S How d’you mean?

T Well, both practices reapproriate negative connotations of disability; 

the monstrous, the abject, false limbs as uncanny abject objects or bodies that cannot 

3 Kafka, Franz; The Trial; (trans. Parry, Idris); Penguin; 1994.

4 McRuer, Robert; Crip Theory: Cultural Signs of Queerness and Disability: Cultural Signs of Queerness 

and Disability (Cultural Front Series); NYU Press; 2006.
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obey social conventions, the absurd body or strange looking non-normative body.  

All these alternative corporealities are celebrated. There is a Foucauldian reverse 

dicourse — like the term queer, crip is reappropriated and given an avant-garde political 

agency. There is a humour in this engagment with the supposedly monstrous, a kind 

of laughing at the spectator who might find these things gory or frightening, a little like 

showing the scab on your knee in the playground. Bob Flanagan the ‘Supermasochist’, 

whose performances used ‘props’ related to his cystic fibrosis, comes to mind. 

S I find the Weeble — Exercise in Losing Control — reminds me of Kafka’s 

Metatmorphosis5, a person turned into a beetle, or here a toy, a moving creature. 

Literary shapeshiftings meet live art transformations of the body here. A fourth act of 

an imaginary absurdist play perhaps. There is the absurdity of the costume, of the body 

which looks uncanny, an optical illusion, in the ball. Somehow one thinks an average 

size body could not fit in such a small space. The artist puts herself in a wobbling toy 

trap, a character vacillating but never dying (the catchphrase: “Weebles wobble but 

they don’t fall down”) and is then saved at the eleventh hour by herself. She returns 

to her body, outside of the trap. But it is an eleventh hour victory, a Deus ex Machina 

performed by the victim.

T Eleventh hour victories are always the best.

S Quite. You’re free to go now. If you want.

T Yes.

—
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